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ABSTRACT 

The palacogeography and palacoclimatology of the Jurassic and, more particularly the 

Oxfordian, are outlined. There is a discussion on the relevance and possible causes of 

Oxfordian ammonite provinciality, and its bearing on this research. 

Oxfordian sections were studied in the field in eight depositional areas throughout 
Britain and France: the Hebrides Basin, the Inner Moray Firth Basin, the Cleveland Basin, the 
Wash Basin and Oxford Shallows, the Wessex Basin, the Norinandy Coast, the Seuil du 

Poitou and south-cast France. 

The relevant structural features of each basin are outlined, followed by descriptions 

of localities and formations present. (Full descriptions of all exposures measured, together with 

graphic logs, form an appendix. ) 

For each basin, a curve of relative sea level is presented, together with an explanation 

of its derivation from facies analysis and hence trends in palaeobathymciry. These are fitted 

into a sequence stratigraphic framework, but without assuming eustatic control. 

Results from the eight areas are compared with a view to identifying coincidence of 

events in sea level change. Two events are coincident in all eight basins: a maximum flooding 

event at the Callovian/Oxfordian stage boundary and a sequence boundary followed almost 
immediately by a significant transgression at the Middlc/Upper Oxfordian substage boundary. 

Such coincidence is considered to be strong evidence of eustatic control. Additionally, the 

Lower Oxfordian shows widespread evidence of highstand conditions, while the Middle 

Oxfordian was a time of significant but episodic increase in relative sea level. These findings 

are compared with Oxfordian successions described in the literature for other continents and 

elsewhere in Europe, in order to further substantiate or refute eustatic control. This showed 

the Oxfordian to be characterised by an overall net increase in sea level, while evidence for 

the Callovian/Oxfordian maximum flooding event and Middle/Upper Oxfordian transgression 

is widespread. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Oxfordian outcrop sections were studied over an area including Britain and France 

and the data from these, and data from the literature, were analysed in ternis of relative sea 
level change. Identified systems tracts and bounding surfaces such as unconformities, 

transgressive surfaces and maximum flooding surfaces were considered to be the result of 
basin-wide changes in relative sea level only if they were corrclatable right across the basin 

in question, especially if the effects of such changes could be discerned in both proximal and 
distal marine successions. If these intervals and horizons were correlatable between basins, this 

was considered to be an indication that eustatic control might be invoked. Comparison with 

trends in relative sea level in Oxfordian successions in other parts of Europe and other 

continents can serve to test eustatic control, although faunal provinciality affecting the 

distribution of ammonite genera and species in the Oxfordian limits the precision of global 

correlation of events, although intracontinental correlation can be to zone or even sub-zone 

resolution (Hallam, 1978,1988). 

The analyses presented here use many of the principles of sequence stratigraphy, but 

the pitfalls of applying these to epeiric sea successions subject to slow subsidence were borne 

in mind. Such factors as sediment supply variations and the reworking of sediments already 
deposited can mask and confuse signals, and the rate of changes in relative sea level can be 

as important as their magnitude, since this factor - along with sediment supply (typically low 

in epeiric basins) - can control accommodation space available for sediment accumulation and 

preservation. A pulse of high clastic input in a negligibly-subsiding basin can produce a 

shallowing-up cycle in marginal environments during a transgressive episode which is marked 
in distal successions by a change to deeper water facies. 

The successful recognition of key boundaries and systems tracts as defined in the 

sequence stratigraphy literature depends on the availability of a large amount of data from a 

given depositional area. Furthermore, these data should ideally cover environments ranging 
from marginal to distal. For this reason, the analyses presented here were built on the 

recognition of key bounding surfaces and systems tracts where possible, but also on the 

patterns of deepening- and shallowing-up intervals derived from facies analysis. 
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Figure 1.1 shows schematically some of the typical patterns seen in both proximal 

and distal successions at various stages of a cycle of relative sea level change. It is not always 

possible to base the analysis of a basin solely on either sequence boundaries or maximum 

flooding surfaces. In this thesis, the trends proposed for relative sea level changes were 

derived from the recognition of either type of bounding surface, together with evidence of 

landward or basinward facics shifts and the stacking patterns of deepening and shallowing 

parasequenccs. 

The recognition of sequence boundaries as unconformitics which bound relatively 

conformable packages of sediment is easiest in marginal marine successions. Recognition of 

such surfaces as correlative conformities in distal successions is not always certain, and for 

this reason the "genetic stratigraphic sequence" technique has been developed as an alternative 
(Galloway, 1989). This relies on the identification of maximum flooding surfaces generated 

at times of maximum relative sea level where sediment starvation leads to condensed sections 

and non-depositional hiatuses. 

The changes in relative sea level (as represented by the curves of relative sea level 

presented here for the various depositional areas studied) between these two types of bounding 

surface can be deduced from the analysis of facies and the recognition of deepening and 

shallowing trends through the successions studied. Evidence such as change in lithology, the 

proportion of clastic content and the size of clastic constituents, sedimentary structures 
indicating hydrodynamic regime and trace and body fossil content were all used in the 

def inition of facics. 

Definitions of sequence stratigraphic terms used in this thesis are as follows and are 
derived from van Wagoner, et al. (1988) and Posamentier, Jervey and Vail (1988): 

Sequence: a relatively conformable succession of genetically related strata 
bounded by unconformities and their correlative conformities. 

2. Unconformity: a surface separating younger from older strata along which 

there is evidence of erosional truncation and of significant hiatus. 
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Systems tract: a subdivision of a sequence defined by its position within the 

sequence. 

Sequence boundary: corresponds to the top of the highstand systems tract 

and coincides with the maximum rate of eustatic fall. 

5. Lowstand systems tract: deposited during a time of eustatic fall and the 

early phase of eustatic rise. 

6. Transgressive systems tract: deposited during rapid eustatic rise. 

7. Highstand systems tract: deposited during later part of eustatic rise, 

stillstand and early fall. 

8. Transgressive surface: first significant marine flooding surface across the 

shelf. It corresponds with the top of the lowstand systems tract. 

9. Maximum flooding surface: corresponds with the top of the transgressive 

systems tract. It marks the change from a retrogradational to a progradational 
facies belt. It is alternatively termed the downlap surface. 

In practice, the interpretation of marine successions in tenns of sequence stratigraphy 

must take into account such factors as the varying rates of rise and fall of sea level, the rate 

and magnitude of basin subsidence at various depositional sites and the sediment supply. The 

first two factors determine the space available for the accumulation and preservation of 

sediments and all three act together to determine the water depth. Basin subsidence is not 

constant across the basin profile but changes across a "hinge-line" so that the amount of 

subsidence is greater in deeper parts of the basin and negligible on the margins. The rate of 

subsidence over a third-order eustatic cycle is assumed to be constant (Posamentier, Jervey 

and Vail, 1988). High rates of eustatic change can produce apparent coincidence of some 

surfaces in some marine successions. 
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2. JURASSIC PALAEOGEOGRAPHY AND 

CLIMATE 

2.1 PALAEOGEOGRAPHY 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the global palacogeography of the Oxfordian, which was 
dominated by the supercontinent Pangaea, with its vast 

5ý 
thyan embaymcnt. North-west 

Europe was covered by an epeiric sea of considerable extent and the sub-sea was typified by 

a basin-and-swell topography. 

Figure 2.2 shows the regional setting of the British Isles during the Oxfordian. Its 

latitude was roughly 35 degrees north, i. e about 15 degrees south of its present-day latitude 

(Scotese, 1991). The majority of Britain was a depositional area with a variety of shallow 

marine and deeper, off-shore facies. The lithologies were predominantly shales with 

subordinate carbonates (Brookfield, 1973). Areas of reduced sedimentation, non-deposition or 

erosion included Palaeozoic lands which stood out as islands and peninsulas, as well as 

submarine swells. These positive features were established either at the termination of the 

Palaeozoic as Hercynian massifs or were fault-boundcd horst structures initiated during the 

Triassic with the break-up of Pangaea (Hallam and Sellwood, 1976). 

The epeiric sea also covered most of France except for Palaeozoic massifs such as 
Armorica and the Massif Central. Characteristic lithofacies of the French Oxfordian is 

argillaccous as in Normandy and the Jura with shallow water limestone facies developed in 

the Seuil du Poitou, the Ard6che and parts of south-east France. The south-east France region 

was marginal to the Tethys. A variety of lithofacies is found here with mud-dominated 
deposition and subordinate carbonates passing up into massive or well-bedded limestones. 

2.2 CLIMATE IN THE JURASSIC 

Using a number of criteria, a picture of Jurassic climate has been reconstructed. The 

global pattern was one of higher average temperatures than at present and a low cquator-to- 

pole temperature gradient (Hallam, 1975,1984,1985). Presently there is no evidence of 

permanent polar ice cover in the Jurassic (Eyles, 1993). 
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Figure 2.1 

Global Palacogcography of the Oxi'ordian 
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Frakes and Francis (1988) challenge the assumption that the Earth was ice-frce for 

most of the Phanerozoic, citing reports of ice-rafted deposits in high-latitude mid-Jurassic to 

mid-Cretaceous successions. They also refer to reports in the literature of high-latitude ice- 

rafting throughout the Phanerozoic with the exception of the Triassic. They discuss in some 
detail the occurrence of boulder-sized exotic clasts in Lower Cretaceous shales of the 
Australian Eromanga Basin. Convincing sedimentological evidence is given that these boulders 

were ice-rafted. They also make the point that modelling experiments have shown that 

conditions in continental interiors in high latitudes would have been freezing during winter, 

even with warm oceans. They explain the seemingly contradictory evidence of the flora and 
fauna of the high-latitude Cretaceous by citing reinterpretations of climatic tolerances of the 
biota. 

With regard to the above, certain points have to be made. Ice-rafted deposits do not 
in themselves prove the existence of permanent ice caps, but suggest the existence of seasonal 
ice bodies formed in land areas which seized large clasts and transported them to the oceans 

or other bodies of water. Arctic or subarctic conditions are by no means necessary for the 

formation of sizeable ice bodies in a number of continental situations, as present-day high 

altitude glaciers attest. Ncarer to sea level, large inland water bodies such as the Great Lakes 

can also develop large ice-floes in winter (personal observation, mid-1950s) while the 

summers commonly experience regular daily temperatures in excess of 30 degrees centigrade. 
The possibility of these fresh water ice-floes collecting and transporting large clasts depends, 

however, on the site of their formation. 

The arguments of Frakes and Francis do not demonstrate permanent ice caps 

throughout the Phanerozoic, but do suggest that - at least during times of strong seasonality - 
seasonal ice-bodies were present in continental interiors. 

The picture for the Jurassic of a uniformly equable climate over land and sea may 
have to be modified to one of strong seasonal contrasts in continental interiors with at least 

seasonal ice at high latitudes, even though the oceans were warmer than at present. It is also 
likely that the continental character of the Jurassic climate would have been enhanced by the 

existence of Pangaea. 
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The assumption that tile Jurassic oceans had a low cquator-to-pole temperature 

gradient is supported by the lack of diversity decline in marine fauna with latitude. The broad 

geographical extent of ammonite realms in the Jurassic also supports the assumption that 

ocean conditions - including temperature - were consistent over a vcry large"area. The 

presence of tethyan forms in the Boreal Realm and vice versa indicates either that the 

ammonitcs involved were not very sensitive to differences in conditions or that the conditions 
themselves were at least broadly similar in tenns of water temperature and salinity. 

The pattern of precipitation during the Jurassic has been discussed at length by Hallam 

(1975,1984,1985). Criteria used to estimate the degree of humidity or aridity include the 
distribution of coals and cvaporitcs as wclI as palacontological and sedimentological 
indicators. 

The distribution of humid and and zones in the Mesozoic in general and in the 

Jurassic in particular seems likely to have been governed by the disposition of the continental 

masses into one supercontinent with the large-scale embayment of the Tethys on the eastern 

side (Barron, 1981; Hays and Pitman, 1983; Barron and Washington, 1984). 

The palaeoclimatological evidence indicates an and belt on the western side of 
Pangaea stretching from low to mid latitudes. Elsewhere, a humid regime is indicated. Further 

evidence indicates that the and zone extended to higher latitudes in the north in the Late 

Jurassic, though the reasons for this are unclear (Parrish, Ziegler and Scotese, 1982; Hallam, 

1984). The establishment of markedly more humid conditions in the Cretaceous is presumably 

related to the Late Jurassic-Cretaceous break-up of Pangaea and the increase in marine 
influence consequent on the middle to late Cretaceous eustatic rise. 

2.2.1 Implications of Jurassic Climate for this Study 

The importance of being aware of the climatic conditions obtaining during the Jurassic 

are twofold: 1) the probable degree of influence of climate on eustatic change, and 2) the 

control of the climate on sedimentation in shelf environments. 

2.2.1.1 Influence of Climate on Eustasy in the Jurassic 

It is always a problem to disentangle all the possible climatic forcing factors 

influencing the climate in a particular geological interval and to make a judgment as to which 
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of them - if any - is dominant as a control on climatic conditions at any one time. Any such 

analysis is at present largely conjectural. 

In the absence of permanent land based ice caps at the poles acting as major water 

reservoirs during temperature minima, other mechanisms must be proposed to account for the 

possibility of eustatic adjustment following changes in global climate. Thermal expansion and 

contraction of the water in the ocean basins would account for small eustatic changes, but not 

sufficient to explain the magnitude of the shifts in relative sea level estimated for the Jurassic. 

One possible major reservoir for water extracted from the oceans by climatic forces has 

recently been proposed: the pore spaces in aquifers (Hay and Leslie, 1990; Jacobs and 
Sahagian, 1993). It has been calculated that the volumetric potential of aquifers as reservoirs 
is sufficient to account for estimated values of sea-level change. The mechanism for transfer 

is broadly the same as that for the formation of ice caps, i. e. evaporation and subsequent 

precipitation. There is a significant difference, however: the storage of ocean water in aquifers 

would have no effect on planetary albedo, while the formation and/or expansion of polar ice 

caps would. Therefore this temperature-minimum reinforcer would not obtain in the Jurassic. 

Albedo effects would have been limited to those due to the nature and extent of vegetation 

cover and the presence and extent of deserts. 

2.2.1.2 Influence of Climate on Sedimentation in the Jurassic 

The equable nature of the Oxfordian climate and the low equator-to-pole temperature 

gradient would have had a significant effect on the sedimentation and, of equal importance 

in shallower water, the preservation of the sediments deposited. 

The low temperature gradient would have had the effect of decreasing the number and 

severity of storm events and this, in combination with the extensive area of shelf in the cpeiric 

sea of north west Europe which would act as an important damping mechanism to storm- 

generated waves, would have increased the preservation potential of sediments deposited in 

the shallow-water zone by raising storm wave base (Hallam, 1975). 
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3. FAUNAL PROVINCIALITY IN THE 

JURASSIC 

Discussions of provinciality must define the taxonomic level at which provinciality 

is being investigated. Living species are recognised as distinct from others on certain 

biological grounds. Fossil species and all higher taxonomic groups - both living and extinct - 

are conceptual to a greater or lesser extent and are always subject to revision. These factors 

must be borne in mind when interpreting provinciality. Particular caution should be applied 

when describing ammonite provinciality. There is reason to suspect that many ammonite 

species (and even some genera) are spurious. The lowest taxonomic level that can be used 

with any confidence in mapping ammonite distributions is the genus (Hallam, 1975). 

Neumayr (1872,1883) and Uhlig (1911) (both cited in Thierry, 1988) proposed Boreal 

and Tethyan Realms based partly on the presence or absence of certain ammonite groups. 

In the Jurassic, provinciality in the distribution of certain ammonite families and 

subfamilies was also recognised and discussed by Arkell (1956) who defined three faunal 

realms: the Boreal, the Tcthyan and the Pacific. Since then, the realms and provinces outlined 
by him have been newly defined by Hallam (1969,1975) who reduced these to only two 

realms: the Boreal and the Tcthyan, considering Arkell's Pacific Realm to be a province of 

the Tethyan Realm. In support of this interpretation, bclcmnitc distribution has not revealed 

a Pacific realm corresponding to that proposed by Arkell (Stevens, 1963). Both Ark-ell and 
Hallam deduced the constant migration of the boundary between the Boreal and the Tethyan 

throughout the Jurassic. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the northward migration of the 

boundary across Britain and France in the Oxfordian. Hallam judged this to be a Boreal 

retreat, in contrast to the "Tethyan spread" of Arkell. He also reviewed the numerous 
hypotheses advanced by different workers to account for the presence of these realms (Hallam, 

1969). Attempts have been made to suggest causes for faunal provinciality generally and for 

ammonite provinciality in the Jurassic in particular (Hallam, 1969; Middlemiss, Rawson and 
Newall, 1971). Stevens (1963,1973) discussed provinciality in belemnites in the Jurassic and 
Cretaccous. He discerned a provincial distribution from the Bathonian onwards. Certain 

changes in the patterns of bclcmnite distribution parallel those of other faunal groups. For 
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example, the southerly migration of the Cylindrotcuthidae in the early Callovian took place 

at the same time as the spread southwards of the kosmoccratid ammonites. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the position and extent of the two faunal realms in the Jurassic 

superimposed on a palinspastic repositioning of the continents. It shows that the two realms 

were strikingly different in area, the Boreal Realm being confined to present day Alaska, 

Canada, the Arctic and northern Eurasia; the Tcthyan Realm occupied the rest of the world. 
The boundary separating the realms was both diffuse and migratory but was approximately 
latitudinal. This suggests a temperature control as an explanation for the observed faunal 

distributions. However, the absence of a distinct austral realm argues against latitudinally- 

controlled temperature as a primary cause. 

Hallam (1969) adopted a novel approach to the problem of the causes of provinciality 
in the Jurassic by relating the distribution of faunal groups to three distinct facies associations 
distinguishable in the European Jurassic: tcrrigenous clastic; intermediate; calcareous. A 

correlation exists. From this, he proposed that the establishment of the Boreal Realm was 

connected to the presence of an extensive European epeiric sea (with slightly reduced salinity), 

connected to the Tethys. 

This approach has the advantage that it does not depend ultimately or solely on 

making biological assumptions for the environmental tolerances and modes of life of the 

faunal groups, but draws its conclusions from two data sets: (a) the fossil distributions, and 
(b) the distribution of sedimentary facies. 

Thierry (1988) related the known distribution of ammonite groups to revised tethyan 

palaeogeography and to recent ideas on ammonite palaeoecology and modes of life. He uses 

a quantitative approach in describing ammonite distributions, 

Groups such as kosmoccratids and cardioccratids are considered to be nektobenthonic 
(confined to very shallow platforms). This raises the possibility that deep water could have 

acted as a barrier to the migration of these groups and restricted them to the epeiric sea of 

north west Europe. 
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Figure 3.1 

Boundaries of the Tethyan and Boreal Realms 
during the Jurassic 
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In summary, the distribution of ammonites and other macrofossils into two realms in 

the Jurassic is undoubted. The boundary between these realms was diffuse and migrated 
latitudinally with time. The Tethyan Realm was characterised by a higher diversity than the 
Boreal. Some correlation between faunas and facies seems to exist. It is possible to find 

representatives of one realm in deposits located in the other realm over much of north west 
Europe, and in unexpected facies, associations. Explanations for these observed facts remain 

speculative. The cause of the provinciality is almost certainly composite. Boreal stocks were 

probably derived from tethyan ancestors straying into the epeiric sea from the almost global 

oceanic environment and adapting to local conditions. Neither the tethyan nor the boreal 

ammonite faunas seemed to have become so specialised that coexistence was impossible, 

resulting in considerable overlap in their occurrence in the record in the boundary region. 
Eustatic fluctuations and tectonic changes probably resulted in the periodic increase and 
decrease in migration opportunities. 

3.1 AMMONITE PROVINCIALITY IN THE OXFORDIAN 

The distribution of cardioceratid and perisphinctid ammonites into the Boreal and 

Tethyan Realms respectively obtains across north west Europe. Figure 3.2 shows the three 

zonal schemes currently in use (Wright, 1980) and illustrates that during the Early Oxfordian 

(i. e. Mariae and Cordatum Zones) and the Vertebrale Subzone of the Middle Oxfordian, the 

boreal ammonite faunas were dominant throughout north west Europe. In the course of this 

research, cardioceratid ammonites were found in Lower Oxfordian strata as far south as the 

south east of France. Biostratigraphic correlation within these zones and subzone therefore 

presents no problems throughout the area of study. 

However, all Oxfordian zones and subzones subsequent to the Vcrtebrale Subzone at 
the start of the Middle Oxfordian are subject to provinciality in their distribution over Britain 

and France. 
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4. LOCALITIES STUDIED I 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

For each basin considered in this research the structure and history will be outlined 

prior to descriptions of localities visited and the formations and members studied. These 

descriptions will not be exhaustive since full bed-by-bed details of studied sections are 
included in the Appendix. Instead, the general nature of the sediments and their field relations 

will be outlined along with features which are relevant to interpretation or peculiar to the 

section being described. Interpretations of changes of relative sea level will then follow with 

any additional description and data necessary to support such interpretations. 

The north west European epeiric sea which lay between the Tethys, the opening North 

Atlantic and the Boreal Ocean was the setting for marine deposition in all the localities 

examined. The differences in facies observed were due to the characteristics of each 
depositional setting including sub-sea topography and consequent water depth, distance from 

sediment sources, water temperature, ocean currents and the degree and style of tectonic 

activity. The studied sections were deposited in a variety of environments from near shore 

marine to offshore marine shelf to deeper water trough. Some were deposited in areas 

recognised as true basins (e. g. Staffin and R6muzat) while others were located in intervening 

shallows and platforms (e. g. Cothill Quarry and Poitiers). 

The division of Mesozoic north-west Europe into well-defined, discrete sedimentary 

basins is a problem. It is more realistic to view the whole region as an epeiric sea (on the 

north-west margins of the Tethys) with generally very subdued sub-sea topography with 
depositional areas subject to different marine and faunal influences through their history 

(Sellwood and Jenkyns, 1975). These changes in influence were caused by marine connections 

and disconnections consequent on the progressive opening of the North Atlantic and closing 

of the Tethys. 

Within this generalised picture were the Palaeozoic massifs. They persisted as land 

or shoal areas during the Mesozoic. The numerous fault-bounded troughs and graben which 

were formed as incipient oceans, or parallcllcd the axis of the developing North Atlantic in 

the pull-apart tectonics of the break up of Pangaea, provided the sites of deeper water, trough 
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sedimentation. They frequently display the triple junctions typical of failed-ocean rift systems 

Examples of these trough systems include those located in the North Sea, the Western 

Approaches Trough, the Hebrides Basin and the Vocontian Trough. They are charactensed 

by very thick sediment piles accumulated in deep water during continuing subsidence through 

the Mesozoic. 

Figure 4.1.1 shows the regions and basins studied in this thesis- 

Figure 4.1.1 
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4.2 HEBRIDES BASIN 

This was one of a series of elongate Mesozoic basins associated with the passive 

margins of the proto-North Atlantic Ocean and which were aligned parallel or sub-parallel to 

the ocean spreading axis (Watson, 1977; Masson and Miles, 1986; Gage and Dor6,1986). 

Figure 4.2.1 shows their disposition and the location of the Hebrides Basin. This depositional 

area was one of a number of narrow scaways which were branches of the proto-North Atlantic 

and which formed marine connections between the Boreal Ocean and the Central Atlantic. 

The Hebrides Basin was a complex half-graben lying between the West Hebrides 

Platform to the west and the Shetland Platform -Gram pi an High landmass to the east. The main 

controlling faults of the graben have downthrows to the east (Figure 4.2.2). A basement ridge 

creates two sub-basins (Binns et al., 1975), with the outcrops at Staffin Bay and Strathaird 

discussed here lying in the more westerly Minch Basin: a narrow, fault-bounded seaway 

running north-east to south-west, approximately 80 kilometres wide and 400 kilometres long. 

Good onshore outcrops of Jurassic strata containing ammonites have allowed event 

analysis (such as episodes of subsidence) to be related to ammonite zones or subzones. The 

subsidence history of the Hebrides Basin included three episodes of rapid subsidence (Morton, 

1987): 

late Triassic to earliest Toarcian 

latest Toarcian to late Bathonian 

early Oxfordian to early Kimmeridgian 

Sediments in the Oxfordian of Staff in are predominantly argillaccous, with subordinate 

silts and carbonate nodule beds. At Strathaird, coarser clastics were deposited including 

sandstones and siltstones (Anderson and Dunham, 1966; Sykes, 1975). The probable source 

of the sediments is the landmass to the east: the Shetland Platform -Grampian High. Work by 

Hudson (1964) strongly suggests that Middle Jurassic sediments had this provenance and it 

is likely that the same holds true for the Upper Jurassic. 
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Figure 4.2.1 

Late Triassic - Jurassic Sedimentary Basins of the 
North Atlantic Margins 
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Figure 4.2.2 

Map of Hebrides Basin 
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4.2.1 Staffin 

The outcrop at Staffin Bay (see Figure 4.2.3) provides a well-documcnted section in 

the Middle and Upper Jurassic from the Macrocephalus Zone of tlýe Callovian to the Mutabilis 

Zone of the Kimmeridgian in a number of scattered exposures on the foreshore between 

Flodigarry Bay in the north [NG 468 7151 and Staffin Bay in the south [NG 475 6901 

(Anderson and Dunham, 1966; Hudson and Morton, 1969; Wright, 1973; Sykes, 1975). The 

degree of exposure varies due to storms shifting the large dolerite boulders which crowd the 
beach and to the variable abundance and distribution of seaweed in the intertidal zone where 
the Jurassic clays are host to plentiful kelp. Low Spring Tides are needed to see the complete 
Oxfordian succession. 

The outcrop has been substantially disturbed by Tertiary dolerite and olivine-dolerite 
dykes and sills. There is also a large mass of Tertiary palagonite tuff exposed at the southern 

end of Flodigarry Bay. The Quaternary Quirang Landslip produced many strike-slip and dip- 

slip dislocation planes. Dips vary from less than 5 degrees to 90 degrees. The foreshore 

succession youngs to the west (Anderson and Dunham, 1966). 

Sections were measured in the Oxfordian at localities indicated on Figure 4.2.3. 

Graphic logs are shown on Figure 4.2.4. In the Appendix, the bed numbers and 
biostratigraphic correlation are those of Sykes and Callomon (1979). It was not possible to 

measure a complete Oxfordian section due to lack of exposure. A total of 59.47 metres 

stratigraphic thickness was logged, giving 54.27 metres composite section. 

There are some discrepancies between my stratigraphic thicknesses and those of other 

workers. These result from the difficulty of measuring the very shallow dips - especially at 
Point 3- with accuracy. Bedding planes good enough for this purpose were not available. Dip 

and strike changed significantly over a few metres and this, combined with poor exposure, 

sometimes made the succession hard to follow. I found only three of the six dogger layers 

recorded in the Dunans Clay by Sykes and Callomon (1979). 

4.2.2 Staffin Shale Formation 

The units exposed at Staffin Bay are assigned to the Staffin Shale Formation which 

overlies the Upper Ostrea and Bclcmnite Sands Members of the Staffin Bay Formation (also 

seen here). The Staffin Shale Formation extends from the Jason Zone of the Callovian to the 
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Figure 4.2.3 

Staffin Bay: Locality Map 
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Figure 4.2.4 
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Mutabilis Zone of the Kimmcridgian. A hiatus is recorded between the Staffin Bay and Staffin 

Shale Formations with most of the Callovicnsc Zone of the Callovian missing (Duff, 1980). 

The succession at Staffin is predominantly argillaccous with subordinate nodular 

carbonate beds and occasional sandstones. There are also major silty units, the Glashvin Silt 

and Digg Siltstone Members. 

4.2.2.1 Dunans Clay Member 

This member encompasses four ammonite zones (Athlcta, Lamberti, Mariac and 
Cordatum) with the Callovian/Oxfordian boundary located about 5 metres from the base (Cope 

et al., 1980). Biostratigraphical data demonstrate condensation, with the Athleta, Lamberti and 

Mariae Zones and the Bukowskii Subzone represented by about half the total thickness of this 

member, but with only the Costicardia and Cordatum Subzones represented by the remainder 

(Sykes, 1975). 

Lithologically, the unit is very predominantly grey-green clays with occasional narrow 

calcareous, often nodular, beds. The Dunans Clay is markedly rhythmic, with rhythms of 

varying thickness, ranging from 30 to 80 ccntimetres and marked by dark intervals, rich in 

plant debris, at the tops of the individual units, the upper contacts of which are sharp. 

The Dunans Clay is pervasively burrowed by both Chondrites and Planofiles, 

especially near the tops of rhythms. The overall intensity of bioturbation increases towards the 

top of the Dunans Clay and the trace fossil assemblage has low diversity and high abundance. 

Dunans Clay trace fossils are illustrated in Figure 4.2.5. Also occurring are possible 

Zoophycos and back-filled Thalassinoides. Cross-cutting relationships between the trace fossils 

can occasionally be discerned. For example, in Figure 4.2.5 the back-filled crustacean burrow 

shown in the lower photograph is unaffected by Chondriles. This implies two phases of 
burrowing activity. This phasing of activity gives rise to the composite ichnofabric seen here 

and is a form of tiering of the trace fossil suite (Bromley and Ekdale, 1986). 

Within the Dunans Clay there is a distinctive unit (Figure 4.2.6) found towards the 

top of the Callovian in the Lambcrti Zone, Hcnrici Subzone (see Figure 4.2.4 and Appendix). 

It comprises two beds of "ccmentstonc" (siltstone with a carbonate cement) separated by silty 

clays. The underlying shales have yielded ammonites indicating the Athlcta Zone, Phacinum 
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Figure 4.2.5 

Trace Fossils in Dunans Clay 
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Figure 4.2.6 

Paired Cementstones near top of Callovian 
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Subzonc (Sykes, 1975; Sykes and Callomon, 1979) indicating non-deposition during the latter 

two subzoncs of the Athleta Zone. Above the ccmentstoncs tic silty clays typical of the 

Dunans Clay, the base of the Oxfordian being recorded 2.2 metres up from the top of the 

higher cciiientstone (Sykes and Callonion, 1979). 

4.2.2.2 Glashvin Silt Membcr 

This member (Cordatum and Vertebrale Subzones) contrasts strongly with the Dunans 

Clay in lithology and fossil content. It comprises dark- grey siltstones and silty clays with 

abundant ammonites compressed on bedding planes and belemnite guards. Sandy lenses occur 

near the base of the member. The contact with the Dunans Clay is burrowed, and burrows are 

also present near the base of the Glashvin Silt. 

The sandy lenses near the base of the member are less than I metre long and less than 

15 centimetres thick. The basal contacts are sharp, while the upper contacts are gradational 

over a couple of centimetres. Examples of these lenses are shown in Figures 4.2.7 and 4.2.8. 

The bed shown in Figure 4.2.8 differs from the others. It is internally laminated and is 

transected by an escape trace. These sandy lenses are probably distal storm deposits with the 

lamination resulting from rapid settling out of storm -transported sediment. 

4.2.2.3 Die%z Siltstone Member 

This member was not exposed, but Sykes (1975) records the lithology as "light grey 

sandy silt with thin beds of fine grained sandstone and dark grey silt". He also records 

abundant ammonites indicating the Plicatilis Zone, Antecedens Subzone, and a bivalve fauna 

dominated by Cucullaea. 

4.2.2.4 FlodiggM Shale Mcmber 

The exposures of this member at Flodigarry Bay (Point 7, Figure 4.2.3) show a 

succession of silty clays and occasional nodular carbonate units. Belemnite guards and 

ammonites are common with a lignite fragment in Bed 35 (Figure 4.2.9). The member ranges 

from the latest Tcnuiscrratum to the end of the Rosenkrantzi Zone (Wright, 1980). 
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Figure 4.2.7 

Event Bed near base of Glashvin Silt 
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Figure 4.2.9 

Lignite Fragment in Flocligarry Shale 
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4.2.3 Interpretation 

The interpretation of relative sea-levcl changes in this basin is based on observations 

and data collectcd at Staffin Bay and on published data for Staffin, Strathaird and other 

localities in the region (Forbes, 185 1; Hudson, 1963; Anderson and Dunham, 1966; Hudson 

and Morton, 1969; Turner, 1970; Wright, 1973; Birms ct al., 1975; Sykes, 1975; Sykes and 

Callomon, 1979; Morton, 1987,1989). 

Mesozoic sedimentation in this basin began in the late Triassic, with Torridonian 

basement at Staff in and Torridonian and Durness Limestone basement at Strathaird. Strata of 
Jurassic age form the greater part of the succession with remnants of Upper Cretaceous 

sandstones and chalks lying above a major unconformity following Late Jurassic to Early 

Cretaceous basin inversion (Morton, 1987). This unconformity cuts the Lower Kimmeridgian 

at Staffin and the Upper Oxfordian at Strathaird (Morton, 1987; Morton et al., 1987). 

The Skye outcrops at Strathaird and Staffin allow investigation of the contrasting 

responses of proximal and distal successions to changes in relative sea level. The Strathaird 

succession is proximal with respect to that at Staff in (Sykes, 1975), comprising coarser clastics 

than at Staffin, where shales predominate. The sedimentary structures and the relative 

abundance of ammonites indicate an off-shore shelf depositional environment at Staffin during 

the middle and late Callovian and the Oxfordian. Also the amount of hiatus due to erosion or 

non-deposition is markedly greater at Strathaird than at Staffin, where during the Middle 

Callovian and Oxfordian, sedimentation was almost continuous and the succession more 

complete. 

Figure 4.2.10 (page 44) shows the curve of relative sea level proposed for the 

Hebrides Basin. A net increase in relative sea level from the early Callovian to the Late 

Oxfordian is indicated at Staff in by the change in facies from the very shallow water, brackish 

units at the base of the Callovian to the fully marine off-shore muddy shelf facies developed 

above which persisted through the remainder of the two stages. This was caused by the major 
Kocnigi Subzonc transgression, the effects of which can also be seen in the Moray Firth Basin 

successions at Brora and Balintore (Sykes, 1975). 

The Macrocephalus Zone of the Callovian is represented at Staffin by the very shallow 

water deposits of the Staffin Bay Formation, commencing with the brackish water Upper 
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Ostrea Member (Hudson, 1963). These shales with ripple bedded and laminated thin 

sandstones suggest a tidal flat. The Macrocephalus Zone is unrepresented at Strathaird either 
because the area was emergent or because deposits were not preserved in very shallow water. 

The Belemnite Sands at Staffin show a return to shallow marine conditions with 

glauconite being recorded as well as 777alassinoides burrowing. Stenohaline forms occur 

towards the top of the unit (Sykes, 1975). This minor deepening provided enough 

accommodation space at the more proximal Strathaird for the deposition of the Cam Mor 

Sandstone. This unit - bioturbated and with scattered quartz pebbles - suggests a near-shore 

sand body. 

A significant hiatus caused by maximum rate of relative sea level fall is then recorded, 

encompassing most of the Calloviense Zone as well as the Jason Zone and part of the 

Coronatuin Zone at Strathaird. It forms the sequence boundary he: sbl. There is then a sharp 
facies change at both sites: the marginal marine Staffin Bay Formation is overlain by fine 

grained deeper-water sediments of the Staffin Shale Formation, signifying a marine 

transgression (he: tsl). The contact at Staffin is illustrated in Figure 4.2.11. 

As relative sea level rose during the Jason and Coronatum Zones, the bituminous 

shales and glauconitic silts of the Dunans Shale accumulated at Staffin while the more 

proximal Strathaird succession contains no deposits representing these zones. 

Transgression was rapid during the Callovian and Early Oxfordian resulting in 

somewhat condensed sections at both localities, with approximately 10 metres of sediment at 
Strathaird and about 12 metres at Staff in representing a stratigraphic interval from the Jason 

Zone to the base of the Costicardia Subzonc. There are indications of sediment starvation 

consistent with rapid transgression, including the development of phosphatic nodules a little 

above the base of the Dunans Clay. At Staffin, the Dunans Shale Member marks a sharp 
facies change to laminated bituminous shales which are glauconitic in parts (Sykes, 1975; 

Norris and Hallam, 1995). The laminar bedding, undisturbed by burrowing, signifies suboxic 

conditions in the sediments, although Chondriles is present in some intervals. The occurrence 

of this trace fossil on its own indicates dysacrobic conditions (Bromley and Ekdale, 1984; 

Ekdale, 1985). There is a sparse macrofauna, with the exception of abundant belemnites in 
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Figure 4.2.11 

Contact between Belemnite Sands and Dunans Shale 

Arrow indicates younging direction 

* Belemnite Sands: uppermost bed 
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certain units (Sykes, 1975; Norris and Hallam, 1995). Limited occurrences of bivalves and 
Lingula have been reported by Sykes (1975). 

The much higher degree of bioturbation in the Dunans Clay suggests a change to 

normally oxygenated conditions in the sediments. The presence of a more diverse ichnofauna 

in the Dunans Clay indicates a varied infauna, typical of an open marine shelf. This contrasts 

with the Dunans Shale, which is more indicative of a restricted lagoon or tidal flat succession 

and the change indicates a progressive deepening from the Dunans Shale to the Dunans Clay. 

At Strathaird, progressive onlap of sediments onto the basin margins is marked by the 

start of deposition of the Tobar Ceann Siltstone in the latest Coronatum Zone. This member 
fines upwards indicating progressive deepening. Bands of woody debris are reported towards 

the top (Sykes, 1975) which could be the result of storm deposition. The Dunans Clay is also 

characterised by multiple intervals containing such debris, more especially near the top. 

The Lamberti Zone at Staffin shows both marked condensation and the development 

of the prominent cementstone units mentioned earlier, this condensation being related to 

maximum flooding (he: mfl) starving the offshore region of sediment. 

The minor facies change to coarser sediments between the Dunans Clay and Glashvin 

Silt at Staffin is correlative with a hiatus near the top of the Tobar Ceann Siltstone at 
Strathaird (Sykes, 1975). The presence of storm deposited sand lenses in the Glashvin Silt 

suggests shoreline progradation during highstand. This coarsening-up in the more distal setting 

and the omission at the more marginal setting are consistent with the beginning of reduction 
in relative sea level through the basin. The coarsening-up trend is continued at both localities 

with the deposition of the Scaladal Sandstone and the Digg Siltstone and culminating in a 

sequence boundary (he: sb2) at the top. 

The next major facics change is seen at Staffin, between the Digg Siltstone and the 

Flodigarry Shale, which rests on the Digg Siltstone with a sharp contact (he: 02) and which 
is condensed at the base (Sykes, 1975). This abrupt fining and condensation suggests a 

transgression (he: ts2). 
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This junction does not appear to correlate with that between the Scaladal and 
Caniasunary Sandstones at Strathaird, but the age of this contact is in some doubt, the 

Caniasunary Sandstone yielding very few ammonites (Sykes, 1975; Wright, 1980). The 

Flodigarry Shale has laminated, bituminous units near the base, but not higher in the 

succession, suggesting the same upward deepening progression from restricted shelf 

environments to more open shelf environments seen in the Dunans Shale and Dunans Clay. 

Progressive deepening is also indicated through the remainder of the Oxfordian at Strathaird 

by the fining-up nature of the Caniasunary Sandstone where the siltstone interbcds increase 

in abundance upwards, and with the Camasunary Siltstone completing the Oxfordian 

succession (Sykes, 1975). 

In the Rosenkrantzi Zone at Staffin, the Flodigarry Shale shows markedly less 

tendency to develop carbonate-rich, clastic-starved beds, while at Strathaird, siltstone facies 

is found in this zone. These are interpreted as early highstand deposits. 
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Figure 4.2.10 
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4.3 INNER MORAY FIRTH BASIN 

Figure 4.3.1 shows the structural framework of the Inner Moray Firth Basin and its 

surroundings. This basin contains a thick pile of sediments dating from the Lower Devonian 

to the Upper Cretaceous, including an almost complete Jurassic succession (Trcwin, 1993; 

Wignall and Pickering 1993). The basin is bounded by the Wick and Helmsdale Faults to the 

north and the Banff Fault to the south. Recent work (Underhill, 1991) indicates that the Great 

Glen Fault was not active during the Jurassic. Seismic investigations off-shore have revealed 

a pattern of ridges and graben formed by cast-north-cast trending faults (Andrews et al., 1990). 

The Inner Moray Firth Basin is part of the western arm of the Mesozoic North Sea 

trilete rift system. The form of the basin was established during an extensional phase in the 

Perin o-Tri assic. A reactivation of rifting occurred from the Late Oxfordian to the Early 

Berriasian (Steven et a]., 1993). 

Studies of the patterns of sedimentation in North Sea successions have revealed an 
important stratigraphic break-: the 'Mid-/Cimmerian unconformity', seen throughout the North 

Sea domain. The greatest hiatus is centred near the triple junction of the Viking and Central 

Graben and the Moray Firth Basin. Here Late Jurassic strata rest on non-marine Triassic rocks. 

The hiatus is reduced in all directions from this centre and becomes a correlative conformity 
in the Moray Firth. This pattern is thought to be related to the development of a thermal dome 

in the Toarcian-Aalenian with initial deflation of the dome margins occurring in the Aalenian. 

Dome centre deflation took place in the Late Callovian to Early Oxfordian following dome- 

centred volcanism in the Bathonian-Callovian, which continued through the Oxfordian Stage 

(Underhill and Partington, 1993). The effect of this postulated thermal doming model may be 

widespread and must be bome in mind when relating relative sea level changes to eustasy in 

British successions. 

There is a second-order cycle of regression and transgression from the Early Toarcian 

to the Late Kimmeridgian and analysis of palaeofacies shifts indicate an eastward 

transgression in the Middle to Late Jurassic with a possible marine connection to the Hebrides 

Basin (Underhill and Partington, 1993; Steven et al., 1993). 
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Figure 4.3.1 

Inner Moray Firth: Structure 
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The Callovian/Oxfordian successions at Brora and Balintore discussed here are shown 
in Figure 4.3.2. The strata at Balintore are considered to be the distal equivalents of those at 
Brora (Sykes, 1975). 

4.3.1 Brora 

The relevant exposures in this area are indicated in Figure 4.3.3. They show the Brora 

Arenaccous and Balintore Formations, and range from the Lamberti Zone of the Callovian to 

the Plicatilis Zone of the Oxfordian. Figure 4.3.4 shows a generalised succession. 

4.3.2 Brora Arenaceous Formation 

In the vicinity of Brora, this formation ranges from the Lamberti Zone of the 

Callovian to the Cordatum Zone of the Oxfordian and completes a generally coarsening- 

upwards succession which begins with the underlying Athleta Zone Fascally Siltstone of the 

Brora Argillaccous Formation. It is sharply overlain by the Ardassie Limestone of the 

Balintore Formation (Sykes, 1975). It comprises three members. 

4.3.2.1 Fascally Sandstone Mcmbcr 

The Fascally Sandstone (Lainberti Zone, Hcnrici Subzonc) is exposed at Localities 2 

and 3. It comprises evenly-bedded fine grained variously muddy or silty sandstones with 

minor muddy or silty interbeds. Some units are calcareous. A distinctive feature is the high 

degree of bioturbation. Some units are so thoroughly bioturbatcd that any original fabric has 

been obliterated while others display networks of discrete horizontal simple burrows, infilled 

with silt. An example of Thalassinoides was seen on the bedding plane of a loose block of 

Fascally Sandstone at Locality 3. An upward increase in bioturbation intensity is evident in 

some beds. 

Body fossils include bivalves, ammonites and belcmnites. Plentiful examples of 
lucinoid bivalves were found as well as poorly-preserved Chlamys fragments, Quenstedoceras 

sp. (Figure 4.3.5) and parts of belemnite guards. Wood fragments were occasionally found 

(Figure 4.3.6). At Locality 2, the Fascally Sandstone terminates with 80 cm of dark- grey, 

unconsolidated muddy silt, bioturbated towards the top, and the contact with the overlying 
Clynelish Quarry Sandstone Member is sharp (Figure 4.3.7). 
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Figure 4.3.2 

Brora and Balintore: Correlation of Formations 
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Figure 4.3.3 

Brora: Locality Map 
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Figure 4.3.4 

Brora: Gencraliscd Succcssion 
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Figure 4.3.5 

Fascally Sandstone: Quenstedoceras sp. 
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Figure 4.3.6 

Fascally Sandstone: Wood fragment 
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Figure 4.3.7 

Contact of Fascally Sandstone with 
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4.3.2.2 Clynclish Quagy Sandstone Member 

The Clynclish Quarry Sandstone (Lamberti Zone, Lamberti Subzone) was studied at 
Localities 2 and 3 and a minor exposure was also inspected at Locality 4. There are also 

scattered small exposures to be seen along the side of the road which parallels the left bank 

of the river. Generally, the member is a buff-yellow, fine to medium grained, well-sorted non- 

calcareous sandstone, showing evidence of trough cross bedding. Burrowing and bioturbation 

were not seen. Occasional bivalve moulds were noted, including some large pectinids. At 

Localities 2 and 3 as well as at Locality 4, a distinctive laminated unit was examined. At 

Locality 3, this unit occurs about one metre above the base of the Clynelish Quarry Sandstone 

and is about 15-20 cin thick. Ripple structures can be seen, and the sandstone is finer grained 

than the units above and below. The upper and lower contacts are sharp. 

At Locality 2, this unit is similarly finer grained with ripples, with sharp contacts 

above and below. At Locality 4 on the left bank of the river, a very good exposure of this unit 
(almost certainly correlating with the unit at the other side of the river at this point) displays 

much fine detail (Figures 4.3.8 and 4.3.9). Again, the upper and lower contacts are sharp, but 

three distinct phases of deposition can be discerned within the unit: 

1. Sharp basal contact followed by a zone of ripples and disturbed 

bedding with occasional sandstone clasts, passing up into: 

2. A zone with ripples, flattening upwards. Sand channels. Signs of soft 

sediment deformation. Sharp upper contact. 

3. White sand with muddy flasers with a dark- interval at the top. Upper 

contact irregular, but not erosive. 

4.3.2.3 Brora Sandstone Member 

This unit was examined at Localities 1,5,6 and 7. This uppermost member of the 
Brora Arenaccous Formation is very similar to the Clynelish Quarry Sandstone, being a fine 

to medium grained, well-sorted buff-yc1low cross bedded sandstone. It is assigned to the 
Mariac and Cordatum. Zones (Sykes, 1975). 
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Figure 4.3.8 

Clynelish Quarry Sandstone: 
Laminated Unit at Locality 4 
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Figure 4.3.9 

Clynelish Quarry Sandstone: 
Laminated Unit at Locality 4- Close-up 
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The extensive exposure of the Brora Arenaccous Forniation at Strathstevcn Cliff 

shows a fine to medium grained, wcll-sorted pale calcareous sandstone. The calcareous nature 

of this rock results in a profusion of solution pits on the more weathered surfaces. Other 

features seen at this locality include pectinid moulds along certain horizons, occurrences of 

soft sediment deformation and occasional small scale primary cross bedding. Large scale 

planar cross bedding is in evidence at this locality, with forcsets dipping south-cast. 

4.3.3 Balintore Formation 

This fonnation is of Plicatilis Zone, Vertebrale Subzonc age (Sykes, 1975) and 

presents a very marked and sudden facies change from the underlying Brora Arenaccous; 

Formation. Only one member is present at Brora. 

4.3.3.1 Ardassic Limestone Member 

The Ardassie Limestone (Plicatilis Zone) is well exposed at Locality 7. The Ardassic 

Limestone shows marked lithological and faunal contrasts to the Brora Sandstone Member. 

It is a grey, very fine grained variously muddy sandstone which reacts with dilute 

hydrochloric acid. The calcareous nature of this member is due to calcite replacement of 

Rhaxella spicules which form a significant proportion of this rock (Sykes, 1975). The member 

is strongly bioturbated and the chief recognisable trace fossil genera are Thalassinoides, 

Chondrites and Planolites. Oyster beds with Gryphaea in life position and occasional 

belemnites are also present. 

The Ardassie Limestone is composed of two distinct interbedded lithologies. The first 

is a pale buff calcareous sandstone with Thalassinoides (Figure 4.3.10) (especially towards 

the top of individual units) and Planolites, while the second is a darker, non-calcareous 

sandstone with abundant Chondrites (Figure 4.3.11) and some belemnites (Figure 4.3.12). 

These darker sandstones occur in large lenticular bodies, closing to the east (closure to the 

west not seen), some tens of metres in length. The upper contacts of the paler units arc 

distinctly erosive. Three occurrences of the darker sandstone were recorded. 

4.3.4 Balintore 

Callovian and Oxfordian exposurcs occur along the forcshore about 3 kilometres south 

of the village of Balintore at Port-an-Righ and Cadh'-an-Righ. They include the Brora. 
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Figure 4.3.10 

Ardassie Limestone: Thalassinoides 
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Figure 4.3.11 

Ardassie Limestone: Chondrites 

Figure 4.3.12 
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Argillaccous, Brora Arenaccous and Balintorc Fon-nations. The beds at Cadh'-an-Righ dip 

about 20 degrees, cast-south-cast, younging eastward. Figure 4.3.13 shows a graphic log. 

The succession comprises an overall coarsening-up sequence (Shandwick Clay, 
Shandwick Siltstonc) sharply overlain by the transgressive biostratigraphically condensed Port- 

an-Righ Ironstone, with the Port-an-Righ Siltstonc completing the succession. 

4.3.5 Brora Arpillaceous Formation 

This formation extends from the Callovian Medea Subzone to the base of the 
Oxfordian Costicardia Subzone. It is an overall upward-coarsening sequence from the 

condensed Cadh-an-Righ Shale at the base, which represents the whole of the Middle 

Callovian, to the sandy silts at the top of the Shandwick Clay, which arc Bukowskii Subzone 

age (Sykes, 1975). 

4.3.5.1 Shandwick Clay Member 

The Shandwick Clay Member comprises about 27 metres of grey-green calcareous 

clays ranging in age from the Athleta Zone to the Costicardia Subzone (Sykes, 1975). At Port- 

an-Righ, these clays are interbedded with occasional paler more well-cemented zones. The 

calcareous nature of the Shandwick Clay increases upwards with calcareous nodules becoming 

more common. 

4.3.6 Brora Arenaceous Formation 

This unit is chiefly of Costicardia Subzone age, with the top few metres representing 

a condensed Cordatum Subzonc. The base of the formation is diachronous with respect to the 

succession at Brora, where coarser sedimentation begins earlier, in the Athleta Zone, in 

keeping with its more proximal depositional environment (Sykes, 1975). 

4.3.6.1 Shandwick Siltstone Membcr 

A sudden change occurs in the succession with the appearance of a series of 

prominent well-cemented units protruding above the wave-cut platform. This member - the 

Shandwick Siltstone - comprises a rhythmic succession of coarscning-up silt units, becoming 

very fine grained sandstone at the tops. Calcareous nodules and calcite veins are seen. There 

are occasional mud lenses within the siltstone units. The topmost bed of the Shandwick 

Siltstone displays moderate to intense bioturbation with plentiful horizontal burrows. The 
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Figure 4.3.13 
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smaller-diameter burrows are aligned with a preferred north-south orientation (Figure 4.3.14) 

which is probably related to the direction of prevailing bottorn currents. 

4.3.7 Bilintore Formation 

This formation begins synchronously at both Brora and Balintorc, in the Plicatilis 

Zone, Vcrtebrale Subzone (Sykes, 1975) and at both localities marks a marine transgressive 

event. At Balintore, Sykes (1975) records that the formation extends into the Antcccdens 

Subzone and that the highly condensed basal Port-an-Righ Ironstone cncompasscs the whole 

of the Vcrtebrale Subzonc. 

4.3.7.1 Port-an-Righ Ironstone Membc 

This very distinctive unit is illustrated in Figure 4.3.15. It comprises about 2 mctrcs 

of dark- mudstones intcrbeddcd with red nodular limestones. The mudstoncs show Chondrites 

burrowing and cxamples of Gryphaea dilatala arc prcscnt. 

This unit is condensed, with the whole of the Vcrtebrale Subzonc and the earliest 
Antcccdcns Subzonc being represented by only 2 mctrcs of deposits (Sykes, 1975). 

4.3,7,2 Port-an-Righ Siltstone 

This is a rhythmic succession of coarscning-up units ranging from muddy silts to fine 

grained muddy sandstones. The rhythms average just over a metrc in thickness. Some of the 

units near the base of the member show fine laminations. The rhythmic nature of this member 

can be seen in Figure 4.3.15. Sykes (1975) records a 5.7 mctre fine sandstone at the top of 

the member. 

4.3.8 Interpretation 

Figure 4.3.16 (page 70) shows the proposed curve of relative sea level for the Inner 

Moray Firth Basin. 

Brora and Balintore have fully marine successions from the Athicta to the 
Densiplicatum Zoncs, with fauna including a rangc or ammonitcs and marinc bivalvcs. Both 

show an ovcrall coarscning-up from the Athicta to Cordatum Zoncs. The morc proximal Brora 

succcssion is coarscr ovcrall, and the diachroncity of the basc of the Brora Arcnaccous 

Fomiation has aircady bccn mcntioncd. 
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Figure 4.3.14 

Shandwick Siltstone: aligned burrows 

Darker burrows can be seen aligned roughly from top to bottom of photograph 
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Figure 4.3.15 

Port-an-Righ Ironstone and Port-an-Righ Siltstone 

am" 

The Port-an-Righ Ironstone are the red beds seen across the middle of the 
photograph, just above the hammer; the Port-an-Righ Siltstone is seen above as a 

series of rhythmic beds, just above the large boulders 
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Figure 4.3.17, based on details given by Steven ct at. (1993) shows schematically the 

pattern of facies changes across the Inner Moray Firth Basin. 

A significant transgression at the beginning of the Middle Callovian deposited 

mudstones over most of the basin over marginal marine or non-marine facies (such as the 

Brora Coal Formation). This transgression may also be responsible for the deposition of the 

basal beds of the Staffin Shale Formation in Skye (Sykes, 1975; Underhill and Partington, 

1993). 

The Middle Callovian succession at Brora, commencing with the transgressive Brora 

Roof Bed, shows a shallowing up tendency with the Brora Shale passing up into the 

Glauconitic Sandstone followed by a further transgression responsible for the overlying 

offshore facies of the Brora Brick Clay. Balintore reveals a distal facies throughout this 

interval, where the condensed Cadh'-an-Righ Shale is seen. The North Sea successions reflect 

the Brora sequence with a basinward facies shift between shale facies at the beginning and 

end of the substage. 

In the Late Callovian, offshore successions in the Beatrice Field show a prograding 

shoreface upward coarsening sand body, the 'A' Sand, which is overlain with Uppat Formation 

mudstones (Steven et al., 1993). Norris and Hallam (1995) report that the topmost part of the 

'A' Sand fines upwards and grades into the overlying mudstones. More distal facies - the basal 

part of the Shandwick Clay - were deposited at Balintore at this time. The progradational 'A' 

Sand reflects a probable reduction in relative sea level in late highstand, succeeded by a 

flooding episode (mo: tsl) which resulted in widespread return to muddy deposition across the 

basin, recorded in a number of exploration wells (Steven et al., 1993). 

The response to this transgression is difficult to discern in the proximal Brora 

succession, since a progradational pattern of sedimentation persists throughout the Late 

Callovian and Lower Oxfordian. The problem is compounded by lack of precise 
biostratigraphic control, with sand bodies such as the 'A' Sand lacking ammonite evidence. 
Steven et al., (1993) place the Middle/Upper Callovian boundary within the 'A' Sand on 

palynological evidence, with its top approximately coeval with part of the Fascally Siltstone, 

the top 5 metres of which are dated as Lamberti Zone on firm ammonite evidence (Sykes, 

1975). 
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Figure 4.3.17 

Inner Moray Firth: West - East Schematic Section 
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Steven et al., (1993) postulate a sequence boundary at the top of the Fascally 

Sandstone on the basis of a sharp based basinward facics shift with the incoming of the 
Clynclish Quarry Sandstone. The Fascally Sandstone, with its high degree of bioturbation, 

poor sorting and flat bedding is consistent with a low energy off-shore marine shelf setting, 
below normal wave base, populated by a diverse bivalve fauna of shallow-burrowing lucinoids 

and free-swimming pectinids and a nekton of both ammonites and belemnites. Slow 

depositional rates are indicated both by the intensity of burrowing and the frequency of sub- 
horizontal burrow systems. The Clynelish Quarry Sandstone shows features consistent with 

a higher energy setting and a greater depositional rate than the Fascally Sandstone. It is better 

sorted, cross bedded in places and is markedly less bioturbated than the underlying units. 
There is also a contrast in the faunal content: the Fascally Sandstone has a higher ammonite 

abundance and contains belemnites (not found in the Clynelish Quarry Sandstone). Apart from 

a rich fauna recorded at Clynelish Quarry (Sykes, 1975) the Clynelish Quarry Sandstone has 

an impoverished marine fauna relative to the Fascally Sandstone. The finer grained distinctive 

rippled unit within the Clynclish Quarry Sandstone discussed above, shows features including 

muddy flasers, ripples and sand channels which indicate tidal influences. This unit together 

with occasional trough cross bedding indicate the Clynelish Quarry Sandstone was deposited 

above normal wave base and that water depth decreased relative to that obtaining during 

deposition of the Fascally Sandstone. 

Placing a sequence boundary at the contact between these units, however, implies a 

maximum rate of relative sea level fall throughout the basin, but there is no indication in other 
Inner Moray Firth successions of such an event. This sharp facies change is more plausibly 

explained by a sudden influx of coarse sediments into the marginal environment, building sand 
bodies parallel to the palaeo-shoreline, controlled by the strike of the Helmsdale Fault. This 

mechanism would also explain the progradational, upward shallowing nature of the proximal 

successions where high sediment influx would have masked responses to basin-wide relative 

sea level change. 

A maximum flooding event (mo: rnfl) occurs around the Callovian/Oxfordian 

boundary, indicated by condensed sections in offshore successions separating retrograding and 

prograding sedinientation patterns (Steven ct al., 1993). Above mo: mfl, there is a coincidence 

in the progradational and upward shallowing pattern seen in both proximal and distal 
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successions, which persisted through the Early Oxfordian, indicating highstand conditions 

throughout the basin. Wircline log responses from exploration wells show overall decrease in 

the gamma ray signature, and deposition of the shallower-facies Alness Spiculite was 
deposited to the east with paralic sediments recorded in the most easterly wells (Underhill and 
Partington, 1993; Steven et al., 1993). The Balintore succession likewise shows a steady 

upward coarsening through the Shandwick Clay and into the Shandwick Siltstone, both units 
being fully marine with a fauna of ammonites and marine bivalves including nuculoids and 

shallow burrowers such as Pinna and Pkuromya. Giývphaea dilatala is common, especially 

towards the top of the Oxfordian succession. Both the Shandwick Clay and Shandwick 

Siltstone are developed in distal muddy marine shelf conditions. The presence of infaunal 

bivalves and burrows in the succession indicates an oxygenated open marine setting. A 

shallowing-upwards trend is reflected both by the upward-coarscning and the increase in 

faunal diversity up the section with oyster beds containing Gryphaea dilatala becoming 

common in the Shandwick Siltstone. The alignment of burrows at the top of the Shandwick 

Siltstone suggests that bottom currents had an influence during the Cordatum Subzone. The 

succession reflects a transition from an offshore, restricted circulation setting to shallower 

conditions where currents and more vigorous circulation encouraged a more diverse fauna. 

In the marginal environment, the Brora Sandstone Member shows a continuation of 

the shallow marine conditions with a considerable thickness in the order of 30 metres (Sykes, 

1975) of trough and planar cross bedded, well sorted clean quartzose sandstones with a marine 
fauna chiefly of pectinids preserved as moulds. Mud flasers are absent as are other small scale 

sedimentary structures apart from traces of cross lamination seen at Strathsteven Cliff. The 

cross bedding in the Brora Sandstone dips towards the south east. This suggests that the Brora 

Sandstone comprises seaward-dipping marine bars with bedforms migrating to the south east, 

normal to the paIaeoshoreline. Bed thicknesses in the Brora Sandstone range from 40 to 80 

centimetres. The thickness of the individual units, the general lack of burrowing and the 

overall thickness of the member indicate a high sediment influx, steadily filling 

accommodation space left over by the transgression begun at mo: tsl. 

A marked change is seen throughout the basin coinciding approximately with the 

Lower/Middle Oxfordian boundary. Successions in offshore exploration wells show an abrupt 
increase in gamma response indicating a sudden resumption of clay sedimentation above the 

regressive, gamma-diminishing signatures mentioned above. This marks a flooding event 
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(rno: W), the effects of which can be traced at Balintore where the transgressive Port-an-Righ 

Ironstone sharply overlies the regressive Shandwick Siltstone, the contact representing a 

sequence boundary (mo: sbl). The Port-an-Righ Ironstone forms the basal unit of the Balintorc 

Forination and is condensed, the whole of the Vcrtcbrale Subzonc being represented by the 

Port-an-Righ Ironstone which is only 2 metres thick (Sykes, 1975). This condensation is 

consistent with maximum flooding conditions (mo: mf2) restricting sediment supply to this 

more distal depositional site. The Port-an-Righ Ironstone was normally oxygenated, 
demonstrated by the presence of burrows and Gryphaea dilatata. The overlying Port-an-Righ 

Siltstone is occasionally finely laminated and is generally less bioturbated than the Ironstone 

indicating a more restricted circulation. It also coarsens towards the top where a muddy 

sandstone is developed. The more restricted circulation may have been due to a shallowing 

trend during highstand which culminated in the deposition of coarser sediments near the end 

of the Antecedens Subzone. 

At Brora the marginal marine Brora Sandstone is sharply overlain by the transgressive 

Ardassie limestone, the contact representing mo: sbl. Sudden deepening is indicated by the 

Ardassie Limestone which is characteristic of an offshore marine shelf, below normal wave 
base (indicated by the lack of cross bedding), fully populated by infaunal bivalves such as 
Pinna and free-lying forms including Gryphaea. The diverse trace fossil assemblage indicates 

fully oxygenated conditions in the sediments. The erosive tops of the calcareous units suggest 

that the overlying darker, muddy, non-calcareous units were storm deposited. The presence 

of belemnites suggests an off-shore setting. This facies contrasts strongly with the near shore 
Brora Sandstone. 

A further maximum flooding event (mo: mD) has been discerned at the Middle/Late 

Oxfordian boundary, marked by a basin-wide spread of offshore transition zone silty 

mudstones between packages of lower shoreface sandstones. Onshore exposures of this 
interval do not exist and evidence is restricted to wireline logs. Biostratigraphic control dating 

this event as Glosense Zone is good (Steven et al., 1993). 
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Figure 4.3.16 

Inner Moray Firth: Curve of Relative Sea Level 
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4.4 CLEVELAND BASIN 

The main structural elements of this region are shown in Figure 4.4.1. The onshore 
Cleveland Basin is a westward extension of the North Sea Sole Pit Trough complex (Cameron 

et al., 1992). The axis of this depo-centre was east-west and lay to the north of the present 
Oxfordian outcrop (Hemingway and Riddler, 1982). 

There is apatite fission-track evidence that Mesozoic cover was extensive over the 

whole of the north of England attaining a thickness in excess of a kilometre (Holliday, 1993) 

and therefore the presence of widespread emergent areas supplying sediment during the 

Oxfordian (when relative sea levels were high) to the Cleveland Basin from the west and 

north must be in doubt. Thinning of strata towards the Pennines (Whittaker, 1985) does 

however indicate the presence of sub-sca highs to the west. 

During the Mesozoic, extensional tectonics operated and differential subsidence 

produced fault-bounded basins between highs probably controlled by buried granite batholiths. 

The Cleveland Basin was separated from the East Midlands Shelf by the Market Weighton 

High (Donato, 1993). 

The Cleveland Basin suffered basin inversion in the Tertiary, resulting in the 

development of the Cleveland anticline, having an cast-west axis just north of the depositional 

basin axis. The southern limb of this anticline dips steeply into the Vale of Pickering 

(Hemingway and Riddler, 1982). 

Major faults include the north-south faults bounding the Peak Trough Graben (the 

southern end of one of these, the Redcliff Fault downthrown to the west, visible at the 

southern end of Cayton Bay) and the cast-west trending Howardian-Fl am borough Fault Belt. 

The Oxfordian outcrop lies on the southern margins of the Cleveland Basin. The 

pattern shows an extensive northern limb joining the southern limb on the west. There is little 

doubt that sedimentation was active during the Oxfordian further north in the depo-ccntrc, but 

this has not survived erosion following the Tertiary basin inversion. 
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Figure 4.4.1 

Cleveland Basin: Structure 
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4.4.1 Localities 

Figure 4.4.2 shows the outcrop and the locations of the sites visited during this 

research. Figure 4.43 gives a generalised succession and indicates the intervals seen at the 

sections. 

The exposures cover four Oxfordian formations: Oxford Clay, Lower Calcareous Grit, 

Coralline Oolite and Upper Calcareous Grit. The Ampthill Clay has also been proved in this 

region (Pyrah, 1977). 

4.4.2 Oxford Clay Formation (Weymouth Member) 

The Weymouth Member (Mariae Zone) occurs in the coastal cliffs at Cayton Bay 

(Figure 4.4.4) and Lebberston Cliff and also at Osgodby Nab and the southern part of 

Scarborough Castle Hill. These sections show the member overlying the Callovian Hackness 

Rock. The sections at Osgodby Nab and Scarborough Castle Hill show the Hackness Rock 

resting on the Langdale Beds (Coronatum Zone), fine grained, highly bioturbated sandstones 

with a very sharp upper contact. 

The Hackness Rock is a sandstone with chamosite ooids and is biostratigraphically 

condensed with the Athleta and Lamberti Zones contained in less than a metre of sediment. 
There is evidence of a non-sequence within the coastal Hackness Rock with a hiatus 

encompassing the higher Athleta and lower Lamberti Zones (Wright, 1977; Duff, 1980). 

4.4.3 Lower Calcareous Grit Formation 

Across the outcrop area, the Lower Calcareous Grit displays lateral variation. Figure 

4.4.5 shows the distribution of the individual members across the region. The Lower 

Calcareous Grit is of Praccordatum and Bukowskii Subzonc age with non-sequences at the 
base and top, with evidence of erosion often seen at the top; ammonites collected at Tenants' 

Cliff indicate that the Praecordatum/Bukowskii subzonal boundary lies about 5 metres from 

the base of the Lower Calcareous Grit (Wright, 1983 and pers. comm. ). Apart from the 
Oldstead Oolite Member, the formation comprises fine grained sandstones and spiculites. 
Bioturbation and calcareous concretions are characteristic. 

The coastal sections at Scarborough Castle Hill, Cayton Bay and Filey Brigg together 
expose the Tenants' Cliff and overlying Saintoft Mcinbcrs. 
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Figure 4.4.4 

Cayton Bay: Weymouth Member 

The Weymouth Member can be seen forming the lower two-thirds of the cliff face 
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Figure 4.4.5 

Lower Calcareous Grit: 
Lateral Distribution of Members 
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4.4.3.1 Tenants' Cliff Member 

The member at Castle Hill, Scarborough, comprises units of fine to medium grained 

sandstone, much burrowed and bioturbated with Thalassinoicles and Planofiles - the latter 

infilled with darker, silty material - and with sporadic subtle indications of small scale cross 

bedding and occasional muddy flasers. The bed shown in Figure 4.4.6 is typical. The upper 

contact with the Saintoft Member is sharp and undulating. 

At Tenants' Cliff ITA 065 847], the type section is seen, showing about 16 metres of 

wcll-bedded spicular fine grained sandstones, again extensively bioturbatcd with 
Thalassinoides and other burrows. Concretions are common and have yielded bivalves and 

ammonites (Wright, 1983). 

The transition from the Weymouth Member to the Tenants' Cliff Member is seen 

towards the top of the cliff section at Red Cliff [TA 078 841]. 

4.4.3.2 Saintoft Member 

The Saintoft Member is well exposed at both Scarborough Castle Hill and Filey Brigg. 

The Castle Hill section (Figure 4.4.7) reveals about 7 metres chiefly of fine to medium 

grained buff-orange sandstones. Very large concretions are developed at two levels towards 

the top and there is large and small scale cross bedding. Thalassinoides networks are 
developed at several horizons. At the base, there is a prominent 90-centimetre very tough 

sandstone with the lower portion decalcified and the upper part a sandy, sparry limestone 

pitted with solution cavities. The contact between the two parts is sharp and highly irregular. 

This basal part of the member contains frequent Planolites burrows, most horizontal or sub- 
horizontal, but some at higher angles. 

At Filey Brigg, the member shows broadly similar characteristics to those at Castle 

Hill: a distinctive fine to medium grained sandstone with horizons of doggers and smaller 

calcareous concretions, and Thalassinoides burrowing. 

4.4.3.3 Rievaulx and Riccaldale Members 

Boltby Scar again shows a bipartite division of the Lower Calcareous Grit, but here 

both members (Rievaulx at the base, and Riccaldale above) are lateral equivalents of the 

Tenants' Cliff Member. Only about 40 centimetres of the Ricvaulx Member (fine grained 
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Figure 4.4.6 

Scarborough: Burrows in Unit 3, 
Tenants' Cliff Member 
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Figure 4.4.7 

Scarborough: Saintoft Member 
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calcareous sandstone at the base of the section) is exposed. This unit is slightly spicular and 

a course of calcareous concretions is developed at the top with the upper contact undulating 

over them. The type section of the Rievaulx Member along the tracksidc at Grid Reference 

SE 570 840 is now overgrown. The few remaining exposures show a pale buff fine grained 

sandstone, wcll-beddcd in dccimetrc-scale units. 

The Riccaldalc Member at Boltby Scar is about 8 metres thick, comprising sandy 

spiculites with occasional thin flat bedded silty intcrbeds. Scattered ooids are found in many 

units. Thalassinoides and other burrows are common throughout and abundant in some 
intervals. The lowest 3 mctres of the Riccaldale Member here are massive, the upper portion 

of the member becoming well bedded. The upper contact with the Hambleton Oolite is sharp 

with shallow scour channels, as shown in Figure 4.4.8. 

The Riccaldale Member type section at Riccaldale Quarry shows about 6 metres of 

calcareous fine grained sandstone capped by Hambleton Oolite. Cross bedding is present and 

occasional simple sub-horizontal burrows about one centimetre in diameter. Many of the beds 

are partially decalcified - right along their length in the lower part of the quarry but in thinner, 

discontinuous patches higher up where the decalcified zones resemble well-defined chert 

nodules about 40 centimetres long and 5 to 10 centimetres thick. This style of decalcification 

was also seen at the base of the Saintoft Member at Scarborough Castle Hill. 

Scawton Howl Quarry shows a short section of Lower Calcareous Grit overlain 
directly by Hambleton Oolite with a sharp, undulating contact. About 3.5 metres of calcareous 

sandstones of the Lower Calcareous Grit are exposed. Both Thalassinoides and Planofiles are 

seen and there are faint traces of cross larnination and sporadic ooids. 

4.4.4 Coralline Oolite Formation 

This is the most extensively exposed Oxfordian interval in the outcrop area. Of the 

six members constituting this formation, only two - the Hambleton Oolite and the Malton 

Oolite - are extensive across the outcrop, although they do show lateral facies variations. 

4.4.4.1 Passae ge Beds Member 

This unit is restricted to the northern limb of the Oxfordian outcrop. The most 

westerly exposure of this member seen in this research was just north of Sleightholmdale 
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Figure 4.4.8 

Boltby Scar: Scoured contact between Riccaldale 
Member and Hambleton Oolite 

Arrow indicates scoured contact 
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Quarry. At the quarry itself, the lower part of the section has been infillcd and is overgrown. 

only the Hambleton Oolite remaining visible. The member has disappeared just 5V2 kilometres 

to the west at Riccaldale Quarry where Hambleton Oolite rests dircctllv on Lower Calcareous 

Grit. 

The Passage Beds are characteriscd by interbedded variously calcareous and spicular 

cross bedded sandstones passing up into limestones, usually with sharp contacts between the 

Lower Calcareous Grit below and the Hambleton Oolite above. The member is of Costicardia 

Subzone age and is probably the only representative of this subzone in the region (Wright, 

1983,1992). 

The coastal exposures at Castle Hill and Filey Brigg show interbedded medium 

grained sandstones and sandy, bioclastic limestones. At Castle Hill, the limestones become 

more predominant upwards with the erosional upper contact with the Hambleton Oolite well 
displayed. The sandstones are less important at Filey Brigg, where the Passage Beds are 

chiefly limestones with thin sandstone interbeds. Scattered ooids are seen towards the top of 

the member and are abundant in places. 

Inland sites indicate similar shallow marine facies, but the composite thickness of the 

Passage Beds is much greater. In the Hackness Hills, Hackness Head Quarries and Sufficld 

(Limestone Lane) Quarry incorporate a coral-bearing interval, the Coral-Sponge Bed (Wright, 

1992). Other localities show burrowed and cross bedded calcareous sandstones (Lockton 

Quarry and Dalby Cutting). The excellent exposure at Hackness Hairpins [SE 970 9081 shows 

about 5 metres of very shelly oolitcs and micrites. The general pattern worked out by Wright 

(1992) of calcareous sandstones passing up into limestones is still present on the coast, but 

the thickness is much attenuated here. An exposure was discovered at the side of the footpath 

from Hackness to Broxa [SE 966 9021. About 3 metres of non-calcareous buff-orange fine 

graincd sandstone - which retains subtle traces of planar cross lamination - are exposed. 
Occasional simple burrows infilled with grey silt are seen. Field relations with nearby 

exposures suggest this forms part of the Passage Beds sequence; ýý, the basal terrigenous sand 

sheet. 
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4.4,4.2 Hamblcton Oolite Member 

The Hambleton Oolitc has an extensive outcrop across the area. The member ranges 

from the Cordatum to the Vertebrale Subzoncs with a non-scquence at the base increasing in 

amplitude westwards (Wright, 1983,1992). 

The coastal section at Castle Hill shows about 2 metres of oolite units with frequent 

bioclastic lags, cross bedding, burrows and thin sandy partings, resting on an erosion surface 

in the Passage Beds. 

At Filey Brigg, the Hambleton Oolite is interrupted by the intercalation of a clastic 

unit, the Birdsall Calcareous Grit. The lower "lear' of the Hambleton Oolite comprises about 
five metres of interbedded oolitic or sparry limestones and calcareous sandstones. 
nalassinoides is an abundant and prominent trace fossil. More general bioturbation is also 

evident. Bivalve shell fragments are plentiful in places. 

Less than two metres of the upper leaf of the Hambleton Oolite are exposed at Filey 

Brigg and are the youngest Mesozoic beds seen here, being overlain by limestone rubble and 

a thick deposit of Boulder Clay. The upper leaf comprises very shelly limestones interbedded 

with sandstones and minor sandy partings resting with a sharp break on the Birdsall 

Calcareous Grit. 

The Hambleton Oolite was seen at a number of inland sites. Spiker's Hill quarry 
displays nearly 18 metres of Hambleton Oolite with Middle Calcareous Grit forming the upper 

part of the section. The contact between the two members is sharp and undulating. 

The lowest 13 metres are well bedded shelly and bioclastic white oolites, some of the 

beds being blue-hearted. At intervals, there are thin but laterally persistent rusty dirt bands 

which can be followed right round the quarry face. The faunal remains are fragmented and 

not well preserved. They include mostly bivalves but some echinoid spines were seen. The 

remains are commonly concentrated in lumachelles. 

A notable feature is the distinctive pisolitic interval near the top of the Hamblcton 

Oolite (Figure 4.4.9). Nearly 3 metres thick, it begins with a thick, blue, very abundantly 

shelly pisolite with muddy, bioturbated intervals and Thalassinoides at the top (Figure 4.4.10). 
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Figure 4.4.9 

Spiker's Hill Quarry: face showing blue pisolite 
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Figure 4.4.10 

Spiker's Hill Quarry: blue pisolite unit 
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This is followed by another blue, sporadically oolitic pisolite. Resting on this with a sharp, 

very uneven contact is very shclly oolite with pisoliths at the base. 

The nearby Wallace Quarry shows similar features. Here weathering has revealed 

cross bedding in some units, dipping about 10 degrees to the north. Again, there are persistent 

thin, rusty dirt beds. 

About 12 kilometrcs west at Wilton Heights Quany, over 10 mctres of Hamblcton 

Oolite are broadly comparable to the exposure at Spiker's Hill, although the pisolite beds were 

not found. Above the cast face of the quarry there are a further two metres of weathered, 

poorly-sorted oolite, sandy at the top. Loose blocks of very fine grained non-calcareous buff- 

orange sandstone assigned to the Middle Calcareous Grit (Wright, 1972) are also seen, 

although the contact is nowhere exposed. 

At Riecaldale Quarry, limited exposure of Hambleton Oolite can be found at the very 

top of the face. The Passage Beds are not found and the member presumably rests directly on 

the Lower Calcareous Grit. The actual contact is not visible. 

Boltby Scar shows the Hambleton Oolite again directly in contact with the Lower 

Calcareous Grit, with no intervening Passage Beds. The contact shows shallow scour channels, 
indicating erosion. The Hambleton Oolite here is rather silty and flaggy, spicular in places. 
Thalassinoides and other burrows are very common. A similar facies is seen at Rievaulx 

Quarry where again the Hambleton Oolite rests directly on Lower Calcareous Grit. 

4.4.4.3 Middle Calcareous Grit Membc 

The Middle Calcareous Grit is of Vertebrale Subzone age (Wright, 1972,1980,1983) 

and intervenes between the Hambleton and Malton Oolite Members through much of the 

northern limb of the Oxfordian outcrop. 

At Spiker's Hill Quarry about 5 metres of the Middle Calcareous Grit are seen at the 

top of the quarry. The section shows fine grained, buff-orange calcareous sandstones passing 

up into sandy, shelly oolitcs. At the nearby Wallace Quarry, intermittent exposures at the top 

of the face and a short section above the quarry show very weathered sandy oolites and 
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variously oolitic and shelly fine grained calcareous sandstones. Poorly-preserved fragments 

of both bivalves and gastropods are present. 

The limited occurrence of the Middle Calcareous Grit at Wilton Heights Quarry has 

already been described. Newbridge Quarry shows the top of the Middle Calcareous Grit in 

sandy oolite facies at the base of the section. 

More extensive sections in the Middle Calcareous Grit were found on the cast bank 

of the River Dove [SE 711 8701. Here a section at the base shows more than 5 metres of 

variously calcareous fine or medium grained well bedded buff-orange sandstones. The 

weathering has revealed very low angle planar cross bedding. Simple vertical burrows are 

present and there are occasional shell beds and limonitic ooids. Two intervals of sandy oolite 

are present. There are scattered exposures of Middle Calcareous Grit poorly accessible in the 

woods above this short section. Wright (1972) estimates the total thickness of the Middle 

Calcareous Grit at 12 metres at this locality. 

At the base of the nearby Yapley Quarry nearly two metres of Middle Calcareous Grit 

are seen as sporadically oolitic, fine grained calcareous sandstone with shell beds and 

Thalassinoides burrows. 

The most westerly exposure of the Middle Calcareous Grit seen during this research 

was at Helmsley Quarry, where short faces at the quarry entrance can be built into a 

composite section of over 6 metres. Here again, fine grained calcareous sandstones are 

interbedded with sandy oolites. Shell lags, scattered limonitic ooids and cross bedding are 

once again evident. 

4.4.4.4 Birdsall Calcareous Grit Member 

This member occurs principally in the southern limb of the Oxfordian outcrop. It is 

of Cordatum Subzone age (Wright, 1983). The Birdsall Calcareous Grit interdigitates with the 

Hambleton Oolite or replaces it entirely. Figure 4.4.3 shows schematically the relationship 

of the Birdsall Calcareous Grit with other Oxfordian members and fomiations. 

At Filey Brigg about 5 metres of the Birdsall Calcareous Grit split the Hambleton 

Oolite into lower and upper "leaves". The Birdsall Calcareous Grit here has sharp upper and 
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lower contacts. Apart from two thin, discontinuous limestones towards the top, it comprises 

beds of calcareous sandstone. Thalassinoides is present at the base, but disappears abruptly 

upwards. There are suggestions of Planolites towards the top. Bivalve shell fragments are 

abundant in places throughout. The sandstones are massive, with occasional remnants of cross 

bedding. There is a distinctive unit near the base which is predominantly cross laminated. 

The Birdsall Calcareous Grit tenninating the Boltby Scar section shows about 3 mctrcs 

of hard, grey fine grained calcareous, slightly spicular sandstone resting on the Hamblcton 

Oolite with a sharp, flat contact. 

4.4.4.5 Malton Oolite 

This member has an extensive outcrop in the area and dates from the Vcrtebrale to 

Tenuiscrratum Subzones (Wright, 1980). 

The most easterly section of Malton Oolite seen on the northern limb was at Howldale 

Quarry where nearly 7 metres of well bedded oolites are sharply overlain by the shales and 

sandstones of the Upper Calcareous Grit. The member here is abundantly shelly with bivalves, 

gastropods and crinoid ossicles often concentrated in lumachelles. The oolites are generally 

well sorted and there are frequent traces of cross lamination. Siliciclastic intervals are present, 
including a muddy, laminated bed and a fine grained calcareous sandstone with abundant 

ooids. 

At Newbridge Quarry, about 3 kilometres to the north west, there are about 7 metres 

of Malton Oolite between the Middle Calcareous Grit and the "Coral Rag". Here the base of 

the Malton Oolite is marked by a distinctive pisolite unit, its upper bedding plane coated with 

ooids. Occasional pisoliths are found in the overlying oolite bed. The Malton Oolite here is 

similar to the Howldalc exposure, being abundantly shelly with bivalves and gastropods 
(including Pseudomelania Meddinglonensis) commonly concentrated in shell lags. A small 

ammonite fragment was also seen. Planar cross bedding is evident and many intervals are 

micritic with scattered matrix-supported ooids. The Malton Oolite becomes markedly sandy 

at the top. 

About 9 kilomctres west along the northern limb, Yaplcy Quarry shows Malton Oolite 

in a non-oolitic micrite facies with minor muddy intervals. The only other locality where 
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Malton Oolitc is in a non-oolitic facics is at Grimston, on the southern limb of the Oxfordian 

outcrop. The interval at Yapley is very shclly in places and occasional ooids occur at the base, 

just above the Middle Calcareous Grit, which is itself sporadically oolitic here. 

A further 9 kilometres west at Helmsley Quarry, the Malton Oolite appears in the 

main quarry where there arc about 5Y2mctrcs between the Middle Calcareous Grit and the 

Coral Rag. The Malton Oolite here shows many similarities to Howldalc and Newbridge, 

being very shelly, planar cross bedded and with occasional siliciclastic intervals. 

Aalassinoides was noted in some beds. 

Three sections of Malton Oolite were seen in the southern outcrop limb. The first was 

at Laysthorpe Quarry where over 16 metres of strata are assigned to the Malton Oolite 

(Wright, 1972,1974). While most of the characteristics of the Malton Oolite already described 

are repeated here, the top 7 metres are very sandy and the occurrence of ooids becomes 

sporadic and patchy. The transition to this sandy facies is gradational over several metres. 

About 5 kilometres south east of Laysthorpe Quarry, major exposures of Malton 

Oolite are found at the Wath Quarries where over 20 metres of shelly oolites are capped by 

the Coral Rag, resting on an erosion surface cut into the Malton Oolite. This contact is shown 
in Figure 4.4.11. A very similar succession persists as far as Malton (Whitewall Comer 

Quarry). Here, too, the Coral Rag rests on the Malton Oolite with an erosive contact. 

The general lateral consistency of Malton Oolite facies across the Oxfordian outcrop 
breaks down at Grimston, where this member is represented by non-oolitic micrites. These 

limestones are very shelly throughout with plentiful bivalve fragments (Exogyra, Chlamys) as 

well as cidarid spines and coral fragments (Wontlivaltia), the latter not seen in growth 

position. A notable feature of the beds at the Grimston Hill North Quarry is the occurrence 

of dark cherty units (Figure 4.4.12). These cherts contain a similar assemblage of faunal 

remains to the limestone and appear to be silicified zones within the limestones. These cherty 

units become less common up-section. 

4.4.4.6 Coral Raix Membc 

This is the youngest member of the Coralline Oolite Formation. It is of Parandicri (or 

Maltonense in the sub-boreal scheme) Subzone age (Wright, 1972,1980). 
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Figure 4.4.11 

The hammer head is resting on the contact 
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Wath Quarry (disused): Erosive contact between 
Malton Oolite and Coral Rag 



Figure 4.4.12 

Grimston Hill North Quarry: Chert Unit 

The dark chert unit is about 50 cm long 
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The Baton Farm exposure shows the Coral Rag resting with a sharp, irregular contact 

on about 2 metres of poorly-sorted white oolite containing shell lags and abundant bivalve 

fragments (Malton Oolitc). The Coral Rag here contains large colonies of Thamnasteria in a 

micritic matrix with occasional ooids. 

Moving west about 18 kilometres, Howldale Quarry has only a remnant of Coral Rag 

(20 centimetres) between the Malton Oolite and the overlying shales and sandstones of the 

Upper Calcareous Grit. This very thin Coral Rag is a grey micrite with ooids at the base, with 

a bivalve and gastropod fauna. 

Only 2 kilometres further west at Newbridge Quarry, the Coral Rag is seen in a 
different facies, and has become considerably thicker, 5 metres being logged. Here it is a pale 

grey or buff flaggy micrite, with scattered ooids and occasional bivalve and gastropod 

remains. 

At Helmsley Quarry, 18 kilometres west along the northern limb, the Coral Rag is a 

richly fossiliferous, rubbly, sandy oolitic limestone with bivalve fragments, large echinoid 

spines, gastropods and coral fragments. 

On the southern limb, good exposures were seen at the Wath Quarries and Whitewall 

Comer Quarry where there are very similar sections of Coral Rag cutting down northwards 
into Malton Oolite with a marked unconformity at Wath, best seen in the disused quarry. The 

Coral Rag in this area is richly fossiliferous, with poorly preserved bivalve ftagments, cidarid 

spines and corals, including Monflivaltia and Thamnasteria. The bottom of the Coral Rag is 

frequently slightly oolitic, with the ooids matrix-supportcd, further suggesting an episode of 

erosion prior to the establishment of the Rag. 

4.4.5 Upper Calcareous Grit Formation 

This forniation, of highest Tenuiserratum and Glosense Zone age (Wright, 1972, 

1980), marks the resumption of predominantly clastic sedimentation in the Cleveland Basin. 

The facies seen in the Upper Calcareous Grit show some lateral variation. In the major 

part of the northern limb, there is an upward-coarsening sequence comprising the shaly 
Newbridgc Beds beneath the strongly bioturbated Spaunton Sandstone. Above this is the fine 
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grained Snape Sandstone. On the southern limb, the Upper Calcareous Grit passes laterally 

into the very fine graincd, calcareous North Grimston Ccmentstonc (Wright, 1972). 

4.4.5.1 NcwbridRe Beds and Spaunton S ndstone Membcrs 

At Howldale Quarry, Ncwbridgc Bcds are in sharp contact with the Corallinc Oolite 

Form ation. The Newbridge Beds form a small, upward-coarscning cycle from a dark- lam inatcd 

shale at the base to a fine grained sandstone with a sharp, uneven contact between. The 

overlying Spaunton Sandstone is an orange-buff sandstone, bioturbated with Thalassinoides. 

At the nearby Newbridge Quarry, small exposures of Upper Calcareous Grit occur at 

the top of the quarry, showing about 2 metres of dark grey muddy silt succeeded by another 

2 metres of red-weathering fine grained sandstone. These exposures were just above the 

highest bed of Coralline Oolite exposed in the workings. 

At Spaunton Quarry, exposures of Upper Calcareous Grit were seen at the top of the 

quarry, revealed by recent overburden stripping of the top bench. Again, Ncwbridge Beds and 

Spaunton Sandstone were in contact with the bench floor (very hard sparry limestone with a 

profusion of gastropods and a few scattered corals - Coral Rag). The Newbridge Beds 

comprise flat-laminated marls, becoming sandy upwards overlain by rubbly-weathering fine 

grained laminated calcareous sandstone, with Planolifes. The Spaunton Sandstone here is again 

an orange sandstone with abundant Thalassinoides. 

4.4.5.2 North Griniston Cementstone Member 

At the western extremity of the Oxfordian outcrop, at Snape Quarry, the Upper 

Calcareous Grit has passed laterally into a flaggy calcareous facies. The succession is 

markedly rhythmic, with well-beddcd very fine grained calcareous sandstones interbedded with 

finely laminated, dark calcareous siltstones. 

At North Grimston itself, the type section was visited, but is now very degraded. 

Patchy exposures of ccmcntstone remain and scattered cementstone exposures are also found 

in the fields to the west of the type section. 
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4.4.6 Interpretation 

The curve of relative sea level for the Cleveland Basin is shown in Figure 4.4.13 

(page 124). 

The succession comprises a series of chiefly upward shallowing marine sequences 

capped by four marked transgressions in the Athleta, Cordatum, Tenuiserraturn and Serraturn 

Zones. The Yorkshire Oxfordian succession comprises a shallow marine mixed 

clastic/carbonate sequence sandwiched between the offshore shelf, largely clay facies of the 

Weymouth Member and the Ampthill Clay, both initiated by marine transgressions. 

Transgressions in this basin are marked by the widespread resumption of 

sedimentation right across the depositional area during which deposits overstepped underlying 

units and tended to lap on to basin margins. These transgressive events were generally 

succeeded by upward shallowing cycles as sedimentation rates outstripped relative sea level 

rise and the basin silted up. 

Figure 4.4.14 shows schematically Callovian and Lower Oxfordian units in the 
Yorkshire area. The Coronatum Zone saw the resumption of clay sedimentation (Peterborough 

Member, Oxford Clay Formation) across much of the region resting on the Lower Callovian 

Kellaways Rock. In the more marginal environments to the north and east the Langdale Beds 

were deposited. These are fine grained, highly bioturbated sandstones, the top few metres of 

which were seen during this research on the south side of Scarborough Castle Hill 

[TA 052 8891. Belemnites have been reported at this locality (Norris and Hallam, 1995). This 

sequence reflects a rise in relative sea level. 

A subsequent period of offlap and erosion during the Athleta Zone resulted in an 

erosion surface and sequence boundary (cl: sbl) traceable widely across the region (Wright, 

1977). 

During the later Athleta Zone and the Lwnberti Zone, a transgression (cl: tsl) resulted 
in another episode of clay deposition in the more distal environments (Stewartby Member, 

Oxford Clay Formation) and the sandy Hackness Rock in the marginal environment. The 

Hackness Rock rests on the Langdale Beds with a regional erosional contact and is highly 

condensed reflecting rapid sea level rise. Only about a metre thick on the coast (with a non- 
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Figure 4.4.14 

Schematic diagram: Upper Callovian and 
Lower Oxfordian 

Tabular A Mamblefon Hills coast 
Lower Calcareous Grit 
Weymouth Member 
Hackness Rock 
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Kellaways Rock 
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sequence omitting the Spinosum and Henrici Subzones), the Hackness Rock thickens 

westwards and becomes marly (Wright, 1977). The presence of chaniositc ooids and a high 

degree of bioturbation indicate low sedimentation rates and reworking on a shallow marine 

shelf undergoing rapid flooding. 

In the coastal sections, the Hackness Rock passes abruptly upwards into the 

Weymouth Member, with the lithological change coinciding with the Callovian/Oxfordian 

boundary (Wright, 1969,1977,1980; Norris and Hallam, 1995). 

The Weymouth Member here shows an initial thin fining-up sequence followed by a 

thick succession of dark, silty clays which coarsens at the top in a transition to the Lower 

Calcareous Grit. The Scarburgense Subzone is condensed, being only 50 centimetres thick and 

showing sandy shale at the base passing up into a silty clay, with scattered chamosite ooids 

throughout, marine deposition being indicated by the presence of ammonites of the 

Scarburgense Subzone (Wright, 1969). This condensation reflects maximum flooding rate 

(CI: Mfl). 

The remainder of the Lower and Middle Oxfordian succession in the Cleveland Basin 

is fully marine throughout and shows characteristics of a shallow marine shelf with lateral and 

vertical facies variations attributable to the interplay of the effects of fluctuations in water 
depth through time, periodic influx of coarse clastics from source areas such as the Market 

Weighton high and sea-floor topography. 

The end of the Praccordatum Subzone saw the beginning of the deposition of the 

sandstones and spiculites of the Lower Calcareous Grit across the outcrop area, which 

persisted to the end of the Bukowskii Subzonc. A strong coarsening-up trend is seen with the 

transition from the Weymouth Member to the Lower Calcareous Grit reflecting shallowing up 

and shoreline retreat during highstand. 

Figure 4.4.15 illustrates the lateral distribution of the members of the Lower 

Calcareous Grit and their relationship to the sea-floor topograpky. There was considerable 
lateral variation, but shallow marine norm ally-oxygenated shelf conditions are indicated by 

the frequent cross bedding, plus Vialassinoides and other burrows. The establishment of the 

Oldstcad Oolite was probably related to a localiscd shoal. 
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Figure 4.4.15 

Relationship of Lower Calcareous Grit to sea-floor 
Topography 
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The Lower Calcareous Grit successions show an overall shallowing up trend during 

highstand in all parts of the basin. In the west, the generally flat bedded spicular transition 

zone Rievaulx Member is succeeded by the lower shoreface Riccaldale Member, which 
becomes cross bedded up section (Riccaldalc and Boltby Scar) and scoured and eroded at the 

top (Boltby Scar). 

On the coast, there is a more marked coarsening trend from the Tenants' Cliff to the 
Saintoft Member and both units show cross bedding, Planolites and 777alassinoides. This 

reflects the reduced subsidence here, as indicated by the local attenuation of the overlying 
Passage Beds. 

The Passage Beds (Costicardia Subzone) are a further shallow-water marine sequence, 

restricted in outcrop to the northern limb and extending from the coastal sections at 
Scarborough and Filey westward as far as Skiplarn Wood (Wright, 1992). The consistent 

pattern in the Passage Beds of an upwards change from predominantly coarse clastic to 

predominantly carbonate deposition can be seen across the outcrop, even in the markedly 

attenuated Passage Beds succession on the coast, which supports Wright's (1992) interpretation 

that this attenuation is due to differential subsidence rather than a reduction in thickness due 

to erosion. 

Figure 4.4.16 is a schematic section of the Passage Beds. Wright (1992) designates 

the lowest unit as the "sandstone of the terrigenous sand sheet". It is the most widespread 
facies in the Passage Beds succession, exhibiting little lateral variation. The exposures all 

show variously calcareous, fine to medium grained planar cross bedded sandstones. Burrowing 

is common as are fragments of bivalves, often concentrated in lumachelles. The terrigenous 

sand sheet represents one of the periodic influxes of coarse clastic sediment into the basin 

during the Oxfordian. Wright (1992) concludes that the source of this influx was the Market 

Wcighton high. Such influxes of elastic material can mask signals of change in relative sea 
level in sedimentary successions, but it can be said that basin subsidence during deposition 

of the tcrrigenous sand sheet kept just pace with sedimentation rate since the features such as 
low angle cross bedding indicate a marine shelf with moderate energy conditions at or just 

below fair weather wave base throughout the period of deposition. 
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Figure 4.4.16 

Schematic Section: Passage Beds 
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The lateral facies continuity in the Passage Beds breaks down in the higher units. All 

the sections recorded bv Wright (1992) and examined during this research show an upward 

decrease in the proportion of coarse clastics. In the Hackness area higher units comprise a 

distinctive femiginous micrite. well displayed at the Hackness Head quarries, with Nanoyyra, 

occasionally whole but more usually fragmented, dominating the fauna, overlain by a spicular 

inicrite containing in silit coral colonies. The ferruginous unit here shows subtle indications 

of planar cross lamination and the NanoKyra fragments arc occasionally concentrated in 

lumachelles. Wright (1992) records chamosite oolds in this ferruginous unit at Suffield Quarry. 

All this indicates a restricted-circulation lagoon environment. influenced by tides. Away from 

the Hackness area, exposures of the upper portion of the Passage Beds indicate a more open 

marine shelf setting consisting of sandy and shelly m1crites and oolites with a fringe zone of 

coral fragments bordering the Hackness area. 

Whether in the Hackness lagoonal area or the more open marine environments in other 

parts of the Passage Beds outcrop, a moderate upward shallowing is indicated with the 

consistent reduction in elastic input and the progressive appearance upwards of oolitic facies 

on the open shelf and the marked change at Hackness from the unrestricted conditions 

prevailing during deposition of the sand sheet to the restricted circulation of the lagoon. At 

Lockton Quarry, the lower units are dominated by large scale planar cross bedding while the 

highest unit of the sand sheet displays rippling at the top. 

The culmination in this reduction of elastic input resulted in the establishment of coral 

comp colonies in the Hackness area which, at Hackness Head quarries. rises a shelly, micritic 

matrix with abundant bivalves, echinoids and brachiopods and isolated colonies of corals 

including Thamnasteria and Isastrea. The small size of these colonies compared with those 

elsewhere in the British Oxfordian (including Yorkshire) has been commented on (Wright, 

1992). This has been explained by the influx of clays inhibiting coral growth. Subsequent to 

the deposition of the ferruginous nilcrite, a slight increase in relative sea level probably 

ameliorated the conditions sufficiently for the establishment of coral colonies and the general 

increase in faunal diversity. but at the same time the consequent flooding of the hinterland 

resulted in an influx of clay sediment into the recf area. 

This short-lived episode of low amplitude flooding was succeeded by a renewed drop 

in relative sea level which cut off supply of elastic sediment and resulted in the forniation of 
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a hardground colonised by the crinoid Tenlacrinus'. This produced the highest unit in the 

Passage Beds succession, the 7)entacrinits'biosparite of Wright (1992). Progressive reduction 

in relative sea level resulted in an erosive upper surface of the Passage Beds at Filey Brigg 

and Scarborough. A hiatus is developed over much of the basin during maximum rate of sea 
level fall. generally increasing in magnitude toward the Market Weighton high and forming 

a sequence boundary (cl: sb2). Sections showing the Hambleton Oolite are shown in Figure 

4.4.17. Of note is the disappearance westwards along the northern outcrop of the Passage Beds 

or any sediments of the Costicardia Subzone so that at Riccaldale Quarry and Boltby Scar the 

Hambleton Oolite rests on Lower Calcareous Grit. At Boltby Scar this contact is a scoured 

erosion surface marking cl: sb2. 

The Cordatum Subzonc saw the establishment of very widespread oolitic facies across 

the basin - the Coralline Oolite Formation - with shallow marine sedimentation virtually 

continuous until nearly the end of the Middle Oxfordian. This formation, and the members 

within it, show lateral facies variation across the basin with significant elastic deposits, notably 

the Birdsall and Middle Calcareous Grits. This shallow marine oolitic. spiculitic and elastic 

facies persisted laterally eastward with the deposition of the lower Humber Group in the 

present-day North Sea with lithostratigraphic correlation possible with the on-shore outcrops 

(Cameron et al., 1992). Figure 4.4.18 shows the model of Middle Oxfordian depositional 

environments in this region. 

This resumption of shallow marine sedimentation right across the basin marks a 

transgression (cl: ts2) in the Cordatum Subzone. Throughout much of the outcrop area, the 

Hambleton Oolite is a fine to medium grained oolite, usually bioclastic with low angle cross 

bedding or cross lamination evident in the more weathered exposures. The oolite is generall, 

Nvell-bedded throughout and there are occasional laterally persistent rusty, silty dirt bands a 

few centimetres thick. 

This facies is the most widespread and indicates deposition on a shallow marine shelf 

with agitation sufficient to result in oold production and accumulation. These open shelf 

sequences show no signs of a change in water depth through most of their thickness so that 

accommodation space must have increased more or less in pace with the build up of sediment. 

However. towards the top of the Hanibleton Oolite at Spiker's Hill Quarrv a shallowing 

episode is indicated at the beginning of the Plicatilis Zone with the development of a 
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Figure 4.4.18 

Middle Oxfordian southern North Sea Environments 
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distinctive blue pisolitc which is abundantly shelly and is burrowed with Thalassinoides 

(Figure 4.4.10) suggesting lagoonal conditions. 

In parts of the Cleveland Basin there is a substantial intercalation into the Hambleton 

Oolite of a coarsc clastic unit, the Birdsall Calcareous Grit. The unit is presumed to have a 

southerly sediment source, the Market Weighton high (Wright, 1983). At Filcy, it is about four 

metres thick and comprises chiefly thick bedded pale buff fine to medium grained variously 

calcareous sandstone, generally well sorted, the grains sub-angular to sub-rounded. It 

frequently shows 7halassinoides and other burrows and bivalve fragments are common in 

places, occasionally concentrated in shell lags. The lower contact of the Birdsall Calcareous 

Grit here is sharp, corresponding to the sequence boundary cl: sb2. 

There is a distinctive unit near the base (Figure 4.4.19) which shows evidence of 
being a storm -deposited bed, exhibiting swaley cross stratification and sharp erosional base 

typical of such deposits (Walker and Plint, 1992). 

The sediments of the Birdsall Calcareous Grit here therefore show indications of 

moderate to high energy reworking on a shallow marine shelf. The highest units at Filey 

include one or two thin limestones which are laterally variable and discontinuous, containing 

abundant shell fragments (Figure 4.4.20). The sandstone interbeds are also crowded with 
bivalve shell fragments. This interbedded sandstone/limestone facies forms a passage into the 

overlying upper leaf of the Hambleton Oolite which, at Filey, is also characterised by shelly, 

nodular limestones interbedded with sandstones and sandy partings, with abundant shell debris. 

Only eight kilometres north, at Scarborough, there is no evidence of Birdsall Calcareous Grit 

so the Filey deposits of this member must be close to its northern margin. 

In some parts of the basin the Hambleton Oolite is not developed in a pure oolitic 
facies. At Boltby Scar, for example, the member is a spicular limestone with sporadic ooids. 
About 5 kilometres to the south in the Oldstead area, Wright (1983) records a similar facies. 

At Filey Brigg also the member is not a pure oolite but is sandy and spicular in places. These 

lateral variations are attributable to localised conditions favourable to the flourishing of 

Rhaxella and to proximity of the southerly source of coarse clastics. 
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Figure 4.4.19 

Filey Brigg: Storm Unit near base of 
Birdsall Calcareous Grit 
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Figure 4.4.20 

Filey Brigg: Limestones at top of 
Birdsall Calcareous Grit 
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However, all occurrences of the Hambleton Oolite indicate shallow marine deposition 

on a well-oxygenated sea floor swept by moderate currents with cross bedding and 
Aalassinoides and other burrows being characteristic of the member. A slow basin subsidence 
keeping pace with sedimentation rate is indicated, but with a shallowing-up tendency seen 

with the development of lagoonal pisolites towards the top of the member at Spiker's Hill, this 

facies having been traced from Helmsley in the west to Forge Valley in the east (Wright, 

1972). This shallowing episode may be reflected in the Birdsall Calcareous Grit at Filey where 

the proportion of the sand component is markedly reduced in the higher beds and burrowed 

limestones with shell lags are developed instead. 

Along much of the northern outcrop limb a coarse clastic unit, the Middle Calcareous 

Grit, intervenes between the Hambleton and Malton Oolites. The contact of the Hambleton 

Oolite with the Middle Calcareous Grit was seen at Spiker's Hill Quarry. The shallowing-up 

trend seen near the top of the Hambleton Oolite culminated in an erosion surface at the top 

of bed 26 (see Appendix). The highest bcds of the Hambleton Oolite have returned to oolitic 
facies, sandy and bioclastic with shell lags in places, marking resumption of open shelf 

conditions and a slight increase in water depth. The Middle Calcareous Grit commences with 

a fine grained ferruginous calcareous sandstone passing up into a very shelly, sandy oolite. 

Westwards along the northern outcrop limb, Wright (1972) records a gradual 

thickening of the sandstone. Loose remnants of Middle Calcareous Grit (very fine grained, 

non-calcareous buff-orange sandstone) were seen at the top of Wilton Heights Quarry, 

although the contact is not exposed. 

Still further west, the Middle Calcareous Grit occurs at Newbridge Quarry where 
Wright (1972) records 7 metres of massive sandstone with occasional thin limestones. He also 

records the occurrence of an oolitic limestone at the top of the Grit containing numerous 
Trigonia, seen at the base of the quarry-face section (see Appendix). 

Middle Calcareous Grit further west in the bed of the River Dove showed over five 

metres of well bedded fine to medium grained sandstones, muddy and laminated in places or 

with very low angle planar cross lamination. Two units of shelly and sandy oolite occur and 

the sandstone becomes calcareous at the top. The scattered exposures in the high bank above 

show variously calcareous fine to medium grained sandstones. Scattered exposures of the 
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highest Hambleton Oolitc were seen in the bed of the River Dove. These showed an oolite 

with frequent shell lags, highly bioturbated in places with Thalassinoides and also simple 
horizontal burrows. Ooids were concentrated in the shell lags. No contact with the Middle 

Calcareous Grit was seen. Further west at Helmsley Quarry, the Middle Calcareous Grit is a 

calcareous, rather muddy sandstone. 

On the southern outcrop limb, the Middle Calcareous Grit is limited to the area around 
Ampleforth where Wright (1972) records a calcareous sandstone which passes eastward along 

the southern limb into a limestone facies so that in this area no pure sandstone intervenes 

between the Hambleton and Malton Oolites. 

All occurrences of the Middle Calcareous Grit indicate shallow marine deposition on 

an open shelf with good circulation. They are frequently burrowed and bioturbated. Cross 

bedding and cross lamination are common. Oolitic units seen on the northern outcrop limb 

indicate a moderate to high degree of current agitation, with cross bedding in these oolites. 
Again, this influx of coarse clastic sediment into the basin tends to mask signals of changes 
in relative sea level, but a degree of shallowing up may be deduced from a generalised 
decrease in clastic content upwards, but this is as likely to be caused by a simple reduction 
in clastic sediment supply due to cessation of source area uplift. However, the base of this 

cycle is most likely to be found near the top of the Hambleton Oolite where oolitic limestones 

are seen to rest on algal pisolitcs with an erosive contact. The slightly deeper more open 

marine conditions at the top of the Hambleton Oolite were evident at Spiker's Hill Quarry 

where all the contacts are clearly seen, but can also be deduced from the river bed exposures 

of Hambleton Oolite seen near the River Dove section. The highest Hambleton Oolite 

therefore represents a minor flooding. 

The Malton Oolite is extensively exposed along both the northern and southern 

outcrop limbs. Figure 4.4.21 shows some of the major sections. Complete sections through 

Malton Oolite occur at Newbridge and Helmsley Quarries, both about 7 metres thick. Though 

incomplete, sections on the southern limb are notably thicker with over 16 metres of Malton 

Oolite beneath the Coral Rag at Wath, and a similar thickness of the higher Malton Oolite at 
Laysthorpe Quarry. Over 20 metres composite thickness of Malton Oolite in a micritic facies 

was encountered at the two quarries at Grimston. 
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The lower contact with the Middle Calcareous Grit is exposed at Newbridge. The 

shallowing trend finds expression by the development of an algal pisolite interval at the base 

of the Malton Oolite. At Helmsley this shallowing is represented in the lower units of the 

Malton Oolite by a sandy, cross bedded, variously oolitic facies which forms a transition from 

the Middle Calcareous Grit to the purer oolites of the higher portion of the Malton Oolite. 

The upper contact of the Malton Oolite with the overlying Coral Rag was seen at a 

number of locations in both the northern and southern outcrop limbs. The contact between 

these two members is typically erosional, this feature being most dramatically seen at the 

Wath quarries on the southern limb (Figure 4.4.11). 

As with the other members of the Coralline Oolite Formation, the Malton Oolite 

demonstrates lateral facies variation across the outcrop. The most marked variation is revealed 

at the Grimston quarries where the Malton Oolite is a micritic limestone, shelly throughout, 

with some intervals containing corals. Another peculiarity of the Malton Oolite succession 
here is the development of chert nodules and bands in the lower part of the succession 
(Figure 4.4.12). These contain the same faunal elements as the matrix and it is therefore 

likely that they are silicified zones within the limestones. Coral and other faunal remains at 
Grimston are fragmentary and the succession here presents the features of a shelf edge deposit 

with faunal detritus being swept off a nearby shelf into a lime mud. 

Elsewhere in the basin, the member is developed in more typical shallow marine 

oolitic facies. Cross bedding is frequent and the fauna includes pcrisphinctid ammonites, 
frequent shell lags of fragmentary and poorly preserved bivalves while gastropods are 

particularly abundant in the Malton Oolite with Pseudomelania and Bourguetia very common 

at Howldale and Laysthorpe Quarries. Thalassinoides was seen in situ at Helmsley Quarry and 
frequently occurs on loose blocks which expose bedding planes at other localities. 

An atypical Malton Oolite was seen at Yapley Quar7y. Here the member is a micritic, 

sporadically oolitic limestone. The member here was accumulated in slightly deeper water 

with ooids washed in from nearby shoals. Here again there are bivalve and gastropod shell 

beds and Thalassinoides burrow systems. 
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On the southern outcrop limb, some cherty horizons were encountered at Wath and 
the oolites in the upper part of the section are somewhat spicular. This, plus the more striking 
development of chert at Grimston, suggests that there were substantial, if localiscd, Rhaxella 

sponge colonies developing on the southern limb during Malton Oolite deposition. 

The youngest member of the Coralline Oolite Formation, the Coral Rag, was seen at 

a number of localities on both the northern and southern, limbs. The lower contact with the 
Malton Oolite is typically sharp and is erosional in places with a marked angular unconform ity 

seen in the Wath area where the Coral Rag cuts down into the Malton Oolite to the north. The 

member is usually richly coralliferous with the corals occurring both as a fragmentary rubble 

and in positions of growth. 

Towards the eastern end of the northern limb, the short section at the Betton Farm 

Quarry shows a Thamnasteria reef established on a poorly sorted white oolite with frequent 

bivalve shell lags and shell beds (Figure 4.4.22) while the Malton Oolite/Coral Rag contact 
is shown in Figure 4.4.23. 

In the central part of the northern outcrop the Coral Rag appears in a different facies. 

At Howldale Quarry, the Coral Rag exists as arcmnant only 20 centimetres thick intervening 

between the top of the Malton Oolite and the shales and sandstones of the Upper Calcareous 

Grit. The Coral Rag here is a grey micrite with ooids at the base, large bivalves and 

gastropods. 

Moving west to Newbridge Quarry, the Coral Rag has attained a more typical 

thickness and the section intersects about 5 metres of the member between the Malton Oolite 

and Upper Calcareous Grit. The Coral Rag here is a micritic limestone with 1.6 metres of pale 
buff calcareous sandstone near the top. It is muddy and laminated in places and some intervals 

are oolitic. The ooids are matrix-supported suggesting that they were washed in to the lime 

mud from nearby shoals. Bivalves and gastropods are present, often concentrated in lags, and 

some bivalves were found with both valves intact suggesting low energy conditions. The basal 

unit contains some circular faunal fragments which may be echinoid spines. 
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Figure 4.4.22 

Betton Farm Quarry: Shell bed in Malton Oolite 
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Figure 4.4.23 

Betton Farm Quarry: Malton Oolite/Coral Rag Contact 
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Still further west at Yapley Quarry, the Coral Rag is again a laminated micritic facies 

with fragments of echinoid spines at the base, resting on Malton Oolite with a sharp, uneven 

contact. 

The more typical coralliferous and highly fossiliferous Coral Rag facies is regained 

at Helmsley Quarry. The fauna is very diverse with 777ainnasteria and Thecosmilia along with 
bivalve and gastropod fragments and large echinoid spines in a matrix of rubbly, sandy oolite. 

The Coral Rag of the southern outcrop limb is very similar in facies to that seen at 
Helmsley, showing an abundant and diverse coral fauna with large, poorly preserved bivalve 

fragments. Chlamys is a common constituent and cidarid spines are frequently seen. The basal 

bed of the Coral Rag typically contains abundant ooids and the coral and other faunal remains 

are fragmented. The true in situ coral reef is developed on this basal transitional unit which 

appears to be an accumulation of erosion products from nearby shallow marine shelf settings. 

The true Coral Rag and its coeval micritic lagoonal facies were developed on a stable 

marine shelf with increasingly quiet conditions prevailing as the reefs became established. The 

erosional features often seen at the base of the Coral Rag are attributable to erosion events 

contemporaneous with the basal Coral Rag. Extensive downcutting and erosion of the top of 

the Malton Oolite throughout the Cleveland Basin which would suggest emergence or near 

emergence and a drop of relative sea level prior to a minor flooding of the shelf and the 

establishment of coral reefs is not supported by the field evidence seen during this research. 
The unconformity reported in the region of the Wath Quarries between the Coral Rag and the 

Malton Oolite is in an area where considerable thickness variations are seen along individual 

units in the Malton Oolite (Figure 4.4.24). It is possible that synsedimentary tectonics 

involving localiscd areas of increased or reduced subsidence are the likely cause for this 

lateral variation in thickness and that this situation continued during Coral Rag deposition, 

thus explaining the variation in thickness of the Malton Oolite beneath the Coral Rag. The 

field evidence does however support a gradual, low-amplitude minor flooding of the shelf 
during deposition of the Coral Rag with incipient reefs being broken up on an open shelf, 
followed by slightly deeper water conditions favouring more substantial reef build-up and 

preservation. 
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Figure 4.4.24 

Wath Quarry: Thickness variations in Malton Oolite 

Variation in thicknesses can be seen clearly towards the right of the photograph 
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Above the Coralline Oolite Formation a very significant change in facies is seen with 

the incoming of the Upper Calcareous Grit. The gencralised succession shown in Figure 4.4.3 

indicates the members making up this formation. The Newbridgc Member/Spaunton 

Sandstone/Snape Sandstone succession is characteristic of the Upper Calcareous Grit over 

much of the northern limb while on the southern limb the Newbridge Member and Spaunton 

Sandstone pass into their approximate lateral equivalents, the Langton Clay and Limckilns 

Member and the overlying North Grimston Cementstone. 

The Upper Calcareous Grit marks a complete change to clastic deposition in the 
Cleveland Basin in marked contrast to the predominantly shallow marine carbonate facies of 
the Coralline Oolite Formation. The only exception is a very localised occurrence of an oolitic 

sandy limestone at the top of the Spaunton Sandstone at Spaunton Quarry (Wright, 1972). 

An erosive, bored contact with the underlying Coral Rag at Wrelton and the strongly 

unconformable relationship with Malton Oolite and Lower Calcareous Grit in the Howardian 

Hills has been recorded (Wright 1980). The contact represents a sequence boundary (cl: sb3). 
The sharp facies change to fine grained or clay-grade elastic sedimentation which swept across 
the basin depositing the shaly silts and marls of the Newbridge Beds on the northern limb or 

the clays or argillaccous sandstones overlying the Coralline Oolite Formation in the Grimston 

area on the southern limb (Wright, 1976) marks a transgression (cl: ts3). 

The Newbridge Beds are a coarsening-up unit with flat-laminated marls at the base 

becoming sandy upwards, passing into a rubbly-weathering fine grained calcareous sandstone, 
laminated and burrowed with Planolites. At Spaunton Quarry, a large wood fragment 

(suggesting flooding of the hinterland) and belemnite guards were found in the upper sandy 

portion of the Newbridge Beds (Figures 4.4.25 and 4.4.26). ' 

The Spaunton Sandstone, overlying the Ncwbridge Beds with a sharp contact, presents 

a progression in the upward-coarsening sequence. The Spaunton Sandstone is a distinctive 

unit, highly ferruginous and characteristically containing abundant Thalassinoides burrows. 

Figure 4.4.27 shows the contact of the two members at Spaunton Quarry. Figure 4.4.28 

shows one of the Thalassinoides burrows. A similar, though somewhat attenuated Upper 

Calcareous Grit succession was seen at Howidale Quarry. At Newbridge Quarry the Upper 

Calcareous Grit has regained its thickness. 
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Figure 4.4.25 

Spaunton Quarry: Wood fragment in Newbridge Beds 
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Figure 4.4.26 

Spaunton Quarry: Belemnite in Newbridge Beds 
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Figure 4.4.28 

Spaunton Quarry: Thalassinoides in 
Spaunton Sandstone 
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At the western end of the outcrop, the Upper Calcareous Grit passes laterally into a 
deeper water facies, the North Grimston Ccmentstone, at Snape Quarry, near Kilbum. A 

gradual coarsening up can be discerned, with the sandstones becoming medium grained at the 

top of the section and the siltstone interbeds tending to contain a higher proportion of sand 

upwards. This mirrors the marked coarsening up tendency in the Newbridge Beds/Spaunton 

Sandstone succession. Ammonites are occasionally seen, but otherwise the succession is not 
fossiliferous and is undisturbed by burrowing, the laminations being preserved in the 

siltstones. The North Grimston Cementstone extends eastward along the southern limb as far 

as the Grimston area. 

The Langton Clay/Limckilns Member southern correlatives of the Newbridge Beds 

repeat the upward coarsening tendency seen in the lower units of the Upper Calcareous Grit 

seen elsewhere in the Cleveland Basin. 

The Upper Calcareous Grit succession terminates with the Snape Sandstone, a massive 
fine grained calcareous sandstone in which ripple-drift bedding and plant remains have been 

reported at Grimston with a fauna including Gryphaea, Pinna and Lucina and occasional 

perisphinctids (Wright, 1972). 

Despite the lateral facies variations seen in the Upper Calcareous Grit, an overall 

upward-shallowing trend remains constant across the basin as progressive silting-up during 

highstand following the marine transgression took place. This trend terminates with erosion 

of the underlying Upper Calcareous Grit, with the absence of the Snape Sandstone beneath 

the Ampthill Clay at Spaunton (Wright, 1980) as relative sea level fell forming a sequence 
boundary (cl: sb4). 

Above the Upper Calcareous Grit, the Ampthill Clay has been proved in the Cleveland 

Basin, marking a further marine transgression (cl: ts4) with the abrupt resumption of 

predominantly clay sedimentation in the region during the Serratum, Regulare and 
Rosenkrantzi Zones of the Upper Oxfordian (Wright, 1980; Cox and Richardson, 1982). 

The descriptions of the mudstones above the Upper Calcareous Grit are reminiscent 

of the Ampthill Clay seen at other localities during this study. Scptarian horizons and 
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calcareous intervals are common, as are serpulids and bivalve shell plasters. Perisphinctid 

ammonites are characteristic faunal constituents and belemnites (chiefly Cylindroleuthis) are 
found. The lower contact with the Upper Calcareous Grit is interburrowed (Cox and 
Richardson, 1982). The facics represents a muddy, offshore marine shelf, normally 

oxygenated, with burrowing infauna and remains of open marine nekton. 

The contrast in facies between the predominantly arenaccous Upper Calcareous Grit 

which has shallower-water features such as occasional rippling and abundant Thalassinoides 

in the younger units, and the argillaccous Ampthill Clay with the characteristics of a more 
distal deposit, below normal wave base, indicates a significant increase in relative sea level 

beginning in the Serratum Zone. 
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Figure 4.4.13 

Cleveland Basin: 
Curve of Relative Sea Level 
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4.5 EAST MIDLANDS SHELF/WASH BASIN AND THE OXFORD SHALLOWS 

Like the Cleveland Basin, the East Midlands Shelf/Wash Basin fornis a sub-division 

of the North Sea Basin (Cameron ct al., 1992). It is limited to the west by the Pennine block, 

to the north by the Market Weighton high and to the south by the London-Brabant Massif 

Marine connections with the Wessex-Paris Basin were present during the Oxfordian via the 

Oxford Shallows. 

Investigations beneath the extensive Permo-Mesozoic cover have revealed the structure 

outlined in Figure 4.5.1 (Kent, 1968). 

Palacogeographic studies of southern England (Brookfield, 1973; Gallois and Cox, 

1977) show marine cover in the Wash Basin through the Oxfordian Stage with the sea also 
flooding the Oxford Shallows until emergence of this area during the Middle Oxfordian. 

The Oxfordian successions in the Wash Basin show an overall pattern of off-shore 

shelf muddy and silty sedimentation throughout with the exception of subordinate carbonate 

units such as the Lamberti Limestone. This results in poor natural exposure and much of the 

interpretation here relies on borehole data, including down-hole geophysical logging. 

In the Oxford Shallows the Oxfordian succession comprises near-shore marine 
deposits sandwiched between more distal clay facies of the Oxford and Ampthill Clays and 

with an overall moderate deepening eastward towards Fcnland. There is an overstep of the 

Kimmeridge Clay westwards onto progressively older strata. The strata exposed in this region 

range from the Jurassic to the Holocene with the Oxfordian outcrop (about 15 kilomctres 

wide) striking across the area from west-south-west to cast-north-east, younging southwards. 
The Corallian forms a low ridge between the tracts of Oxford Clay to the north and 
Kimmcridge Clay to the south. 

4.5.1 Localities 

The locations of the sections studied are shown on Figure 4.5.2. 
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Figure 4.5.1 

East Midlands Shelf/Wash Basin: 
Sub-Mesozoic Platform 
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Figure 4.5.2 

East Midlands Shelf/Wash Basin: 
Locality Map 
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4.5.1.1 South Ferriby. Humberside 

This is a working pit, cxploiting both chalk and clay, ncar South Fcrriby Ccmcnt 

Works ISE 992 2051. The sediments here were deposited on the East Midlands Shelf, just 

south of the Market Wcighton high. 

Oxfordian sediments of the Rosenkrantzi/Pseudocordata Zone are exposed, 

conformably overlain by Kimmeridge Clay (Figure 4.5.3). The upper part of the pit exposes 
Cretaceous strata of Albian to Turonian age (P. F. Rawson, pers. comm. ) 

The Oxfordian and Kimmeridgian lithologies arc almost entirely argillaccous, with 

subordinate marly intervals, calcareous nodules and septarian concretions. Bedding is subtle 
becoming obvious at some distance from the pit faces (Figure 4.5.4). 

About 9 metres of Oxfordian interbedded dark clays and paler calcareous clays were 

exposed, assigned to the Ampthill Clay (Birk-elund and Callomon, 1985). Two nodular beds 

are present, the nodules often formed around mud-filled body chambers of perisphinctids 
(Mingsteadia sp. ). Ammonite body chambers were also seen in mudstones. Bivalve fragment 

accumulations occur in many intervals, and examples of Oxyloma and Thracia. A large wood 
fragment was found near the top of the Oxfordian. 

There was no sedimentological evidence of a break in deposition between the 

Ampthill and Kimmeridge Clays. Ammonites found here and in local boreholes have proved 

the presence of the Rosenkrantzi Zone in the Humber area (Birk-elund and Callomon, 1985). 

The Kimmeridge Clay is also a predominantly argillaceous succession with intervals 

of higher silt or carbonate content. There are accumulations of bivalve shell fragments in some 
intervals and a distinctive nodular bed near the base, containing abundant serpulids. The 

Kimmeridge Clay is unconformably overlain by the Melton Carstone (with a basal pebble 
bed), the Red Chalk and Chalk. 

4.5.1.2 Rookejy Clay Pit. Stewarthy. Bcdfordshire [TL 015 4151 

This is a vast and now disused clay pit, part of which still has serviceable exposures 

of Oxford Clay of the Upper Callovian and Lower Oxfordian. The pit is divided into three 
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Figure 4.5.3 

South Ferriby: Graphic Log 
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Figure 4.5.4 

South Ferriby: Pit Face 
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areas with the Callovian/Oxfordian boundary beds located in the northern face of the most 

southerly area. 

The succession ranges from the Athleta to the Mariae Zones, comprising variously 

calcareous and silty mudstones with several calcareous siltstone beds varying in thickness 

from 15 to 30 centimetres. Calcareous concretions and discontinuous calcareous bands are also 

present within the thicker mudstone intervals. A graphic log of the section is shown in Figure 

4.5.5. Figure 4.5.6 illustrates part of this exposure. 

4.5.1.3 Shellingford Crossroads Quarry [SU 325 9401 

This disused quarry provides exposures through the Highworth Grit (Densiplicatum 

Zone), the Pebble Bed, Third Trigonia Bed, Urchin Marls and Coral Rag (Tcnuiserratum 

Zone). Figure 4.5.7 is a composite graphic log from two sites in the quarry. 

At Site 1, there is a good exposure through more than 2 metres of the Highworth Grit, 

with the basal Pebble Bed at the top of the face. The Highworth Grit is a pale grey, very well- 

sorted, very fine grained unconsolidated sandstone. The individual sand grains are sub-angular 

to sub-rounded. Grey muddy laminae are common and are laterally persistent over several 

metres. Mud clasts and mud drapes are also common. Low angle cross bedding of less than 

10 degrees, and dipping to the north-east or north is characteristic, although the lower part of 

the exposure appegS flat-bedded (probably the result of the intersection trace of cross bedding 

with the free face). The upper part of the unit shows frequent examples of ripple cross 
lamination. 

Ophiomorpha burrows are commonplace in the Highworth Grit, but there are also 

simple vertical burrows infilled with material piped down from the mud units about 20 

centimctres into the sands. 

Resting on the Highworth Grit at Site I with a sharp, gently undulating contact is 70 

centimetres of limestone, sparry at the base with a scattering of ooids and occasional sub- 

vertical burrows and passing up within a few centimetres to a very shelly oolite. 
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Figure 4.5.5 

Rookery Pit, Stewartby: Graphic Log 
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Figure 4.5.6 

Arrow indicates Unit 2 on Graphic Log 
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Rookery Pit, Stewartby: Part of Exposure 



Figure 4.5.7 

Shellingford Crossroads Quarry: 
Composite Graphic Log 
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At Site 2, there is a section through the Pebble Bed, Third Trigonia Bed, Urchin Marl 

and Coral Rag above poorly exposed Highworth Grit at the base, the flooding of the quarry 
having undercut the face. 

The basal Pebble Bed is a poorly-sorted matrix-supported oolite with occasional 

pebbles. It passes into the Third Trigonia Bed, a shelly, very poorly-sorted oolite with a sharp, 

nodular upper contact. The unit becomes abundantly shelly at the top. Examples of the bivalve 

Gervillella were seen. 

The overlying Urchin Marls comprise poorly-consolidated sandy oolite. Better- 

cemented sandy oolite nodules occur in places and are abundant near the top. Nucleolites is 

common. The upper contact is sharp and uneven. 

The Coral Rag is a rubbly oolite, the ooids very poorly sorted with some small 

pisoliths. Corals are preserved as cavities with Thecosmilia sp. being the most abundant of 

those seen, which also included Thamnasteria and Isastrea. At the top of the section is a red 

soil. 

4.5.1.4 Cothill OuM. Oxfordshire [SU 468 9951 

This disused quarry exposes 3 metres of the Middle Oxfordian, including the Lower 

Calcareous Grit and Lower Trigonia Bed (Vertebrale Subzone) and the Upper Trigonia Bed 

(Antecedens Subzone). The overlying Urchin Marls and Coral Rag were no longer exposed, 
in contrast to the more extensive section recorded by McKerrow and Kennedy (1973). A 

graphic log is shown in Figure 4.5.8. 

The quarry floor is sandy with isolated limestone exposures. The lower part of the 
face reveals the sand of the Lower Calcareous Grit containing a few small doggers. Above 

an irregular, erosional junction is the Lower Trigonia Bed with an iron-stained hardground and 

a sharp, undulating contact at the top. Trigonia sp. and other thick-shelled bivalves are 

abundant. Between this and the Upper Trigonia Bed is half a metre of loosely consolidated 

sand with shell fragment lags. The bottom surface of the Upper Trigonia Bed is crowded with 
bivalves and burrows are seen in this unit. 
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Figure 4.5.8 

Cothill Quarry: Graphic Log 
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4.5.1.5 Stanton Harcourt. Oxfordshire JSP 412 049] 

This is a temporary section located in Brown's Pit. It extends from the Athlcta to the 
Mariae Zone. It comprises the Stewartby and Weymouth Members (Oxford Clay Formation) 

with the Lamberti Limestone between (Figure 4.5.9). 

An extensive nearby pit has slopes consisting of slipped dark- grey clays containing 

an abundant pyritised ammonite fauna indicating the Athlcta and Lamberti Zones as well as 

some belemnites and a few bivalves such as Nucula sp. and Chlamys sp. 

The topmost 2 metrcs of the Stewartby Member at Stanton Harcourt consists of pale 
buff silty sparsely fossiliferous clays with an abrupt contact with the overlying Lamberti 

Limestone. The absence of sedimentary structures in the Stewartby Member is probably due 

to thorough bioturbation. 

The Lamberti Limestone is a pale grey very silty and muddy mart with abundant iron- 

stained ammonites. Its upper contact with the Weymouth Member is sharp and slightly 

undulating. It is important to note that this contact does not coincide with the 
Callovian/Oxfordian boundary at this locality. Ammonite finds by Hollingworth and Wignall 

(1992) have placed the stage boundary about half a metre above the top of the Lamberti 

Limestone. 

The Weymouth Member here comprises mid to dark grey clays with an abundant 
fauna of bivalves, belemnites and ammonites (both cardioceratids and perisphinctids). Large 

wood fragments are common and small iron-stained burrows are present. There is a Gryphaea 

oyster bed about a metre up from the base. There are no remnants of sedimentary structures, 

again probably due to bioturbation. There is a concentration of fossil material at the base of 
the member. 

4.5.1.6 Caine. Wiltshire 

A small and degraded exposure of Oxfordian oolites was visited in the grounds of St 

Mary's School, Calne. The principal unit here is the Calne Freestone (Tcnuiserratum Subzone). 

This oolite rests with a sharp, undulating contact on fine grained calcareous sandstones and 

marly siltstones of the Lower Calcareous Grit (White, 1925; Wright, 1980) which includes 

scattered ooids near the top. Less than half a mctre of the top of the Lower Calcareous Grit 
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Figure 4.5.9 

Stanton Harcourt: Graphic Log 
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is exposed. It is thinly bedded on lite centimare scale and no c%idcncc of burro%% ing %%as seen 
in the very limitcd exposure. Figure 4.5.10 shom the contact %%ith the oolitc. 

The o%cf lying Calnc Freestone (Figure 4.5.11) presents an abrupt facics change to a 
cross bcddcd glassy oolitc, %%ith an apparcnt dip on the cross-sets or 10 dcgrces, %%cst-south. 
%vcst, The bedding is on the ccritimetre to dccinictre scale. The matrix is ScnCrAly a lime mud 
but in places is coarsely sparry. Faunal remains are abundant but fragmented, oflen 
concentrated in lumachelles, best seen on loosc blocks exposing bedding planes (Figure 
4.5.12). Echinoid spines are particularly common and small bivalve fragments are abundant. 
Occasionally. larger bivAl% c frAgm cnis and gastropod rem sins am seen (including Plasiostoma. 

pcclinids. AwIcula and Piruilamelania), Groups of MmIddarls intermedia (Fleming) h3ve 
been rcponcd (Whitc, 1923) but cchinoids are more usually represented AS spines and include 

Nuckolites. Stomechinus and Parachlaris its %vcll as MmIddarls. A poorly presen-ed fragment 

of a crinoid stem was found during this rcscarch. 

4_51 Formationi 

With the exception or the Oxford Shillo%-. s arcs. the Oxfordian or this region is 

represented by predominantly argillaccous formations qpical of an open marine shelf 
environment. dominated by muddy deposition below normal %va%c base, but %%ith carbonate 
deposition and recr build-ups in a localised shoat area north or Cambridge. In the Oxford 
Shallows, coarse clastic and carbonate near shore equivalents am charactcristic of Middle 
Oxfordian sedimentation. 

A-LU IferdsJAXYMMAt ion. S IC%N ady. Andlysamuth hlem bers 
The Callovian/Oxfordian stage boundary coincides approtimately %%ith the junction 

between these t%%o members. both or %khich form a contrast %ith the undeflying laminated. 

organic-fich Peterborough Member ("Lo%%cr Oxrord Clay*). being more silly and calcareous 
throughout (Bradshaw and Penney. 1982. Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986). Lithostraligraphically, 

the SlewAnIty Member terminates oi cr much of lite area %% ith a distincti%c, highly fossififerous 

and condensed unit, lite Lamberti Limestone, on %%hich the We) mouth Member rests %%ith a 
sharp contact, Tito Slc%%anby and Wo. mouth Members range from the early Athicts Zone to 
Ilia late Cordsium Zone, %%ith the Lambcrti Limestone bcing epon)mous. 
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Figure 4.5.10 

Calne: Contact of Lower Calcareous Grit and 
Calne Freestone 

The hammer head is at the contact 
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Figure 4.5.11 

Caine: Caine Freestone 
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Figure 4.5.12 

Calne: Loose Block of Shell Bed in Calne Freestone 
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Despite poor exposure in eastern England, there is a profusion of borehole information 

covering much of the region which has allowed biostratigraphic correlation to subzone level 

and lithostratigraphic correlation of many individual beds over a wide area (Gallois and Cox, 

1977; Bradshaw and Penney, 1982; Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986). Figure 4.5.13 shows two 

of the many boreholcs, illustrating the correlation from north Lincolnshire to the south cast 
Wash coast. These logs show features in the Stcwartby and Weymouth Members which are 

widely repeated across the region, some of which can be seen in the limited outcrop examples. 
First there is a gradual upward general decrease in the gamma ray signature through both 

members, reflecting a decrease in the argillaceous content. Furthermore, in all the boreholes 

illustrated by Penn, Cox and Gallois (1986), the Lamberti and Mariae Zones are markedly 

condensed, although no distinguishable "Lamberti Limestone" occurs. However at the 

"Lamberti Limestone" level, Bradshaw and Penney (1982) report a similar Oxytoma shell bed 

to that described by Hollingworth and Wignall (1992) at their Ashton Keynes site where the 

Lamberti Limestone is also absent as a lithologically distinct unit. 

In the northern part of the region towards the Market Weighton High, the Oxford Clay 

Formation is reduced in thickness by pre-Wcst Walton Bcds erosion, with the West Walton 

Bcds resting on Mariae Zone clays at Brigg [TA 0337 0639] and, further north on Athleta 

Zone clays at Winestcad [TA 2741 2433]. 

Both the Stewartby and Weymouth Members contain a marine benthic fauna as well 

as remains of nektonic forms (ammonites and occasional belemnites). Primary bedding 

structures are characteristically absent, presumably due to reworking by a profuse burrowing 

fauna. The benthos of the Stewartby and Weymouth Members comprises a diversity of 

suspension feeding bivalves, with Gryphaea often concentrated in oyster beds. Numerous 

examples of Pinna, Oxyloma, Nucula and Chlamys were seen at Stanton Harcourt in the 

Stewartby Member, along with frequent very diminutive gastropods. Scaphopods were 

common in places. There is a noticeable decrease in fossil abundance and diversity in the 

Weymouth Member at Stanton Harcourt, but shell-plasters of Gryphaea are still common and 

wood fragments occur. There is, however, a concentration of fossils often seen at the base of 

the Weymouth Member with ammonites and large bivalves as well as large wood fragments 

several centimetres long seen lying directly on the Lamberti Limestone. 
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The Lamberti Limestone is seen as a distinctive unit at both Stanton Harcourt and 
Stewartby, although at Stewartby it is only one of a number of carbonate-rich bcds developed 

around the Callovian/Oxfordian boundary. It is a richly fossiliferous unit at both localities, 

with a distinctive faunal assemblage reported by Hollingworth and Wignall (1992) including 

pleurotomariid gastropods. The fossils were coated with limonitic material at Stanton Harcourt 

and this limonitic coating was also characteristic of fossils near the base of the Weymouth 

Member here. At both localities the Lamberti Zone is highly condensed, being about 20 

centimetres thick at both Stanton Harcourt and Stewartby. The unit at Stewariby is illustrated 

in Figure 4.5.14. 

An analysis of kaolinitc: illite ratios for the Oxford Clay Formation was performed by 

Norris and Hallam (1995), demonstrating a significant drop in the proportion of kaolinite in 

the Lamberti and the lowest Mariae Zones at a number of localities. 

4.5.2.2 West Walton Beds 

This formation represents the upper Cordatum, Densiplicaturn and lower 

Tenuiserratura Zones over the greater part of the region. Its shallower water correlatives in 

the Oxford Shallows and north of Cambridge are shown in Figure 4.5.15 and will be 

discussed separately. The term "West Walton Beds" was introduced by Gallois and Cox 

(1977) to encompass a distinctive interval between the Oxford and Ampthill Clay Formations 

which is characterised by markedly silticr and calcareous lithologies. 

Towards the Market Weighton High, the formation progressively oversteps the 

Weymouth and Stewartby Members (Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986) and a minor basal 

disconformity is also present further south, the junction often interburrowcd. The formation 

thickens westwards and northwards from the London Platform, this being accompanied by a 

reduction in carbonatc-rich units and in silt content. Towards the London Platform, 

overstepping of the highest Oxford Clay occurs (Gallois and Cox, 1977). 

A characteristic feature of the West Walton Bcds is an abundance of fine plant debris 

and larger stem fragments. The fauna includes bivalves (Gryphaea, lvkyophorella and nuculids) 

as well as rhynchonellids, scrpulids and abundant ostracods (Bradshaw and Penney, 1982). 
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Figure 4.5.14 

Rookcry flit, Stcwartby: Lamberti Limestone 
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Figure 4.5.15 

Correlation Chart: Bukowskii to Blakei Subzones 
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Strongly serrated gamma log signatures are the result of thin interbedding and an 

overall decrease upwards in gamma ray values reflects a progressive change to siltier, more 

carbonate-rich lithologics. The middle units in the West Walton Beds show marked lateral 

variation compared with those above and below (Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986). 

4.5.2.3 Ampthill Clay Formation 

This formation marks a return to widespread argillaceous sedimentation over the 

whole region, spreading into the Cleveland Basin (Cox and Richardson, 1982). In the Oxford 

Shallows, much of the Upper Oxfordian has been removed by erosion beneath the 

Kimmeridge Clay, although localised remnants have been found as the Gloscnsc Zone "marl 

with ammonites" (Wright, 1980). Boreholes have proved the presence of Ampthill Clay in the 

Oxford area (Cox, Gallois and Sumbler, 1994). Recent discoveries of Ampthill Clay in 

boreholes near Swindon have substantially extended the known subcrop westwards (Gallois 

and Cox, 1994). 

The Ampthill Clay Formation ranges from the Tenuiserratuni Subzone to the end of 

the Rosenkrantzi Zone (Gallois and Cox, 1977; Wright, 1980; Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986; 

Cox, Gallois and Sumbler, 1994). The majority of data concerning the Ampthill Clay of the 

region has been gleaned from boreholes and these findings have revealed predominantly clay- 

grade sedimentation throughout the interval and right across the region from the Humber, 

through Lincolnshire and East Anglia and westwards through the Oxford Shallows to the 

Swindon area. The Ampthill Clay is characterised by subordinate calcareous intervals 

throughout. The base is marked by a lithological change to darker mudstones and by an abrupt 
increase in the abundance and diversity of ammonites (Gallois and Cox, 1977). As the top of 

the Formation is approached, phosphatic nodules associated with erosion surfaces are found 

at an horizon in the Regulare Zone. This horizon can be traced westwards through the Oxford 

area and as far as Swindon (Cox, Gallois and Sumbler, 1994; Gallois and Cox, 1994). Many 

other lithologically distinct units are widely traceable across the region allowing a high degree 

of precision in lithostratigraphical correlation through the Formation (Penn, Cox and Gallois, 

1986). 

The upper junction with the Kimmcridgc Clay is frequently disconformable, the 

Roscnkrantzi Zone missing over much of the Fenland area (Gallois and Cox, 1977). However, 

in parts of the region considered to be proximal, or in shoal areas such as the Humber area 
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(approaching the Market Wcighton High) and the Oxford Shallows, the Roscnkrantzi Zone 

is present. 

The biota of the Ampthill Clay includes nektonic fornis (cardioceratid and 

perisphinctid ammonites) and a diverse benthos of marine suspension and deposit feeding 

bivalves. The typical lack of preserved sedimentary structures such as primary lamination 

indicates thorough bioturbation. This fauna, together with plant debris, indicates a shallow 

marine shelf, normally oxygenated and not greatly distant from land. 

4.5.2.4 Shallow-Water Fonnations of the Lower and Middle Oxfordian 

In the Oxford Shallows, and also in a limited area north of Cambridge, the Oxfordian 

is represented by shallow marine facies from the Costicardia to the Blakei Subzones. 

The Oxford Shallows succession comprises the Lower Calcareous Grit overlain by a 
hcterolithic and laterally variable sequence of interbedded shallow water limestones and 

sandstones. A selection of typical sections is shown in Figure 4.5.16. 

The Lower Calcareous Grit (Cordatum to Vertebrale Subzone) is about 10 to 15 

metres thick in the Oxford area. It has been exposed in a number of locations (Ark-ell, 1936, 

1947a; Callomon, 1960) and has been examined during this research at Cothill Quarry and 
Calne. It is typically a coarse loosely-consolidated sand or grit with a characteristic 
development of calcareous doggers, and is frequently cross bedded. It thickens eastward 

slightly from about 15 metres in north Dorset, reaching a maximum of 24 metres in south 

west Oxfordshire, before attenuating again eastward to 5 to 10 metres in south east 
Oxfordshire in which direction also it passes laterally into clay facies in the Vertebrale 

Subzone (Wright, 1980). 

The fauna of the Lower Calcareous Grit includes oysters (Lopha gregarea and Ostrea 

sp. ), other bivalves and ammonites, although Ark-ell (1936) made a point of the lack of 

cephalopods at Hitchcopse Stone Quarry. This suggests a very proximal marine environment 

and the lithology and sedimentary structures here are consistent with this interpretation. 

The remainder of the Middle Oxfordian across the Oxford Shallows comprises a suite 

of shallow marine limestones and sandstones, very variable laterally, as demonstrated by 
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Callomon (1960). The succession in the area has suffered a number of hiatuses which 
themselves arc somewhat localiscd. There is a gcneralised increase in carbonate sedimentation 

upwards, culminating in the establishment of the Coral Rag and its lateral equivalent, the 

Wheatley Limestone, at the top of the Middle Oxfordian. 

A composite Middle Oxfordian succession was seen during this research at Cothill and 
Shellingford, Quarries from the Lower Calcareous Grit at the base to the Coral Rag at the top. 

Their correlation is illustrated in Figure 4.5.17. 

In a limited area north of Cambridge correlatives of the West Walton Beds, ranging 
from the Costicardia to the Blakei Subzones, are developed in largely calcareous facies. 

Figure 4.5.15 shows the various members . 

In the Elsworth and Upware area, the interval is represented by a highly condensed 

succession of interbedded, very fossiliferous limestones and calcareous mudstones, the 

Elsworth Rock Formation, and a localised. oolitic unit, the Upwarc Limestone. At Warboys, 

there is a major hiatus encompassing all subzones from the Costicardia to the Tenuiserratum, 

except for a very thin clay band dated as Vcrtebralc Subzonc which rests with an erosive 

contact with a "clay breccia" on the Weymouth Member (Callomon, 1968). The Warboys 

Rock above is a muddy limestone about one metre thick (Callomon, 1968; Wright, 1980). 

In the Elsworth Rock Formation, Page (1986) records a rich and diverse marine 

macrofauna of ammonites and bivalves sufficient to date the section to subzone resolution. 
Page records nine units in the Elsworth Rock Formation at Papworth Everard (about 19 

kilometres west-north-west of Cambridge) and he has distinguished the Lower Elsworth 

Member (Costicardia and Cordatuin Subzones) and the Elsworth Rock Member (Vertebrate 

to Tenuiserratum Subzones) with an increase in the carbonate component in the latter (see 

Figure 4.5.18). 

The Elsworth Rock Formation is a rhythmic succession of micritic; limestones and 

marly mudstones, the units being separated by erosional and often interburrowed contacts. The 

formation is very fossiliferous, containing an abundant fauna of ammonites (both 

cardioceratids, which dominate, and pcrisphinctids), bivalves (Gryphaea, Lopha, Chlamys, 

Modiolus ctc. ), encrusting scrpulids and echinoid spines as well as brachiopods and 
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Figure 4.5.17 

Correlation of Shellingford and Cothill Sections 
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Figure 4.5.18 

Papworth Everard: Graphic Log 
From: Page (1986) 
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foraminifera. Besides the lithologics and fauna, the contacts between the units are significant 
including a probable burrowed hardground between the Lower Elsworth and Elsworth Rock 

Members and a planed surface within the Elsworth Rock Member. Fcrruginous ooids are 

recorded in most exposed units. Page (1986) makes the point that correlation between 

individual units at different localities is difficult and that the non-sequences in the Elsworth 

Rock Formation are probably only of local significance. 

The Upware Limestone is a highly localised deposit of "coral rag" passing laterally 

into a pelmicrite facies. It rests on the clays and ferruginous limestones of the Elsworth Rock 

which in turn is underlain by the Weymouth Member. The Upwarc Limestone is succeeded 
by the Ampthill Clay with a sharp contact. Figure 4.5.19 shows schematically the relationship 

of the Upware Limestone with other units. The Upware Limestone has been described and 
discussed by a number of authors (Wedd, 1898; Worssam. and Taylor, 1969; Gallois and Cox, 

1977; Kelly, 1985). The tethyan ammonite fauna of the Upware Limestone indicates a 
Plicatilis Zone age. It is also notable for containing an unusually diverse bivalve population 

which includes burrowers, borers and byssally attached epifaunal forms. 

In the Buckingham shire/Bedfordshire area, a thin remani6 nodular limestone 

containing Vertebrale Subzone ammonites rests with a sharp junction on the Weymouth 

Member of the Cordatum Subzone. This nodule bed in turn is overlain with a sharp contact 
by the Oakley Beds, cross bedded silts and silty limestones of Tenuiserratum Subzone age. 
Eastward, the Oakley Beds rest directly on older (Praccordatum Subzone) Weymouth Member 

(Wright, 1980). 

4.5.3 Interpretation 

The curve of relative sea level for this region is shown in Figure 4.5.20 (page 167). 

The Stewartby and Weymouth Members of the Oxford Clay Formation form a fully 

marine succession of normal salinity and oxygenation levels with the sea floor populated by 

abundant and diverse benthos and infauna, the sediments being typical of those deposited on 
broad muddy marine shelves. Thorough bioturbation and the dominance of suspension feeding 

bivalves such as Giývphaea, Pinna and Chlamys indicate good circulation of water at the sea 
floor. No features indicating storni reworking or deposition were observed or have been 
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Figure 4.5.19 
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reported, suggesting that the sea floor was below storm wave base and that land was some 
distance away. 

A significant change occurs in the Lamberti Zone with the deposition of the highly 

condensed Lamberti Limestone over considerable parts of the basin, coinciding with a marked 

minimum in the kaolinitc: illite ratio (Norris and Hallam, 1995). Even where no distinct 

"Lamberti Limestone" occurs, the zone is condensed and contains evidence of reduced 

sedimentation such as shell concentrations (Bradshaw and Penney, 1982; Penn, Cox and 
Gallois, 1986; Hollingworth and Wignall, 1992). The consistent condensation of the Lamberti 

Zone right across the region and the evidence of maximum distance from shore indicated by 

the kaolinite minimum supports the interpretation that relative sea level rise was at a 

maximum during the latest Callovian and that the condensation is due to this maximum 
flooding rather than to a reduction in sea level and winnowing of deposits. The abundance of 

wood fragments in the Lamberti Zone at Stanton Harcourt further supports an episode of 

maximum flooding (wa: rnfl), with such debris being collected from hinterland areas by an 

advancing sea and washed offshore. 

Clay sedimentation. continued throughout the whole region, including the Oxford 

Shallows, during the Mariae Zone and much of the Cordatum. Zone, with facies changes 
beginning to take place diachronously in this Zone marking a gradual transition to shallower 

conditions everywhere as the basin progressively silted up during highstand. The diachroneity 

of these changes reflect localised differences in sea floor topography, distance from sediment 

sources and variations in sediment supply in different parts of the basin. 

In all the successions there is an interval between the Weymouth Member and the 

Ampthill Clay containing relatively shallower water sediments. The timing of the transition 

to noticeably shallower facies varies from the Costicardia Subzone to as late as the end of the 
Cordatum Subzone. This shallower regime persisted right through the Middle Oxfordian until 

a major transgression resulted in widespread Ampthill Clay deposition. The details of these 

successions are illustrated in Figure 4.5.15. 

In the Oxford Shallows, the Weymouth Member passes up into the Lower Calcareous 

Grit, usually with a transitional boundary (Cox, Hudson and Martill, 1992). The Lower 

Calcareous Grit passes eastward into more distal clay facics in the Cordatum Subzone. After 
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a brief hiatus, the successions in this area are intcrbedded shallow marine sandstones and 
limestones representing the Densiplicatum and Tcnuiserratum Zones. 

The Lower Calcareous Grit is characteristically a medium to coarse grained cross 
bedded variously calcareous unit with a fully marine fauna of bivalves (including Lopha, 

Exogyra, Chlamys) and ammonites. Burrowing and bioturbation are common. Thin clay layers 

are occasionally seen (McKerrow and Kennedy, 1973). These features are consistent with a 

tidally influenced marine sand body. The upper contact is typically sharp and often 

accompanied by indications of erosion and rolled fragments as at Cothill Quarry. 

At Calne, the Lower Calcareous Grit is finer grained and flat bedded, suggesting a 

more distal, lower energy regime, away from the Oxford Shallows and marginal to the Wessex 

Basin. 

In more distal parts of the basin, the higher parts of the Lower Calcareous Grit pass 
into clay facies, but in the shoal area near Cambridge both the Costicardia and Cordatum 

Subzones are represented by the Lower Elsworth Member of the West Walton Formation and 

the Elsworth Rock of Upware, both showing a localised response to the progressive gradual 

shallowing of the basin. The Lower Elsworth Member is a transitional unit from the 

Weymouth Member and is highly condensed, encompassing both the Costicardia and 
Cordatum Subzoncs in about 2V2 metres of sediment (Wright, 1980; Page, 1986). The 

lithology is predominantly clay with scattered ferruginous ooids and subordinate micritic 
limestones. Evidence of markedly reduced sedimentation rates includes serpulid encrustation 

and the formation of encrusting beds of Lopha gregarea on the upper surfaces of limestone 

beds. 

In the Buckingham shire-Bedfordshire area, the Weymouth Member extends into the 
Cordatum Subzone, overlain with a sharp junction by a thin remani6 nodular limestone 

containing Vertebrale Subzone ammonites and then, following a further sharp contact, by the 
Oakley Beds, which overstep onto Praecordatum Subzone Weymouth Member eastward 
(Wright, 1980). 

In Cambridgeshire (Elsworth and Upware), the interval is represented by the 

condensed Elsworth Rock Formation and the localised Upware Limestone. At Warboys, there 
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is a major hiatus encompassing all subzones from the Costicardia to the Tenuiserratum, except 
for a very thin clay band dated as Vertebrale Subzone which rests with an erosive contact with 

a "clay breccia" (Callomon, 1968) on the Weymouth Member. The Warboys Rock above is 

a muddy limestone about one metre thick (Callomon, 1968; Wright, 1980). 

The West Walton Beds of Fenland and the East Midlands Shelf range from the latest 

Costicardia Subzone to the early Tenuiserratum Subzonc (Bradshaw and Penney, 1982; Penn, 

Cox and Gallois, 1986) and so broadly correlate with the Elsworth Rock Formation and with 

the Lower Calcareous Grit and succeeding shallow marine deposits of the Oxford Shallows. 

The West Walton Beds are about 20 metres thick, thinning and becoming siltier towards the 

Market Weighton High to the north and the London Platform to the south. The base is an 
interburrowed junction with the Weymouth Member and is marked by a sudden change 

upwards to siltier lithologies, often containing abundant plant material (Gallois and Cox, 1977; 

Bradshaw and Penney, 1982; Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986). 

Assuming that the vertical changes in facies seen in these successions were caused by 

fluctuations in relative sea level, a basin-wide shallowing took place as the basin silted up. 
The lateral facies variations were due to the palaeotopography, with marginal marine facies 

being found on the basin margins (Oxford Shallows) and off-shore shelf muddy facies 

developed in the more distal parts of the basin. 

When looked at in greater detail, this is an oversimplification. An interpretation which 

assumes a near-sinusoidal curve of relative sea level and the sort of basin topographic profile 

used in sequence stratigraphy literature runs into difficulties when applied to successions in 

this basin. However, if it is postulated that both the rate and magnitude of relative sea level 

changes dropped towards the end of the Early Oxfordian and that this situation persisted 

throughout the Middle Oxfordian, and such a model is then applied to an extensive epeiric 

shelf sea with subdued sea floor topography and a low subsidence rate, the changes in the 

successions and their timing make more sense. 

The very nature of the extensive shelf sea means that sediment supply, sedimentation 

rate and the preservation of deposits are controlled not only by water depth and sea level 

changes but also by sea floor topography, local variations in subsidence rate, the direction and 

strength of currents and - possibly - in clay grade sedimentation, local salinity variations. 
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The low rate and magnitude of relative sea level changes would have increased the 

tendency to diachroncity in the sedimentary response across the basin since the influence of 

slow changes in water depth would take time to overcome the influence of local 

hydrodynamic and topographic factors. Moreover, this delay would vary in different parts of 
the basin. In contrast, rapid sea level changes of greater magnitude would have produced well- 
defined and apparently synchronous changes even at widely spaced localities. 

As sea floor topography is here argued to be a critical factor controlling the facies and 

successions in this depositional area, it is appropriate to discuss the major features likely to 
have been found in this basin. Figure 4.5.21 illustrates the proposed palacogeography. This 

shows a central shoal area in the region of Elsworth and Upware as well as the Oxford 

Shallows, Market Weighton High and London-Brabant Massif. The presence of the central 

shoal area is deduced from the type of successions shown in this region which are 

characterised by winnowed, condensed deposits (Elsworth Rock Formation) of the type 

discussed by Sellwood and Jenkyns (1975). The interpretation of this area as a topographic 

high on the sea floor is further substantiated by the presence of a significant hiatus at Upware, 

presumably resulting from a combination of non-deposition and erosion by currents 

accelerating over an area of reduced subsidence. 

It is proposed that the shallower water successions being established throughout the 

basin in the early Cordatum Zone were caused by sedimentation outstripping subsidence rate. 
The subsequent successions in the remainder of the Lower Oxfordian and the Middle 

Oxfordian were punctuated by minor flooding events marking the base of minor shallowing-up 

cycles. It is possible to outline, subzone by subzone, the depositional events in the various 

parts of this basin and to relate the facies changes to variations in relative sea level. 

At the end of the Bukowskii Subzone and the beginning of the Costicardia Subzone, 

the effects of shallowing were seen with the deposition of the Lower Elsworth Member and 

the Elsworth Rock of Upware in the central shoal area. In deeper parts of the basin, clay 
deposition persisted. 

Towards the end of the Costicardia Subzone, the effects of this shallowing result in 

the passage upwards into the Lower Calcareous Grit in the Oxford Shallows and the junction 

of the Weymouth Member with the West Walton Beds in more distal areas. These contrasting 
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Figure 4.5.21 
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responses are related to local differences in sediment supply (with coarser clastics being 

available in the marginal Oxford Shallows) and sea floor topography. In the central shoal area, 
deposition of the Lower Elsworth Member continues and the beginning of a hiatus is seen 

above the Elsworth Rock of Upware, suggesting a shallowing-up as the effects of winnowing 

and erosion are increased. 

In the Cordatum Subzone, clay facics arc found in the region between the Oxford 

Shallows and the central shoal, with the Lower Calcareous Grit developed in the Oxford 

Shallows. In part of the area between the Oxford Shallows and the central shoal the Cordaturn 

Subzonc is missing, possibly due to erosion. Non-deposition cannot be ruled out, but a marked 

and distinctive erosional contact in the Warboys section recorded by Callomon (1968) and 

mentioned above, suggests that this hiatus is at least partially erosional. In the central shoal 
itself, there is further development of the Lower Elsworth Member. 

In the more off-shore regions of the Wash Basin, West Walton Beds were deposited 

during the Cordaturn Subzone. These rest on the Weymouth Member with an interburrowed 

junction and a minor disconformity. The surface of disconformity is irregular, shown by the 

marked thickness variation of the higher Weymouth Member beds (Gallois and Cox, 1977; 

Bradshaw and Penney, 1982; Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986). It is claimed by Penn, Cox and 
Gallois (1986) that individual beds can be traced using geophysical logs over considerable 
distances and this, along with the lithologies and fauna, indicates a shallow, off-shore shelf 

with subdued sea floor relief over which carpets of sediment were deposited and reworked 

over wide areas during silting up of the basin. The abundant vitrinite and occasional plasters 

of larger wood fragments reported by Bradshaw and Penney (1982) may indicate storm 
deposition from nearby land areas, presumably the London-Brabant Massif. 

The pattern of shallowing up culminating in a faunal hiatus developed during 

maximum rate of relative sea level fall is consistent across the basin, indicating a sequence 
boundary (wa: sbl) in the early Vertebrale Subzone. 

The Vertebrale Subzone then shows indications of a flooding event (wa: tsl) affecting 

many successions in the basin. In the Oxford Shallows there is an abrupt change upwards 
from the near shore Lower Calcareous Grit to a series of interbedded, often loosely- 

consolidated sandstones and limestone shell beds such as the Lower Trigonia Bed. The contact 
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between the Lower Calcareous Grit and the intcrbedded series is typically erosional, and a 

minor hiatus is indicated between the Lower Calcareous Grit and the units above (Wright, 

1980) suggesting a period of near emergence prior to the resumption of sedimentation 

following a rise in relative sea level. 

The flooding surface wa: tsl can be traced in the more distal 

Buckingham shire/Bedfordshire sections, where a thin nodular limestone of Vertebrale Subzone 

age rests with a sharp junction on the Weymouth Member (Wright, 1980). At Elsworth this 
flooding event coincides with the junction of the Lower Elsworth and Elsworth Rock 

Members. The top bed of the Lower Elsworth Member as described by Page (1986) could be 

interpreted as a hardground, with the flooding resulting iti'the deposition of Bed 5 of his log 

(Figure 4.5.18), a dark grey clay with ferruginous ooids. He records intcrburrowing between 

Bcds 5 and 4. 

At Upware the evidence is equivocal since no beds of Vcrtebrale Subzone age are 

recorded. At Warboys, flooding results in a thin clay band resting on an eroded upper surface 

of the Weymouth Member (Callomon, 1968; Wright, 1980). 

In more distal parts of the basin, borehole sections through the West Walton Beds 

show an overstep of Vcrtebralc Subzone beds over Cordatum Subzone beds (Penn, Cox and 
Gallois, 1986) consistent with flooding. 

During the Maltonense Subzonc, deposition continued in the Oxford Shallows with 

a further series of shallow water shell beds and clastic units, characterised across the area by 

lateral variability, interdigitation and localised hiatuses. Typical units are the predominantly 

clastic Highworth Formation. In Buckinghanishire/Bedfordshire, much of the subzone is not 

represented. 

In the central shoal, Page's (1986) Papworth Everard section shows a general increase 

in the carbonate component, largely distinguishing the Elsworth Rock Member from the 

underlying Lower Elsworth Member. The units in the Elsworth Rock Member are condensed, 

and there are signs of minor erosion, including a planed surface between Beds 8 and 9. The 

carbonate shift in the Elsworth Rock Member is also seen in Maltonense Subzone West 

Walton Beds (Gallois and Cox, 1977) and the gamma responses in some of the geophysical 
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logs show a coarsening-up trend (Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986). These features seen in both 

proximal and distal successions indicate a shallowing trend during the Maltonense Subzone. 

At the boundary of the Maltoncnse and Tcnuiserratum Subzones, conspicuous upward 

changes occur in both near shore and off shore shelf successions throughout the basin. At 

Shc1lingford, the Highworth Grits arc succeeded - following a sharp, erosive contact - by a 
basal pebble bed and then shallow water limestones, predominantly oolitic. The Highworth 

Grit here presents the features of a tidally-influenced proximal sand body, with mud drapes 

being common, having formed during periods of waning flow. The unit shows evidence of 

shallowing up, with cross bedding and ripple bedding becoming more common at the top. The 

pebble bed at the base of the Third Trigonia Bed and the undulating contact profile are strong 
indications of erosion taking place at maximum fall of relative sea level, forming a sequence 
boundary (wa: sb2). The overlying shelly oolites mark a change to open marine shelf 

conditions with good circulation and moderate agitation, as a rise in relative sea level (wa: ts2) 

occurred. 

At Cothill, flooding is marked by a resumption in sedimentation after a hiatus, with 

the Urchin Marls resting directly on the Upper Trigonia Bed with no trace of lateral 

equivalents of either the Highworth Grit or the Pusey Flags. 

In the more distal parts of the basin, upward changes similarly reflect the rise in 

relative sea level. The central shoal area sees the deposition of such units as the Upware 

Limestone. The uppermost bed of the Elsworth Rock at Papworth Everard was deposited on 

a markedly planed surface and has intraclasts at the base (Page, 1986). This topmost muddy 
limestone was laid down during a relative sea level rise and an increased sedimentation rate 
(consistent with a sea level rise) is suggested by a decrease in the relative abundance of fossils 

compared with the immediately underlying units. 

In Buckinghamshire/Bedfordshire, flooding resulted in the deposition of the Oak-ley 

Beds which rest with a sharp contact on the thin rcmani6 nodular limestone discussed above, 

with a hiatus encompassing the Maltoncnse Subzone (Wright, 1980). 

In the West Walton Beds, a change is also seen at the Maltonense/Tenuiserratum 

Subzone boundary with a silty mudstone resting on a calcareous mudstone, the contact being 
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accompanied by an increase in the gamma log in many borcholes (Gallois and Cox, 1977; 

Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986). In addition, the beds below the contact show more lateral 

variation than those above, supporting the contention that conditions were shallower in the 

Maltonense than in the Tenuiserratum Subzonc. 

The remainder of the Middle Oxfordian is represented in the Oxford Shallows by the 
interdigitating Coral Rag and Wheatley Limestone and is characterised in the central shoal 

area by hiatus with the "Warboys Rock" (Blakei Subzone) resting on a very thin Vertebrale 

Subzone clay band, discussed earlier. 

The more distal West Walton Beds successions are more complete with the 

Tenuiscrratura Zone represented by about 20 mctres of sediments. Within this subzone is the 
important contact between the West Walton Beds and the overlying Ampthill Clay. This 

contact is marked by an upwards lithological change to darker, less silty mudstoncs and an 
increase in the abundance and diversity of ammonites, which arc preserved as calcite shells 

rather than as the rare clay clasts seen in the West Walton Beds. These changes are persistent 

markers in the Fcnland region (Gallois and Cox, 1977). The appearance of Ampthill Clay 

marks the wa: ts2 transgression, the effects of which are seen in the central shoal and Oxford 

Shallows as previously described with the deposition of transgressive micritic or oolitic 
limestones above upward shallowing nearshorc clastic deposits with eroded upper surfaces. 

Progressive moderate increase in relative sea level led to widespread establishment of 

coral communities in the Oxford Shallows towards the end of the Middle Oxfordian. Although 

the Corallian of Oxford shows luxuriant coral growth, diversity is very low, being limited to 

only six species. In contrast, successions marginal to Tethys show a markedly higher diversity 

with well over a hundred species having been recorded. This suggests that the Oxford 

Shallows reefs were built ftom forms migrating from the Tethys and subsequently flourishing 

in the Oxford Shallows environment (Ark-cll, 1947a). Mapping of coralliferous units reveals 

a pattern consistent with patch-rccf development in a warm, shallow cpciric sea. The Coral 

Rag interdigitates with Wheatley Limestone and the Littlemore Clay Beds, the latter being 

localiscd in the area just east of Oxford (Callomon, 1960; Wright, 1980). These lateral 

equivalents of the Coral Rag are marly and rubbly limestones and mudstones often 

characterised by the presence of abraded coral fragments and therefore represent forcreef and 
backreef deposits. 
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At the end of the Middle Oxfordian, the rise in relative sea level decelerated to a point 

where reef building began to outstrip it. Evidence of meteoric cementation in the uppermost 
Coral Rag (de Wet, 1987) is strongly suggestive of a minor relative sea level fall at the close 

of the Middle Oxfordian, subacrially exposing the reefs. Evidence for this minor shallowing 

up can also be seen in the distal Fenland successions where a passage up into more calcareous 

mudstones is widespread in the Blakci Subzone. 

A significant change can be seen in all successions in the depositional area at the start 

of the Upper Oxfordian where Ampthill Clay spread right across the region. The marine 
transgression (wa: ts3) causing this was of a sufficient magnitude to flood the Oxford Shallows 

(Cox, Gallois and Sumbler, 1994) and deposit fine graincd sediments as far west as the 
Swindon area (Gallois and Cox, 1994). There is evidence relative sea level rise took place in 

two pulses, with the first, in the Glosense Zone, spreading a thin veneer of clays in the more 
distal environments of East Anglia and Lincolnshire with an erosion surface (wa: sb4) at the 

top (Penn, Cox and Gallois, 1986) and the second pulse (wa: ts4) in the Serratum. Zone 

allowing deposits to onlap onto the Oxford Shallows. 

The Ampthill Clay deposited subsequent to wa: ts4 can be divided into two parts. The 

lower portion (Serratum and lower Regulare Zones) consists of interbedded mudstones and 

calcareous mudstones with localised ironstones and shell plasters. Occasional intervals rich 
in pyrite or bituminous material arc present. The upper portion, commencing with a 

widespread omission surface in the Regulare Zone, has siltier lithologies, frequent phosphate 

nodule horizons and erosion surfaces (Gallois and Cox, 1977; Gallois and Cox, 1994; Cox, 

Gallois and Sumblcr, 1994). The lower portion was deposited during a period of slowly rising 

sea level during which during which sedimentation tended to keep pace. Local silting up 

events produced areas of restricted circulation resulting in pyritic and bituminous intervals. 

The widespread Rcgularc Zone omission surface, which can be traced from Swindon to 
Fenland, marks a period of sediment starvation as maximum flooding rate (wa=U) is 

achieved. This is succeeded by a shallowing up phase in the Roscnkrantzi Zone marked by 

a transition to silticr lithologies and signs of the reworking of sediments (such as rolled 

phosphatic chips and faunal remains, and the concentration of shell fragments) as they were 

redistributed over the shallow, epeiric shelf. 
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The South Ferriby section shows the top 9 metres of the Ampthill Clay in the 

Rosenkrantzi Zone plus the base of the Kimmeridge Clay (part of the Baylci Zone). The 

Ampthill Clay here is variably calcareous and has a fauna including ammonites and bivalves 

(including 77iracia, Oxyloma and Protocardia). There are occasional concentrations of bivalve 

shell fragments and a fragment of wood, 60 centimetres long, near the top of the Ampthill 

Clay. No erosion surfaces were seen in this section, but the shell fragments and wood may 
have been transported by storms from nearby land and shallow marine zones and therefore 

are consistent with a relatively proximal depositional site compatible with late highstand. 

The Oxfordian succession in this depositional area broadly reflects that in the 

Cleveland and Wessex Basins, comprising shallower water deposits sandwiched between the 

Oxford and Ampthill Clays. There is no evidence that any of the sediments were deposited 

at any great depth: even the distal parts of the area consistently show evidence of fully 

oxygenated conditions with an abundant benthos and high degree of bioturbation. Laminated 

intervals showing signs of dysacrobic conditions are rare. The lateral facies variations, 

particularly in the later Lower Oxfordian and the Middle Oxfordian, reflect the 

palaeotopography clearly and this phase of marked lateral variation ipsofacto reflects a period 

of lower relative sea level. 

With this background of subdued palacorelief and sedimentation on a wide epeiric 

shelf with a low subsidence rate, changes in relative sea level will tend to be masked by local 

variations in sediment supply, current re-routing and variable preservation potential due to 

such factors as winnowing of deposits over sea floor highs. It has proved possible, however, 

to identify basin-wide relative sea level fluctuations by relating changes seen in the more 
distal successions to those seen in correlative shallow and marginal intervals. 
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Figure 4.4.20 
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4.6 WESSEX BASIN 

The Wessex Basin was recognised as an entity by Kent (1949) froin data collected as 

a result of hydrocarbon exploration. The principal clenients are illustrated in Figure 4.6.1. 

Four sub-basins have been distinguished on grounds of differences in structural trends, 

sedinientary fill and tectonic evolution (Lake and Kamer, 1987). These sub-basins are: 

Channel Basin 

Winterbome Kingston Trough 

Vale of Pe%x-sev Basin 

Weald Basin 

The Oxfordian Dorset coastal sections lie on the northern margins of the Channel Basin, to 

the south of the Purbeck-Isle of Wight fault complex. 

The Wessex Basin has a basement of deformed Devonian to Carboniferous strata and 

is bounded by the Hercynian highs of the Comubian Massif, the London-Brabant Platform and 

the Armorican Massif. It is thought to have developed from the interaction between the two 

major Sticklepath and Pays de Bray Faults. Strata from Permian to Cretaceous age are present, 

although no rocks of Permian age are recorded in the Weald Sub-basin. A basin-wide 

unconformity exists between the Upper Cretaceous and the overlying Tertian,. this and other 

evidence indicating basin inversion dunng the Tertiary (Lake and Kamer, 1987). 

The trend of the structural lineaments is east-west. Thev include niqjor flexures and 

southerly-dipping listric faults. Variability of Jurassic thicknesses across these faults suggests 

that they were active during this Penod (Stonclev, 1982). 

Boreholes at Wintcrbomc Kingston and Nettlccombe have revealed the presence of 

appreciable thicknesses of halite in the Pcmio-Triassic which may have triggered vertical 

halokinetic movements locally (Stoncley, 1982). These, however. seem to be limited to a 

localised sub-basin (the cast-west trending Winterbome Kingston Trough) wherein these 

evaporites were confined. There is no evidence of diapinsm affecting tectonics in the Dorset 

coastal area and halokinesis was probably not an important factor in the development of 

Wessex Basin topography. 
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Figure 4.6.1 

Wessex Basin: Structure 
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4.6.1 Localities 

Sections along the Dorset coast cast of Weymouth were studied as well as an inland 

section marginal to the Wessex Basin at Caine, Wiltshire. 

An exposure of Middle Oxfordian shelly oolitic finiestones occurs in the grounds of 
St Mary's School, Calne. While very much deteriorated and almost completely overgrown, 

several small exposures provide an opportunity to examine the outcrop at close quarters. 

Unfortunatelv, no extensive rock face exists and the style of large-scale bedding cannot be 

seen. A graphic log is shown as Figure 4.6.2. This locality has been described in greater 

detail above. 

The Dorset coastal sections (localities indicated in Figure 4.6.3) provide exposures 

representing every Oxfordian zone (Arkell, 1947b). 

The cliffs east of Osmington Mills and extending to Ringstead Bay expose strata 

ranging from the Maltonensc Subzone, Densiplicatum Zone to the Glosense Subzonc, 

Glosense Zone (Wright, 1980). A graphic log is shown as Figure 4.6.4. 

This continuous section begins , vith the Bencliff Grit and passes up through the 

Osmington Oolite Forniation, with the Trigonia Clavellata Forniation exposed at the eastern 

extremity of the section at Ringstead Baý. 

Detailed examination of the Bcncliff Grit shows that it was deposited in several 

discrete episodes, the individual units being separated by erosion surfaces which truncate 

underlying sedinientarv structures. The lowest exposed Bencliff Grit unit is illustrated in 

Figure 4.6.5. This shows the laminations highlighted by dark, organic-rich laiiiinae. These 

laminations can be slightly wavy and occasionally show low-angle ripple lamination. 

Other units in the Bencliff Grit show features including well-defined, highly 

bioturbated Intervals, hummock), cross stratification, flaser bedding and climbing ripples 

(Figures 4.6.6,4.6.7 and 4.6.8). Burrows and bioturbation arc very common, more so in the 

darker more organic-rich Intervals but burrow-niottling can also be seen In the cleaner 

sandstones, showing as paler, well-defined circular, horizontal burrows, about half a centillietre 

in diameter. 
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Figure 4.6.2 

St Mary's School, Calne: Graphic Log 
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Figure 4.6.3 

Dorset Coast: Locality Map 
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Figure 4.6.4 

Osmington Mills to Ringstead Bay: Graphic Log 
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Figure 4.6.5 

Bencliff Grit: Lowest exposed unit 
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Figure 4.6.6 

Bencliff Grit: Top of Unit 9 
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Figure 4.6.7 

Bencliff Grit: Unit 9- 
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Figure 4.6.8 

Bencliff Grit: Unit 9- 
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Part of the contact of the Bencliff Grit with tile Upton Member is shown in Figure 

4.6.9 and a more detailed view of the same portion in Figure 4.6.10. Dark lanimac transgress 

into the calcareous zone on the right of the photograph. A general view of the Bencliff Grit 

(Figure 4.6.11) shows the contact to be relatively flat. A further portion of the contact, near 

Bran Point, shows a flaser bedded unit at the top of the Bencliff Grit with cross laminated and 

laminated fine grained sandstone below, with a bioturbated interval at the base. A 

Diplocralerion burrow penetrates down from the base of the Upton Member some 30 

centimetres into the Bencliff Grit, infilled with grey silt and fine sand. Oolite-filled Planolites 

burrows penetrate a few centimetres into the flaser bedded unit of the Bencliff Grit. A bedding 

plane near the top of the Bencliff Gnt is also seen here. covered with sub-horizontal 

Diplocraferion. The base of the Upton Member is highly bioturbatcd oolite with 

Diplocraterion and Thalassinoicles burrowing. The same sedimentary structures are seen as 

in the uppermost flaser bedded Bencliff Grit. 

The Osmington Oolite Formation comprises three members: the Upton (grey clays 

with nodular and shelly limestones and one pisolite unit), Shortlake (oolites interbedded with 

clavs and nodular micrites) and Nodular Rubble Member (highly nodular, Thalassinoides- 

burrowed limestones interbedded with clays). The lithostratigraphic terminology here follows 

Wright (1986a). This is predominantly an argillaceous forniation, with interbeds of nodular 

micrite or oolitic limestone. Of these sublithologies, the nodular micrites predominate, with 

significant oolite units being chiefly confined to the Shortlake Member. The whole of the 

Osmington Oolite Formation is clearly exposed in the traverse around Bran Point and into the 

western end of Ringstead Bay, where the Trigonia Clavellata Formation (clays interbedded 

with grey or brown-red limestones, often crowded with Myophorella clavellata and other 

bivalves) is well exposed. 

Once into Ringstcad Bay, the top of the Oxfordian is much obscured by slipped 

material and is difficult to make out in stratigraphical sequence. However, there arc exposures 

of the Ringstcad Waxy Clays on the foreshore which can be seen at low tide. and small 

isolated exposures of Sandsfoot Grit and the Ringstead Coral Bed in tile low cliffs at the top 

of the beach. The Ringstcad Coral Bed here amounts to 20 centimetres of limestone with an 

abundance of small bivalves and a thin grey clay intercalation towards the top. It is a wcll- 

defined unit in a succession of grey clays. 
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Figure 4.6.9 

Arrow indicates contact with Upton Member 
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Figure 4.6.10 

Bencliff Grit: Uppermost Unit (detail) 
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The Nothe Clay is very poorly and patchily exposed just cast of Osmington Mills. The 

structurally complex Osmington Mills foreshore has a patchwork of Corallian exposures. The 

Nothe Grit, Osmington Oolite and Trigonia Clavellata Formation can be seen but most of the 

contacts are faulted. The trace and body fossils in the Nothe Grit are well displayed, with 
Aalassinoides and a profusion of simple burrows infilled with dark-cr silt. The body fauna 

include Lopha and other bivalves, including Chlamys. The 'Red Beds' of the Trigonia 

Clavcllata Formation contain nalassinoides, the burrows being infilled with buff, oolitic 

material. A large wood fragment was also seen. The underlying shell bed had abundant ooids, 
Myophorella clavellata and Nanogyra. 

A more organised section occurs further west at Blackhead [SY 730 819]. Here a 

portion of the Upper Oxfordian is exposed in the coastal cliffs and the undercliff. In the cliffs, 

trenching revealed the units and the nature of the contacts between them. The Rhactorhynchia 

Inconstans Bed at the base of the Kimmeridgian was located and the section measured down 

from it (Figure 4.6.12). 

The Ringstead Coral Bed at the top of the Oxfordian is a very sandy limestone at this 

locality. The other upper units of the Oxfordian here are predominantly clays with subordinate 

sandstones and sandy limestones. The chief faunal elements were bivalves with an oyster band 

towards the base. Serpulids were also found in some levels and concretionary horizons were 

present towards the top. Planolites burrows and more general bioturbation occur in some 
intervals. 

The section passes down through the Trigonia Clavellata Formation and then to the 

Nodular Rubble Member at the undercliff. The contact with the overlying units is not exposed. 
The Nodular Rubble Member displays a variety of bedding styles including horizontal and 

cross bedding. 

The Furzy Cliff exposure [SY 697 8171 has now deteriorated considerably since the 

major landslip in 1983 after which Wright (1986b) made a detailed bed-by-bed examination. 
The graphic log of the section measured during this research is reproduced in Figure 4.6.13 

alongside that of Wright. Correlation between the two is uncertain, but the occurrence of a 

number of units which are paler and more prominent as well as the faunal content suggest that 

these are the Bowleaze Clays (Costicardia Subzone). 
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Figure 4.6.12 

Blackhead: Graphic Log 
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Figure 4.6.13 

Furzy Cliff: Graphic Log compared with 
that of Wright 
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The cliffs running cast-south-cast from Bowleaze Cove to Redcliff Point show good 

exposures of Nothe Grit and Preston Grit, and a more limited section in the Nothe Clay. 

Poorly accessible at the top of the cliffs is the Shortlak-c Member of the Osmington Oolite 

Formation. At Redcliff Point itself the Weymouth Member can be seen passing up into the 
Nothe Grit in the high cliffs to the east of the point. 

The Nothe Grit here is predominantly fine grained sandstone, occasionally with 
Planolites burrowing, mostly horizontal or sub-horizontal. Calcareous concretions are seen 
infrequently. The body fauna includes Chlamys and an example of Gryphaea Milatata was 

noted. The top 1.5 metres become very silty and fine upwards towards the very sharp contact 

with the overlying Preston Grit. 

The Preston Grit is seen here in situ and in a profusion of large loose blocks on the 
beach. It is a medium grained sandstone, distinguished by a high degree of bioturbation, with 

well-preserved networks of Thalassinoides and Rhizocorallium burrows visible on the loose 

blocks. Bivalve fragments are common, usually Chlamys. An example of Gryphaea was seen 

and also a weathered ammonite with coarse, simple ribbing, probably a perisphinctid. 

An exposure of Nothe Clay near Redcliff Point was logged (graphic log, Figure 

4.6.14). This is chiefly clay, but there are major interbeds of muddy limestones, sandstones 

and calcareous sandstones. The clays themselves sometimes contain scattered ooids. 
Ferruginous staining at this section increases upwards. Unit 2 is distinctly bored, and almost 

certainly correlates with Wright's No. 2 limestone (1986, Figure 3, page 5). Bivalves were 

seen at several levels, and good specimens of Pleuromya ? uniformis were collectcd. 

The Weymouth Member is well exposed at Redcliff Point in the low cliffs and on the 

wave-cut platform. Body fossils seen included G)ývphaea dilatata, often encrusted with 

serpulids, while certain intervals had concentrations of Cardioceras with some shell material 

preserved. Occasional rather weathered moulds of coarse-ribbed perisphinctid forms were seen. 
The wave-cut platform exposures display burrow mottling with examples of both Chondrites 

and Thalassinoides, mostly infilled with paler material. However, some small burrows were 
filled with material darker than the matrix. 
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Figure 4.6.14 
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4.6.2 Formations 

Figure 4.6.15 shows diagrammatically the correlation of the Dorset coast succession 

and the north Dorset successions. The Weymouth and underlying Stewartby Members are 

undifferentiated in north Dorset, but possible Red Nodule Beds have been found in scattered 

exposures. Lamberti Limestone has not been seen in sections, but a topographic feature close 

to the Callovian/Oxfordian boundary near Marsh Farm [ST 758 164] may be an expression 

of it (Bristow et al., 1995). 

4.6.2.1 Oxford Clay Formation. Weymouth Membcr 

This member ranges from the Mariae Zone to the Cordatum Zone, Costicardia 

Subzone. The predominant lithology is clay but there are subordinate calcareous intervals. A 

three-fold subdivision can be recognised on the Dorset coast (Wright, 1986b): 

UNIT 

Bowleaze Clays 
(including "Red Nodule Bed") 

AMMONITE ZONATION 

Cordatum Zone: 
Costicardia Subzonc 

2. Jordan Cliff Clays 

3. Furzedown Clay 

4.6.2.1.1 Furzcdown Clay 

Bukowskii Subzonc 

Mariac Zone 

Approximately 18 metres thick on the coast, this member contains a very low 

proportion of coarser clastics and an abundant ammonite fauna indicating the Scarburgcnsc 

and Praecordatum Subzones (Wright, 1986b). Examples of Gryphaea dilatata encrusted with 

serpulids were found during this research and cardioceratids tended to be concentrated along 
discrete horizons. The member also hosted an infaunal population which produced both 

Chondriles and Thalassinoides burrows. 

4.6.2.1.2 Jordan Cliff Clays 

These are about 9 metres thick on the coast. They are coarser grained than the 

Furzedown Clay, with an increase in quartz sand content in the middle. Besides frequent 

cardioceratids, the fauna includes Gryphaea ifilatala (again serpulid-encrusted) and Modiolus 

(Wright, 1986b). 
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Figure 4.6.15 
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4.6.2.1.3 Bowleaze Clavs 

About 14.5 metres of this member has been recorded. The unit commences with a 
laterally persistent course of calcareous nodules and is distinguished by several horizons of 

sandy clay interbedded with carbonaceous clays with interburrowed contacts near the middle 

above which is found the Red Nodule Bed whose concretions enclose a varied fauna including 

Modiolus, Pleuromya, Gryphaea and Lopha as well as cardioccratids and rare gastropods. The 

Bowleazc Clays contain colonies of Lopha gregarea and Liostrea and occasional 

perisphinctids. The upper contact with the Nothe Grit is very sharp (Wright, 1986b). 

4.6.2.2 Nothe Fonnation 

This formation, and the remainder of the Corallian of the Dorset coast, will comply 

with the lithostratigraphic subdivisions erected by Wright (1986a). Figure 4.6.15 shows the 

correlation with the north Dorset lithostratigraphy. 

The Nothe Formation consists solely of the Nothe Grit and is the youngest unit in the 

south Dorset Lower Oxfordian, occupying the Cordatum Subzonc. It comprises an overall 

upward coarsening series of interbedded muddy siltstone and variously calcareous fine grained 

sandstone, with calcareous concretions common in parts. A spiculite is developed locally at 

Redcliff Point (Wright, 1986a) and many beds contain significant proportions of sponge 

spicuIcs (Sun, 1989). Planolites is present in some intervals and nalassinoides and 

Rhizocoralhum arc common. RIrsich (1975) classifies the trace fossil assemblage in the Nothe 

Grit as the low energy Tcichichnus association. The low diversity fauna includes Chlamys, 

Lopha and Gryphaea. The upper contact with the Preston Grit is characteristically very sharp. 

4.6.2.3 Redcliff Fomiation 

This comprises three members: the Preston Grit, Nothe Clay and Bencliff Grit. The 

Redcliff Formation represents the Vertebrale Subzone and rests disconformably on the Nothe 

Formation (Wright, 1980,1986a). It is predominantly a clastic formation, although limestone 

units are present (particularly in the Nothe Clay) and the whole formation is variously 

calcareous throughout. 

4.6.2.3.1 Preston Grit Member 

This is a distinctive unit of medium grained calcareous sandstone, about 1.5 metres 

thick, which can be divided into two parts. The lower third is a muddy, fine grained sandstone 
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which weathers yellow at outcrop, while the remainder of the Preston Grit is very well 

cemented and calcareous so that it forms a prominent, overhanging feature in the cliffs at 
Redcliff. The Preston Grit is highly bioturbated with both nalassinoitles and Rhizocoralfium 

and is placed in the low-energy, off shore Rhizocorallium association by FOrsich (1975). The 

upper contact with the Nothe Clay is gradational (Wright, 1986a; Sun, 1989). 

4.6.2.3.2 Nothe Cigy Member 

This member is a predominantly argillaccous interval about 12 metres thick, but it 

incorporates several important limestone units as well as calcareous clays and marls. The 

member tends to become less calcareous upwards. Lenses of shelly oolite and scattered 

chamosite ooids are reported by Wright (1986a) and ferruginous and oolitic intervals were 

seen during this research. The fauna includes Dostrea, Pleuromya, Nanogyra and serpulids, 

with Modiolus common at the top (Wright, 1986a). Planolites was noted in a muddy limestone 

unit at Redcliff during this research. Wright (1986a) notes a gradual increase in quartz sand 

near the contact with the overlying Bencliff Grit. 

4.6.2.3.3 Bencliff Grit Member 

This, the youngest member of the Redcliff Formation, has been described in some 
detail above. Ffirsich (1975) discerns two trace fossil associations in the Bencliff Grit: the high 

energy Diplocraterion and the low energy Rhizocorallium association and postulates that these 

are separated in time by a transgressive event. The top of the Bencliff Grit is sharp and 

separated from the overlying Osmington Oolite Formation by a possible minor hiatus (Wright, 

1986a). 

4.6.2.4 Osmina 
, ton Oolitc Formation 

This formation occupies the Anteccdens and Parandieri Subzones (Sub-boreal scheme) 

or Maltonense and Tenuiserratum Subzones (Boreal scheme). It comprises three members: the 

Upton, Shortlake and Nodular Rubble Members. Apart from the oolitic Shortlake Member, 

argillaccous sedimentation is an important component of the succession and predominates in 

certain parts of the formation. The oolitic, Shortlake Member can be seen to cut down into the 

Upton Member along section at Bran Point and this downcutting relationship is confirmed by 

Wright's (1986a) correlation of the Osmington Oolite Formation at several Dorset coast 

sections. Wright (1986a) makes the point that the Shortlak-e Member displays more lateral 

variability than the members above and below it. 
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4.6.2.4.1 Upton Member 

The Upton Member comprises a distinctive series of chiefly intcrbedded clays and 

nodular micritic limestones. Its general appearance is illustrated in Figure 4.6.16. The basal 

unit (Figure 4.6.17) is a bioturbated muddy and sandy oolite with burrows piping material 
down into the Bencliff Grit. Two distinctive units then occur a little way up the section: the 
"Qualicosta Bed" and then a pisolite containing abundant Nanogyra fragments. The remainder 

of the Upton Member comprises the more typical interbeds of clay and nodular limestone, the 
latter dominated by Thalassinoides which has imparted the nodular appearance to the 
limestones. Fijrsich (1975) defines a passage upwards from the offshore Rhizocoralliurn 

association to the low energy Teichichnus association in the Upton Member. 

4.6.2.4.2 Shortlake Member 

This member forms a marked contrast to the Upton Member, being predominantly 

oolitic in the lower part. These oolites are cross bedded and burrowed with Diplocraterion. 

The appearance of these lowest beds is illustrated in Figure 4.6.18. These oolites pass up into 

a thick argillaceous interval with occasional thin nodular micrites. A brief reprise of the oolitic 
facies is seen near the top of the member, interbedded with clays at Bran Point and 
Blackhead, but not at East Fleet. Gastropods, including Pseudomelania, can be seen in these 

top oolites. This general tripartite division of the Shortlake Member persists laterally to both 

Blackhead and East Fleet, even though in detail there is considerable lateral variation within 
the member (Wright, 1986a). Rirsich (1975) assigns the high energy Diplocraterion 

association to the Shortlake Member. 

4.6.2.4.3 Nodular Rubble Membcr 

This youngest member of the Osmington Oolite Fonnation is, according to Wright 

(1986a), separated from the Shortlake Member by a minor hiatus, based on contrasting 

ammonite faunas in the two members. The Nodular Rubble is a sandy limestone characterised 
by a markedly nodular appearance consequent on a profusion of Thalassinoides burrows 

(Wilson, 1968b). The section at Blackhead shows both horizontal and cross bedding in the 
Nodular Rubble. The individual limestone units are separated by thin silty and shelly clays. 
To the west, in the Weymouth area, these abundant Thalassinoides networks are replaced by 

calcareous concretions (Wright, 1986a). Sun (1989) reports an impoverished, euryhaline fauna 

in this member, as well as a spicular content. Ffirsich (1975) assigns the low energy 
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Figure 4.6.16 

Osmington Oolite Formation: 
Upton and Shortlake Members 

Arrow indicates contact between Upton (below) and Shortlake Members 
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Figure 4.6.17 

Upton Member: Burrows in Basal Unit 
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Figure 4.6.18 

Shortlake Member: Diplocraterion burrows 
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Tcichichnus association to the member. The upper contact with the Trigonia Clavcllata 

Formation is sharp. 

4.6.2.5 Tri%zonia Clavellata Formation 

This formation represents the Cautisnigrae Subzonc (Sub-borcal scheme) or 
Koldeweyense Subzone (Boreal scheme) and is separated from the Osmington Oolite 

Formation by a substantial hiatus lasting at least one ammonite subzone (Wright, 1986a). 

Despite this, no obvious facies change can be seen in outcrop across the boundary. It is 

subdivided into four members. The faunal diversity in the formation is higher than other 
Corallian formations (17firsich, 1976) and Fdrsich (1975) assigns the whole formation to the 
low energy Tcichichnus trace fossil association. 

4.6.2.5.1 Sandy Block Member 

The base of this member is marked by the appearance of Myophorella clavellata in 

a sandy, muddy nodular limestone resting on the Nodular Rubble with a sharp, undulating 

contact. The sand content of this member diminishes westward (Wright, 1986a). The sections 

at Blackhead and East Fleet show interburrowed junctions with the Trigonia Clavellata 

Formation. 

4.6.2.5.2 Chief Shell Beds Member 

These comprise sandy limestones with scattered ooids and are crowded with 
Myophorella clavellata. There is a reduction in thickness eastward from over two metres at 
Blackhead to less than a metre in the Bran Point/Ringstead Bay section. 

4.6.2.5.3 Clay Band Member 

This mcmber is Icss than a metrc thick and is an upward coarscning unit, bccoming 

abruptly very silty in the upper half. The member is distinctly ferruginous in places. 

4.6.2.5.4 Red Beds Member 

This is a distinctive unit, marked by a bright red colour on weathering and the 

presence of large white ooids in a sandy, muddy micritic matrix. The member is also 

characterised by lags of bivalve fragments and large Thalassinoides burrows at the top. Large 

wood fragments are occasionally seen in this member. 
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4.6-2.6 Sandsfoot Formation 

This formation comprises an upward coarsening succession: the Sandsfoot Clay and 

the Sandsfoot Grit. However, Wright (1986a) postulates a significant hiatus lasting more than 

two ammonite subzones between the two members, assigning the Sandsfoot Clay to the 

Cautisnigrac Zone, and the Sandsfoot Grit to the upper part of the Pscudocordata Zone, but 

only the latter based on ammonite finds. 

4.6.2.6.1 Sandsfoot Clgy Membe 

This member comprises some 4 to 5 metres of silty clays at Blackhead, thickening to 

18 metres at Sandsfoot. The lowest beds are calcareous. The only ammonite recorded from 

this member is "Ammonites plicatilis" (Blake and Hudleston, 1877). The fauna is impoverished 

and dominated by the euryhaline forms Delloideum delta and Nanogyra nana (Brookfield, 

1978). 

4.6.2.6.2 Sandsfoot Grit Membcr 

This is a series of interbedded, silty, bioturbated clays and bioturbated sandstones 

which can be subdivided into three parts at Blackhead. The lowest units in the member 

comprise ferruginous and calcareous sandstones with an intervening silty clay. The middle part 

of the member is a silty clay with occasional small vertical burrows and with shell fragments 

in places, which is capped by a distinctive oyster bed of abundant Deltoideum delta aiostrea 

delta) in a sandy matrix. The uppermost units of the member comprise ferruginous, 

bioturbated sandstones with recognisable Thalassinoides infillcd with calcareous material and 

an abundance of ooids, especially at the top of the member. The lateral variability of the 

member has been noted (Brookfield, 1978; Wright, 1986a). 
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4.6.2.7 Rimistead Fonnation 

This is the youngest fonnation in the south Dorset Oxfordian. It occupies the Evoluta 

Subzonc, Pseudocordata Zone and is separated from the Sandsfoot Formation by a minor 
faunal hiatus (Wright, 1986a). 

The forniation incorporates the Ringstead Waxy Clay with a very laterally variable 
interval at the top which consists of a limonite-oolite ironstone which passes eastward into a 

sandy limestone at Blackhead and locally into a Thamnasteria coral bed - the "Ringstead 

Coral Bed" - in Ringstead Bay. The Ringstead Waxy Clay rests with a sharp, irregular contact 

on the Sandsfoot Grit and comprise in excess of 3.5 metres of stiff, grey clays, occasionally 

mottled by ferruginous staining. Towards the top, there is a very characteristic change to a 

tendency to develop ferruginous concretions and an increase in burrowing. These concretions 
have also been noted in the north Dorset succession (Wright, 1981). 

4.6.3 Interpretation 

Figure 4.6.19 (page 206) shows the curve of relative sea level for this depositional 

area. The interpretation is based on the Dorset coastal succession, the north Dorset succession 

and on borehole intersections such as Winterbome Kingston (Rhys, Lott and Calver, 1982) 

and those discussed in Hamblin et al. (1992). 

Comparison of the Dorset coast and north Dorset Oxfordian successions (Figure 

4.6.15) reveals a broadly similar pattern of clay sedimentation at the beginning and end of the 

stage with a thick intervention of a heterolithic and rhythmic sequence of coarser clastic units 

and limestones with a significant proportion of clay grade sedimentation (the Corallian). The 

lateral continuity of individual units and facies is significantly less stable from the Cordatuin 

Subzone through to the Blakei Subzone. The whole of the Oxfordian succession in the basin 

is fully marine, indicated by the contained ammonite, bivalve and gastropod fauna, as well as 
the microfaunal assemblages of ostracods, coccoliths and foraminifera (Rhys, Lott and Calver, 

1982). Comparison of the Oxfordian interval in the Winterbome Kingston borehole with that 

of adjacent areas suggests renewed subsidence during the stage with the Corallian representing 

a relatively tectonically stable interlude (Rhys, Lott and Calver, 1982). 

The Dorset Corallian has been the subject of interpretive study for a considerable 

period. Ark-ell (1933) and Wilson (1968 a& b) discerned three upward shallowing cycles in 
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the coastal succession, while Talbot (1973) substantially revised this interpretation, subdividing 

the succession into four regressive cycles, separated by erosion surfaces. Talbot widened the 

area under consideration to include the Oxford Shallows and stated that these erosive events 

could be traced widely across the region. Wright (1986a) broadly concurred with Talbot's 

cycles, but attributed more importance to local tectonics than to eustatic changes, the 

mechanism strongly propounded by Talbot. Sun (1989) introduced the argument that 

transgressive as well as regressive sequences were present, and supported this by the patterns 

of changes in diagenetic styles and in faunal diversity. 

The interpretation of changes in relative sea level presented here attempts to place 

changes in water depth and environment, reflected in both vertical and lateral facies changes, 

within the framework of significant faunal hiatuses present in the succession and outlined 

earlier. Basin-wide changes in relative sea level are only invoked when there is coincidence 

of a pattern throughout the basin. As in the Cleveland and Wash Basins, masking of the 

effects of relative sea level fluctuations by local variations in sediment supply and sea floor 

topography, and the reworking of sediment sheets by currents sweeping the epeiric shelf 

cannot be ruled out and the reduction in lateral facies consistency during the latest Lower and 
the Middle Oxfordian not only makes this more likely but is in itself evidence of a lower 

relative sea level during this time. 

The Oxford Clay Formation is present across the basin being proved both by exposure 
(Bristow et al., 1995) and by borehole intersections (Rhys, Lott and Calvcr, 1982; Hamblin 

et al., 1992). A deepening event and maximum flooding conditions around the 
Callovian/Oxfordian boundary (we: rnfl) are indicated both by lithological contrast between 

the silty Stewartby Member and the basal mudstones of the Weymouth Member reported by 

Hamblin et al. (1992) and by the possible equivalent of the Lamberti Limestone seen in north 
Dorset mentioned earlier. The gamma ray signature of the Oxford Clay in the Winterborne 

Kingston borehole, however, shows no significant changes across the stage boundary. This 

may be related to the fact that this borehole is sited in an area that suffered greater subsidence 
than the surrounding areas, the Winterbome Kingston Trough. 

The remainder of the Weymouth Member, Oxford Clay Formation, shows an upward 
increase in the "spikiness" of both the gamma and sonic density logs, reflecting silty and 

calcareous units. At outcrop, the lithology, trace and body fossils reflect a normally 
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oxygenated offshore shelf environment. Intervals reflecting episodic decreases in the rate of 

sedimentation (with oyster plasters, serpulid encrustation and the development of calcareous 

nodules) become more common towards the top of the member. The influence of storm events 
(producing the silty and carbonaceous beds seen in the Bowleazc Clays) suggests a regression 
in the shoreline, bringing the site of deposition closer to the source of more proximal storm- 
disturbed silt. There is general coarsening upwards through the member, with the Jordan Cliff 

Clays having a higher quartz sand content than the Furzedown Clay. The Weymouth Member 

thus reflects a period of highstand, with the basin gradually silting up. The absence of highest 

Oxford Clay beneath Corallian beds on the Hampshire-Dieppe High (Hamblin ct al., 1992) 

may also reflect a period of offlap as relative sea level fcIl. 

This shallowing tendency continued into the Cordatum Subzone, represented on the 

Dorset coast by the Nothe Grit and in north Dorset by the Hazelbury Bryan Formation. Both 

arc predominantly coarse elastic, but have silty and muddy intervals more common towards 

the base, and both coarsen up overall. Both are rhythmic, comprising alternations of clays, 

muddy clays and sandstones, often calcareous, forming a series of upward coarsening units. 
The Nothc Grit shows features of a lower shoreface deposit, the lack of sedimentary structures 
indicating deposition below normal wave base and the muddy, silty and sandy deposits being 

populated by deposit feeders and suspension-feeding bivalves. The trace fossil association 
indicates a low energy environment. 

In north Dorset, the lower part of the Hazelbury Bryan Formation terminates with a 

strongly regressive, upward coarsening unit (the "Sand C" of Bristow et al., 1995). 

In north and south Dorset, there is evidence of erosion indicating maximum rate of 

relative sea level fall (we: sbl) followed by a marine transgression (we: tsl) at the 

Lower/Middle Oxfordian boundary. On the coast the Nothe Grit is succeeded after a very 

sharp contact by a highly condensed unit, the Preston Grit, a muddy sandstone populated by 

a fauna more diverse than in the Nothe Grit. The change to the off shore Rhizocorallium trace 

fossil association also indicates increased relative sea level. The probable equivalent of the 

Preston Grit in north Dorset is the Lyons Gate Bed (Bristow et al., 1995), a calcareous, 
ferruginous sandstone, resting on the eroded top of "Sand C". This unit contains abraded 
bioclasts and lithic fragments formed as the marine transgression reworked earlier deposits. 
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Subsequently the close lateral continuity of facies breaks down, a situation lasting until 

a major transgression (we: ts4) resulted in the widespread deposition across the basin of the 

Trigonia Clavellata Formation. Nevertheless, two transgressive events can be seen in both 

north and south Dorset, the lower coinciding with the bases of the Hinton St Mary Clay and 

of the Upton Member (Osmington Oolite Formation) (we: W) and a higher one coinciding 

with the bases of the Newton Clay and of the Nodular Rubble Member (Osmington Oolite 

Formation) (we: W). That these transgressions were of relatively low amplitude is borne out 
by the observation that no widespread distribution of a single facies occurred across the basin, 

such as may be expected from a major flooding event. The low-amplitude of these sea level 

changes also increased the probability that local factors would tend to mitigate the effects of 
fluctuations in sea level. 

Allowing for these local differences, a general shallowing trend can be seen in both 

north and south Dorset successions. In north Dorset, the upper units of the Hazelbury Bryan 

Formation which were deposited in environments ranging from off shore to subtidal are 

overlain by the Woodrow Clay, a tidal flat deposit incorporating shelly material and 

occasional pisoliths and ooids (sometimes chamositic), this being succeeded by the 

Cucklington Oolite, a shallow water coarse, shelly oolite which passes laterally into more 

sparry or micritic lithologies (Bristow ct al., 1995). 

In south Dorset this upward shallowing cycle is represented by the Nothe Clay and 

the Bcncliff Grit. The interbedded marls, clays and limestones of the Nothe Clay were 
deposited in quiet water, probably transition zone to offshore environments. The distinctive 

bored shelly micrite containing ooids described earlier probably represents a minor shallowing 

event, with the ooids being washed in from nearby shoals. This may well correlate with "Sand 

D" (Bristow ct at., 1995) and, if so, this event affected the whole basin. The Bencliff Grit 

represents a culmination in the shallowing process and probably also an influx of coarse 

clastics into this part of the basin. The lack of ammonites, together with the sedimentary 

structures, episodic deposition, organic-rich zones and trace fossils described above suggest 

that this sand body was deposited in shallow water above wave base by storms and 

subsequently populated by burrowers and reworked by tidal currents. According to Ffirsich 

(1975), the trace fossil association is the high energy Diplocratcrion association. 
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The marine transgression (we: ts2) which then occurred is marked in north Dorset by 

the sudden facics change from the shallow water Cucklington Oolite to the off shore shelf 

clays of the Hinton St Mary Clay. These pass laterally into muddy oolites and upward into 

the lagoonal deposits of the Sturminstcr Pisolite (Bristow ct al., 1995). 

The coastal succession shows a different response to this transgression and subsequent 

changes in depositional regimes. The initial effect of the flooding was the deposition of the 
Upton Member, sharply overlying and contrasting with the Bencliff Grit. The presence of 

oolite filled burrows at the top of the Grit suggests that the sediments were at best only 

partially consolidated. A major erosive episode would have resulted in more dramatic 

downcutting into the Bencliff Grit than is seen. In fact the contact is rather flat, as illustrated 

in Figure 4.6.11. There are patchy developments of calcareous layers at the top of the Grit, 

into which individual laminae can be seen to transgress (Figure 4.6.10). Parsich (1975) 

discerns two discrete trace fossil assemblages in the Grit, separated in time by a transgression. 
Talbot (1973) makes the point that erosion surfaces present in the Oxford Shallows are not 

so apparent on the Dorset coast, specifically describing and illustrating this contact. All this 

suggests that the transgression flooded an unconsolidated Bcncliff Grit with the partial 

calcareous cementation at the top representing an ill-developed hardground consequent on this 
flooding. Burrowers representing a deeper water, lower energy regime then colonised the 

unconsolidated Grit. 

The overlying interbeddcd nodular limestones and clays of the Upton Member 

represent accumulation in a low energy off shorc shelf environment. The member shows an 
initial upward deepening from the basal burrowed muddy oolite, the ooids being swept off 

nearby shoals, to the more typical clay/nodular limestone sequence. The distinctive pisolite 

near the base may correlate with the Sturminster Pisolite, which would mean that the 

equivalent of the Hinton St Mary Clay is the oolitic interval at the base. The omission of part 

or all of the Hinton St Mary Clay is not unknown: further north, in south Wiltshire, the 
Sturminster Pisolite rests on the Cucklington Oolite (Bristow ct at., 1995). 

There are indications of the start of a shallowing trend at the top of the Upton 

Member, where it becomes sandy. The trace fossil association also indicates a shallowing 
trend (FOrsich, 1975). This trend is continued with the deposition of the Shortlak-e Member 

which exhibits plentiful evidence of a shallow, high energy regime, including channelling and 
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planar and trough cross bedding. An increase in sedimentation rate is indicated by the 

preponderance of vertical burrows in contrast to the chiefly horizontal burrowing in the Upton 

Member. The Shortlake Member shows signs of a quieter regime in the middle part of the 

sequence with a return to an intcrbedded clay/nodular limestone facies. An equivalent of the 

Shortlak-e Member does not occur in north Dorset. The localisation of such units as the Hinton 

St Mary Clay and the Shortlak-e Member is attributable to local variations in accommodation 

space, sediment supply and sea floor topography. 

At the end of the Maltonense Subzone, a further minor transgression (we: ts3) took 

place, resulting in the deposition of the Newton Clay in north Dorset. This member is 

predominantly an oolitic, calcareous, variously sandy clay, more so in the north where two 

upward coarsening cycles are present. The fauna is fully marine, including bivalves such as 
Camplonectes, Isognomon, Chlamys, Nanogyra nana, Pholadomya and Thracia depressa. The 

cchinoid Nucleofites scutalus has also been reported (Bristow et al., 1995). The member marks 

a return to more distal, offshore shelf conditions with the sediments containing elements such 

as ooids swept off shorc by erosive currents. 

The Newton Clay is overlain by the Todber Freestone, an oolite unit which shows 

signs of shallowing up in places, with the section at Sturminster Bridge described by Wright 

(1981) passing up from a muddy oolite facies to a coarse, strongly cross bedded oosparite at 

the top. A shallowing up sequence in the Todbcr Freestone near Silton (north Dorset) has also 
been described by Wright (1985). 

The cffect of this transgression can also be seen at Calne, with Calne Freestone resting 
disconformably on Lower Calcareous Grit. 

Locally in north Dorset there is development at the top of the Stour Formation of 
"Coral Rag" at Todber, resting on an irregular, eroded surface of the Todber Freestone. This 

unit is characterised by an abundance of rolled and abraded fossils which include cidarids, the 

gastropods Pleurolomaria, Chemnitzia, Nalica and others, plus various bivalves such as Lima, 

Modiolus, Nanogyra and Lopha gregarea. There are also scattered ooids (Wright, 198 1). This 

localised facies represents a shallow marine carbonate platform with good circulation and high 

energy, developed at the end of a shallowing phase. 
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The interval represented by the Newton Clay and Todber Freestone is represented in 

south Dorset by the Nodular Rubble Member which is separated from the underlying 
Shortlakc Member by a minor hiatus (Wright, 1986a) representing relative sea level fall and 

a sequence boundary (we: sU). The Nodular Rubble is an interbedded nodular micrite/clay 

unit with extensive Thalassinoides networks. The trace fossil association is the low energy 
Teichichnus association (FOrsich, 1976) and other features such as an impoverished fauna and 
diagenetic features indicating leaching (Sun, 1989) indicate a restricted lagoonal environment 
developed at the end of a shallowing cycle. 

In the Glosense Zone, a major transgressive event (we: ts4) resulted in the deposition 

of the Trigonia Clavellata, Formation right across the basin. The contact with the underlying 
Stour and Osmington Oolite Formations is typically sharp and erosional and accompanied by 

a faunal hiatus encompassing up to two ammonite subzoncs (Wright, 1981,1985,1986a; 

Bristow ct al., 1995) representing a time of falling relative sea level (we: 04). In both north 

and south Dorset, this formation exhibits a lateral facies consistency, being typically a sandy 

micrite with a marine fauna including abundant Myophorella clavellata (less abundant, 
however, in north Dorset). The faunal diversity has increased substantially compared with the 

Nodular Rubble (Ffirsich, 1977). Sponge spicules are common constituents right across the 

basin. The environment indicated is a transition zone slope or offshore carbonate shelf of 

moderate to low energy indicated by the Teichichnus trace fossil association (Filrsich, 1976). 

The coarse clastic component of the formation may be the result of minor uplift of source 

areas. The quartz sand constituent decreases upwards in the coastal exposures from the Sandy 

Block at the base to the variable micrites of the Chief Shell Beds and Red Beds members, 

which are separated by a shelly clay. These higher beds contain scattered matrix-supported 

coarse ooids and bioclastic material as well as occasional wood fragments. A moderate 

upward deepening is indicated through the formation with the ooids and other material 

probably transported off shore by storms during deposition of the younger beds. The distance 

from shore or shoal areas cannot have been great. 

This upward deepening trend is continued into the Scrraturn Zone with the deposition 

of a variously sandy, silty and oolitic clay facies - the Sandsfoot Clky - across the basin. The 

fauna comprises oysters such as Nanogyra nana, and belcranites. The impoverished fauna in 

the bulk of the Sandsfoot Clay suggests that, with time, the environment became restricted. 
This was the result of silting up of the basin as the rate of sedimentation outstripped relative 
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sea level rise during highstand in the later Serratum Zone. The Sandsfoot Clay is not a 

continuous unit across the basin (Bristow et al., 1995) which further indicates that it represents 
the last stages of sedimentation in this cycle, terminating in a sequence boundary (we: 05). 

The Rcgularc Zone saw the deposition of a strongly transgressive unit - the Sandsfoot 

Grit - right across the basin, overstepping onto the Trigonia Clavellata Formation in north 
Dorset (Bristow et al., 1995) and onto the lower beds of the Sandsfoot Clay at Blackhead on 
the coast (we: ts5). It is separated from the Sandsfoot Clay by a hiatus lasting at least two 

ammonite subzones (Wright, 1986a). Further evidence of transgression includes Brookfield's 

(1978) report of rolled and bored phosphatic pebbles in the basal unit at Blackhead, suggesting 

that reworking took place as the transgression flooded the shelf. 

The Sandsfoot Grit is characterised by its ferruginous nature both in north and south 
Dorset. In the north, ferruginous oolitcs are locally developed (Bristow et al., 1995) and ooids 

are abundant in the topmost unit at Blackhead. Clay bands are an important constituent of the 
Grit and bioturbation is seen in both the sandstones and the clays. Bivalves are common and 

an oyster bed of Delloideum delta can be seen at Blackhead. Serpulids are frequently seen. 

The Sandsfoot Grit represents a moderate to low energy transition zone unit, with 

some lower shoreface deposits, normally oxygenated and populated by burrowing infauna and 

suspension feeders. The ferruginous constituents of the unit were probably derived from iron 

leached from nearby land and probably reworked into ooids in a shoal/lagoon complex. A 

change to a more humid climate may also have contributed. The general increase in ooids 

upwards probably indicates a gradual shallowing, terminating in a sequence boundary 

(we: sb6) as the rate of relative sea level fall reached a maximum. 

The Ringstead Waxy Clay marks a sharp change to widespread clay deposition and 
is present in both north and south Dorset (Wright, 1986a; Bristow et al., 1995). It rests on the 
Sandsfoot Grit with a sharp contact. Wright (1986a) suggests a minor faunal hiatus at this 
level. A sharp increase in the gamma log in the Winterborne Kingston borehole is almost 

certainly coincident with this horizon. This resumption of basin-wide clay sedimentation marks 

a marine transgression (we: ts6) in the Rosenkrantzi Zone. Although the macrofauna is 

impoverished, the microfauna and ammonites indicate normal salinities (Brookfield, 1978). 

An off shore shelf environment is indicated. 
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Upwards, there is a very characteristic development of ferruginous concretions, also 

seen in north Dorset (Wright, 1986a). These concretions are surrounded and bypassed by 

burrows which suggests early cementation. A thin ferruginous sandstone was seen near the 

top during this research at Blackhead. Burrowing is common and increases upwards. A 

gradual upward shallowing is indicated which culminated at the end of the Oxfordian by the 

development of the laterally variable Osmington Mills Ironstone/Ringstcad Coral Bed as 
lagoons and patch reefs developed on the shallowing marine shelf during highstand. 
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Figure 4.6.19 

Wessex Basin: Curve of Relative Sea Level 
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4.7 NORMANDY COAST 

The Normandy Oxfordian bears many similarities to that of the Dorset coast and is 

considered to have accumulated in the same depositional basin. The Normandy depositional 

area is part of the Anglo-Paris Basin which also includes Dorset. Palaeozoic massifs bordering 

this basin include the Cornubian and Armorican, both lying on the western side of the basin. 

The Anglo-Paris Basin is separated from the Weald Basin by the Hampshire-Dieppe High. 

Investigations in the English Channel have traced Lower, Middle and Upper Jurassic strata 
from Dorset to Normandy, indicating basin continuity through the Jurassic (Ark-ell, 1956; 

Stoneley, 1982; Rioult et al., 1991; Hamblin et al., 1992). 

The structural grain seen in the English Channel is predominantly east-west. An 

important feature is the Wight-Bray Fault, running west-north-west to cast-south-east across 

the Channel, oblique to the trend of the mid-Channel faults. In Normandy, Jurassic successions 

commonly thicken eastward towards this fault, including those of the Oxfordian, indicating 

fault activity during the stage. 

The effect of the proximity of the Armorican massif on the Normandy successions is 

shown by shallower-water correlatives in Normandy compared to Dorset (Hamblin et al., 
1992). 

4.7.1 Les Vaches Noires 

The cliffs known as "Les Vaches Noires" are located between the towns of Houlgate 

and Villers-sur-Mer (Figure 4.7.1). The Oxfordian lithologies are predominantly mudstones 

and marls but are varied by intervals of limestones, oolites and iron-oolites and horizons of 

calcareous nodules. The strata are nearly horizontal. Dangeard (1951) records a dip of 5 in 

1000 to the east. 

The succession is very fossiliferous, with ammonites and bivalves the dominant forms. 

Oyster grounds crowded with Lopha gregarea or Gryphaea dilatala are common. Isolated 

Cenomanian exposures rest unconformably on the Oxfordian. 
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Figure 4.7.1 

Normandy Coast: Locality Map 
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Figure 4.7.2 shows a graphic log of the section. Biostratigraphic and lithostratigraphic 

correlation follows Rioult et al. (1991). Four Oxfordian formations are exposed, ranging from 

the Mariac to the Densiplicatum Zone. 

4.7.2 Marnes de Villers 

This formation represents the Mariae Zone. Marl is predominant, but a number of thin 

limestones and horizons of calcareous nodules occur. The diverse fauna includes frequent 

oyster beds of Gryphaea dilatala, usually with both valves intact. The basal 4 metres of the 

section is pale buff or pink-buff marl devoid of fauna, but with simple burrows near the top. 

Burrowing is generally very common in the Marnes de Villers and takes the form of oxidised 

pyritic tubes. 

4.7.3 Oolithe Ferrui! ineuse de Villers 

This is a highly condensed unit with less than a metre of sediment representing both 

the Bukowskii and Costicardia Subzones. It comprises thin beds of iron-oolite interbedded 

with dark grey clays which themselves contain abundant shell fragments and scattered iron 

ooids. The iron oolites comprise a micritic matrix wherein the ooids are matrix-supported 

4.7.4 Lopha Greparea Beds 

These comprise predominantly stiff dark grey clays with minor interbeds of marl or 

muddy limestones and represent the Cordatum Subzone. Localised concentrations of Lopha 

gregarea occur throughout. 

4.7.5 Calcaire d'Auberville 

This unit (Vertebrale Subzone) forms a passage up into the Oolithe de Trouville, 

comprising alternations of marls and limestones with the latter more prominent and numerous 

than in the Lopha Gregarea Beds. 

4.7.6 Oolithe de Trouville 

The Oolithe de Trouville (Vertebrale and Maltonense Subzones) is nearly 4 metres 

thick. This comprises two members (Rioult et al., 1991). The lower member is a dark grey 

clay with a pale buff marl cbritaining scattered ooids at the base. The upper member 

comprises well-bedded oolitic calcareous units. 
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The Oxfordian succession in Nonmandy continues with the 'Coral Rag, which 
terminates the Middle Oxfordian, and the Calcaires Gr6seux de Hcnnequcville of the Upper 

Oxfordian. These two formations are separated by an important omission surface, the Surface 

de Blangy (Rioult et al., 1991). Part of the 'Coral Rag' Formation was seen at Mont Canisy 

during this research. The Mames de Villervillc comprise calcareous silty clays (17firsich, 1976; 

Rioult ct al., 1991). 

4.7.7 Interpretation 

The curve of relative sea level for this area is shown in Figure 4.7.3 (page 215). The 

Normandy coast Oxfordian is a fully marine succession of marly clays passing up into a 

comparatively shallower sequence of predominantly carbonate units in the Middle and Upper 

Oxfordian. Towards the end of the stage, marly sedimentation is resumed. 

The Normandy succession (Figure 4.7.4) records a second order cycle of relative sea 
level change, bounded by two important erosion surfaces: the Surface de Lion (end Bathonian) 

and the Surface de Blangy (end Middle Oxfordian). The Callovian/Oxfordian boundary 

coincides with the junction of the Marnes de Dives (Athleta and Lamberti Zones) and the 
Marnes de Villers (Mariac Zone) (Rioult et al., 1991). 

The Marnes de Dives and Marries de Villers reflect the same offshore muddy marine 

shelf environment as prevailed in the Dorset succession of the late Callovian and Early 

Oxfordian. Decrease in the kaolinite proportion through the Mames de Dives (Dugu6,1989, 

cited in Norris and Hallam, 1995) indicates shoreline retreat and progressive increase in 

relative sea level during the later Callovian. Condensation of the Lamberti Zone (Norris and 
Hallam, 1995) may indicate maximum flooding conditions (no: mfl) with the shoreline being 

at its furthest from the site of deposition. 

The Marries de Villers exhibits little upward change and the abundant and diverse 

body and ichnofauna indicate normally oxygenated, fully marine conditions. A coarsening up 
trend in this unit may be related to highstand shoreline prograclation during the Mariae Zone 

or an increase in detrital influx from uplifted source areas. 

The very condensed Oolithe Ferrugincuse de Villers records an abrupt facies change 
in the Bukowskii and Costicardia Subzoncs. This unit comprises marl and nodular limestone 
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Figure 4.7.4 

Normandy Succession: 2nd Order Cycle 
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interbeds, the latter containing abundant matrix supported goethite ooids. There is an abrupt 
increase in kaolinite abundance at thejunction with the Marries de Villcrs (Norris and Hallam, 

1995). The question of whether this condensed unit represents a phase of maximum flooding 

or a marine transgression can be approached by considering any bathymetric trends revealed 
by the intervals below. 

The coarsening-up trend in the Marries de Villers, culminating in a kaolinite peak-, 

strongly suggests regression ending with a sequence boundary (no: sbl) prior to deposition of 

the Oolithe Ferrugincuse de Villers. Transgression (no: tsl) in the earliest Bukowskii Subzone, 

rapidly pushing back the shoreline, would result in sediment starvation at the site of deposition 

of the Oolithc Ferrugineuse de Villers. Starvation is also indicated by the development of 
limestones in default of elastic input and the abundance of body fossils. The matrix supported 

nature of the ooids indicates an extraformational origin. Development of lagoons at the 

culmination of the preceding shallowing phase would provide calm, shallow environments 

suitable for iron ooid formation (Dahanayak-e and Krumbein, 1986) which were subsequently 

washed into the depositional site. Maximum flooding conditions (no=U) would have 

occurred during deposition of the Oolithe Ferrugincuse de Villers. 

Above the Oolithe Ferrugineuse de Villers, the succession records the progressive 

establishment of a carbonate platform above the offshore muds of the early highstand Argiles 

A Lopha gregarea. The remainder of the Middle Oxfordian succession comprises a series of 

shallowing-up parasequences reflecting carbonate shelf later highstand aggradation culminating 
in the establishment of oolites and then coral patch reef development in the Tenuiserratum 

Zone. 

Regression at the end of the Middle Oxfordian produced an erosion surface - the 

Surface de Blangy - forming a sequence boundary (no: 02), accompanied by a faunal hiatus 

encompassing the later Blakei Subzone and early Ilovaiskii Subzone (Rioult et al., 1991). 

Transgression in the Ilovaiskii Subzone drowned the shelf and sedimentation resumed 
in the increased accommodation space. The Calcaircs gr6seux de Hennequeville mark- a 

change to subtidal environments. Rhythmic increments of sediment in the shallowing-up 

parasequenccs recorded by Rioult et al. (1991) were accumulated during early transgression 

when a relatively slow rate of relative sea level rise prevailed. The transition to the Marnes 
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de Villerville at the start of the Serratum Subzonc marks a period of maximum flooding 

(no: mf3) with the Marnes de Villerville deposited during highstand as the basin silted up. 
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Figure 4.7.3 

Normandy Coast: Curve of Relative Sea Level 
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Figure 4.8.1 

Seuil du Poitou: Schematic Section 
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Figure 4.8.2 

Carrieres de la Pierre-Levee: Graphic Log 
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Units 4 and 5 again being micrites with Thalassinoides networks. The succession passes up 

through progressively less burrowed intervals, horizontally bedded, with a well-markcd and 
irregular contact at the Bifurcatus[Bimammatum Zone boundary, where a hiatus occurs 
(Gabilly, Cariou and Hantzpergue, 1985), accompanied by a marked facies change. The lowest 

Bimammatum Zone is represented by a very muddy, grey marly burrowed limestone with 

abundant perisphinctid ammonites (Unit 8), overlain by distinctive white unfossiliferous 
lithographic limestones, succeeded (after a gap in exposure) by variously sandy and burrowed 

bioclastic limestones at the top of the section. 

The quarry at Bormillet (Figure 4.8.3) shows an almost complete Callovian succession 

overlain by Oxfordian (Gabilly et al., 1978). The succession is very similar to that at Pierre- 

Lev6e with Callovian horizontally bedded or low-angle cross bedded limestones with abundant 

Thalassinoides burrows overlain by Oxfordian cross bedded limestones with occasional silty 

clay drapes and with a burrowed hardground at the contact. The ammonites recorded above 

the boundary indicate the Plicatilis Zone, demonstrating the absence of the Mariac and 
Cordatum Zones. A unit at the top of the quarry had the same lithology and rich fauna as Unit 

8 at Pierre-Lev6e and is almost certainly correlative. 

Figure 4.8.4 shows the correlation between Pierre-Lev6c, Bormillet and published 

sections of the Vall6e du Clain and Vendean areas. The Vend6e depositional area is 

considered to be more off-shore (Gabilly ct al., 1978). 

4.8.2 Interpretation 

Figure 4.8.5 (page 225) shows the curve of relative sea level proposed for this region. 

The Callovian limestones at Pierre-Lev6c and Bonnillet are fully marine yielding a fauna 

including ammonites of the Jason and Coronatum Zones and, in certain intervals, an 

abundance of marine bivalves and gastropods (Gabilly et al., 1978). The diversity of the fauna 

and the variety of modes of life indicated, from shallow-burrowing bivalves to free-swimming 

forms, together with the presence of ammonites suggest normal salinities and an open marine 

environment. The abundance of trace fossils, particularly nalassinoides, indicates normally 

oxygenated sediments and free circulation. 

The Middle Callovian interval at Pieffe-Lev6e and Bonnillet records steady 

accumulation of distal shelf carbonate sediments in steadily increasing accommodation space 
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Figure 4.8.3 

Bonnillet: East Face of Quarry 

Arrow indicates Callovian/Oxfordian boundary 
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during a period of relative sea level rise. Throughout the Jason and Coronatum Zones, no 

marked deepening or shallowing trend is revealed, with lithology and Thalassinoides 

burrowing remaining consistent through the interval, in itself indicating that water depth on 

the shelf rose in pace with sedimentation rate. In more distal sections described by Norris and 
Hallam (1995), this deepening is reflected by formation of hardgrounds which may correlate 

with the burrowed, iron stained contacts characteristic of the Middle Callovian at Pierre-Lev6e. 

Regionally, at the top of the Middle Callovian, there is an important discontinuity 

which is shown schematically in Figure 4.8.1. This discontinuity surface is well marked, 

generally flat and always burrowed (Gabilly, Cariou and Hantzpergue, 1985) and easily 

recognisable at both Pierre-Lev6e and Bormillet. It is surmounted on the Seuil du Poitou by 

a thin veneer of Lower Oxfordian sediments. Moving off the Scuil du Poitou in the direction 

of the Vendean Massif to the north or the Aquitaine Basin southwards, the Upper Callovian 

is represented by sediments of the Athleta and Lamberti Zones with the hiatus increasing in 

both cases towards the Seuil du Poitou. 

In sections recorded by Norris and Hallam (1995) there is a variously reduced record 

of the Upper Callovian and Lower Oxfordian between more complete Middle Callovian and 
Middle Oxfordian successions. Initial shoreline retreat in the early Athleta Zone resulted in 

reduced accommodation on the shelf and sediments were either not deposited or stripped off 
by currents. Subsequent transgression towards the end of the Callovian re-flooded the platform 

resulting in repopulation of the shelf and the stage boundary burrowed hardground. The Upper 

Callovian/Lower Oxfordian interval is characterised by hardgrounds, condensed sections, 

omission surfaces and plentiful evidence of reworking, consistent with a drowning of the shelf 
by a transgressive episode and maximum flooding (po: mfl) across the stage boundary. 

Highstand conditions in the Middle Oxfordian resulted in progradation of sediments 

across the shelf and the deposition of cross bedded sandy limestones, burrowed with 
Thalassinoides. This interval is terminated with a distinctive, planed surface (Figure 4.8.6) 

above which the limestones are flat bedded and less bioturbated. This surface and upward 
facies change marks a sequence boundary (po: sbl) and subsequent transgression (po: tsl) at 

the beginning of the Late Oxfordian. The surface probably correlates with the Surface de 

Blangy of the Normandy succession. 
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Figure 4.8.6 

Carrieres de la Pierre-Levee: Quarry Face 

Arrow indicates top of Unit 6 
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A drop in relative sea level in the Birfurcatus Zone produced the eroded contact seen 

at the top of Unit 7. This sequence boundary (po: sb2) is accompanied by a significant hiatus 

(Gabilly, Cariou and Hantzpcrgue, 1985). The subsequent transgression (po: ts2) produced a 

marked facies change to a marly, burrowed limestone, rich in perisphinctids, and laterally 

persistent, characteristic of a more distal setting. This passes up first to distinctive 

sublithographic limestones, probably accumulated in quiet lagoonal environments, and then 

to burrowed and increasingly sandy bioclastic limestones, indicating a shallowing regime 

towards the end of the stage. 
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Figure 4.8.5 

Seuil du Poitou: Curve of Relative Sea Level 
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4.9 SOUTH EAST FRANCE 

The palaeogeographic setting for the deposition of Mesozoic sediments in south-east 
France was established against a framework of the old massifs: the Massif Central, the smaller 

massifs of Belledonne, Pelvoux and Mercantour and the Massif de Maures (Figure 4.9.1). The 

topographic framework was established during the Early Carboniferous to Early Permian 

Hercynian Orogeny. During the Jurassic and Cretaceous, the Tethys was slowly closing as 
Africa approached Europe (Scotese, 1991). 

In the Triassic, tensional forces dominated producing graben structures. These acted 

as depositional, relatively deep-sea areas in what was essentially a shallow epeiric sea, with 

scattered shoals and rare islands, covering much of western Europe. Such a graben - the 

Vocontian Trough - existed in south-cast France wherein the deep water Dauphinois facics 

were deposited during Oxfordian times. A shallower water epicontinental regime was in force 

further south, giving rise to the "Provengal facies", and also to the north where the Jura facies 

were deposited (Ager and Evamy, 1963; Dardeau, Marchand and Thierry, 1979; Jaut6c, 1980; 

Fcny and Rubino, 1989). 

There is a faulted mobile zone close to the border of the Massif Central related to an 

extensional tectonic phase of the palacomargin, active in the later Jurassic (Thierry, 1988; 

Steinberg et al., 1991; Giot et al., 1991). An analysis of one of the major faults, the Uzer 

Fault, by Giot et al. (1991) which compared sediment thicknesses to the west and east 
(downthrown) side of the fault revealed movement in the Ladinian and Carnian Stages 

(Triassic) and major events in the Hettangian and late Lias. Following the Bathonian, fault 

activity had largely ceased, but synsedimentary fault reactivation took place ("accidents 

c6venols") in the Middle and Late Callovian (Bourseau and Elmi, 1980). This tectonic history 

may be presumed to apply generally to this mobile zone. 

While the region was relatively tectonically stable throughout the Jurassic, there 

remains the probability that sca-level fluctuations were a result of a combination of custatic 

rises and falls and local cffccts of minor pulses which culminated with the Late Kimmerian 

movements. 
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Figure 4.9.1 

South-east France: Elements of Palaeogeography 
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4.9.1 Localities 

Figure 4.9.2 shows the locations of the sections. The section at St Andr6 comprises 

strata of the Bathonian, Callovian and Oxfordian stages. It occurs in three separate exposures 

(Figure 4.9.3) providing 174.9 metres of stratigraphic thickness. The whole of the Callovian 

and the Lower and Middle Oxfordian are represented by the marl/limcstone "terres noires" 

succession giving rise to "badlands" with deep gullies and sparse vegetation. A generalised 

graphic log is shown in Figure 4.9.4. 

The lowest part of the section extends into Bathonian limestones, overlain abruptly 
by the "terres noires" which arc predominantly dark grey marls with thin, rcd-weathering 
limestone bands at intervals. Approximately the first 15 metres of the marls have a high mica 

content, rendering them silty, with frequent concentrations of very small shell fragments on 
bedding planes. Above this, the mica content diminishes abruptly over a couple of mares and 

the shell fragments also become rarer. 

The second exposure shows 8.2 metres stratigraphic thickness of "terres noires", again 

marls with thin red limestone interbeds, some of which were nodular. 

The third exposure is about 150 metres stratigraphic thickness, 136.3 metres of which 

were logged, the very top of the succession being inaccessible. The section begins with 

approximately 70 metres of typical "terres noires" alternations of dark grey marls with thin 

limestone bands. There are marked variations in both the frequency and thickness of these 

subordinate limestones in different intervals, with some being almost devoid of limestones 

while others had an abundance. 

Above this, the character of the succession changes abruptly to thick marl units 

without limestone bands alternating with much thicker and more prominent limestones which 
become more predominant upwards (the "alternance argoviennc"), until, at the top of the 

section, the succession comprises thick bcds of massive Upper Oxfordian limestones with only 

occasional marly partings. 

The fauna at this locality is chiefly ammonites which were found throughout but occur 

sporadically, certain units being rich in them, while thicker intervals were barren. They are 

preserved as partial moulds on bedding planes, actual shell material rarely remaining. Aptychi 
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Figure 4.9.2 

South-east France: Locality Map 
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Figure 4.9.3 

St Andre: Localities 
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Figure 4.9.4 

St Andre: Simplified Graphic Log 
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were sometimes found. Trace fossils were of one genus - Chondriles - and were common in 

some intervals and rare or absent in others. 

Figure 4.9.5 shows a cliff exposure about 2 kilometres south of the measured sections 

and illustrates the main features of the succession, particularly the passage between the "terres 

noires" and the Upper Oxfordian limestones. 

The section near La Garde is located towards the summit of the western extremity of 

the CrEte du Tcillon. The dip of the strata here is vertical, or nearly so, and the exposure so 
limited as to necessitate finding way-up features to determine the younging direction. The only 

way-up features were roll-marks of perisphinctids and these indicated a southerly younging 
direction. The beds strike at 092 degrees. A stratigraphic thickness of 42.1 metres was 

measured and Figure 4.9.6 shows the graphic log. 

Comparison with work- by Artru (1972) suggests this section covers part of the 

Transversarium and Bimmnmatum Zones and that these are the oldest Oxfordian strata present 
here, being underlain by Middle Callovian strata of a similar facies. 

The beds here are predominantly massive grey limestones interbedded with very fissile 

muddy limestones with gradational contacts. 

The body fossil assemblage is very predominantly perisphinctid ammonites, preserved 

as moulds on bedding planes, shell material not usually being present. There are rare 
belemnite fragments. 

The trace fossil assemblage is more diverse than that in the "terrcs noires" at St 

Andr6, with superb examples of Zoophycos on weathered bedding planes (Figure 4.9.7). There 

are also Chondriles and Planolites, although less abundant than the Zoophycos traces. The 

burrow systems are more numerous in the muddier limestones, reflecting the greater nutrient 

content. 

The section at R6muzat forms the steep slope known as Les Adr8ts on the right bank 

of the Eygues River. The slope has a number of erosional gullies with good exposure of the 
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Figure 4.9.5 

Cliff Exposure South of St Andre Measured Sections 
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Figure 4.9.6 

La Garde: Graphic Log 
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Figure 4.9.7 

La Garde: Zoophycos on Bedding Plane 
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limestones, with many fresh surfaces. A stratigraphic thickness of 137.7 metres was measured 

and a simplified log is shown in Figure 4.9.8. 

As at St Andr6, the Oxfordian is expressed in the marl/limestone "terres noires", 

although here the marl units are devoid of the frequent thin limestone bands and laminae 

which characterised the lower intervals at St Andr6. Instead, the alternation of thick marl units 

and limestones ranging from 0.2 to I metre resembles the higher parts of the "terres noires" 

at St Andr6. 

The marls at R6muzat are dark grey and fissile. The limestones are micritic, the 

thicker ones well-jointed, pale grey on fresh surfaces and orange-buff on weathering. Within 

the marls, there are occasional more calcareous units which weather proud. In general, as at 
St Andr6, the proportion of limestone increases up the succession with the "terres noires" 

passing abruptly into well-bedded limestones at the top of the section. 

In view of the observations on trace fossils at the other two sections, attention was 

paid to this aspect at R6muzat to see if some correlation could be made. Again, the only traces 

seen in the "terres noires" were Chondriles. They were distributed unevenly in the same way 

as at St Andr6. An example of Zoophycos was found in a fallen block of limestone which 

presumably originated from the Argovian limestones higher up the succession. 

The Callovian/Oxfordian succession of south-east France is divided into six 
formations, five of which are shown on Figure 4.9.9, which also shows correlatives in the 

Ard6che. The lithostratigraphy and biostratigraphy follows Artru (1972), Ferry and Rubino 

(1989), Giot et al. (1991) and Steinberg et al. (1991). 

4.9.2 Callovian Nerres noires" and Calcaires h Cancellophvcus 

Exposures of this formation were seen during this research at St Andr6 and La Garde. 

The section at St Andr6 shows a predominantly marl facies with thin subordinate limestones. 

The marls are often finely laminated and micaccous, especially towards the base of the "terres 

noires". There are local concentrations of very small shell fragments, less than a millimetre 

in size. This thick "terres noires" interval rests with a sharp break on grey, well-bedded 

micritic limestone interbedded with thin marls, some of which contain limestone nodules, or 

sometimes rounded limestone pebbles. These limestones are probably Bajocian in age (Artru, 
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Figure 4.9.8 

Remuzat: Simplified Graphic Log 
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Figure 4.9.9 

Correlation: Ardeche and Vocontian Trough 
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1972). In the "terres noires" at St Andr6, there is no obvious lithological or facies change over 

the Callovian/Oxfordian boundary, which is only identifiable by the appearance of Creniceras 

renggeri. 

At La Garde there is a hiatus cutting out the Upper Callovian and Lower Oxfordian 

(Artru, 1972) and the Callovian "terres noires" facies is replaced by limestones rich in 

Zoophycos and other trace fossils. These limestones are micritic and alternate between thick 

massive units and more fissile micrites, richer in mud, in which Zoophycos is more abundant. 
There are partial moulds of perisphinctid ammonites occasionally preserved on bedding planes. 

This lateral facies change is related to the contrast in palaeogeographic domains in 

which the two successions were deposited. The St Andr6 succession was set in the deeper- 

water "dauphinois" domain while the La Garde section represents a transitional environment 
between the "dauphinois" and the marginal "provcnqal" domain (Artru, 1972; Dardeau, 

Marchand and Thierry, 1979). 

4.9.3 Calcaires i Sph6rites 

This interval was studied at R6muzat and St Andr6 and its transitional correlative at 

La Garde. At both R6muzat and St Andr6 it is a thick marl facies with thin micritic interbeds 

The distinctive "bundling" of these limestone interbeds is clearly seen at the Rimuzat section 
(see Figure 4.9.10, and simplified graphic log, Figure 4.9.8). 

In the transitional La Garde succession, the Lower Oxfordian is missing and the 

Middle Oxfordian is developed in a similar micritic facies to the Calcaires A Cancellophycits. 

Again there is an alternation of thickly-bedded micrites and more fissile limestones. The 

boundaries between the beds are generally gradational over a few centimetres. The fauna 

includes partial moulds of perisphinctids and occasional belemnites. Small burrows 

perpendicular to bedding are present and some units contain Zoophycos, although this trace 
fossil is markedly less common than in the underlying Callovian limestones. 

4.9.4 Birmensdorf Formation 

This fomiation was seen at both R6muzat and St Andr6, although it is difficult to 
delimit at the St Andr6 section. It represents the Transversarium Zone (sub-Mediterranean 

scheme) of the Middle Oxfordian. 
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Figure 4.9.10 

Remuzat: General View 

Arrow indicates Unit 40 (see Figure 4.9.8) 
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At 116muzat it begins with about 20 metres of marl with only minor very thin 
limestone intcrbcds. At the top, in the Schilli Subzonc, the limestones become thicker and 

more predominant and the succession is condensed. Sponge bioherms are reported in the upper 

part of the Binnensdorf Fonnation (Ferry and Rubino, 1989). 

4.9.5 Effin2en Formation 

This was seen at R6muzat and St Andr6, although again it is more clearly delimited 

at R6muzat. It is a very predominantly mart unit sharply overlying the limestone triplet at the 

top of the Birmensdorf Formation. At R6muzat it represents the Stenocycloides Subzone of 
the Bifurcatus Zone. At St Andr6, the biostratigraphic correlation is less clear, but according 
to Artru (1972) the overlying Geissberg Formation (or "Alternance Argovienne") begins in the 

Middle Oxfordian. Clearly there is diachroneity in the lithostratigraphy even in the deeper- 

water dauphinois domain. 

4.9.6 Geissbere Formation 

An abrupt change in the succession is seen at both R6muzat and St Andr6 with a 
termination of the predominantly marl "terres noires" facies. Above the "terres noires" at both 

localities the frequency and thickness of the limestone interbeds increases, and thereafter 

generally the succession becomes progressively more calcareous to the end of the Oxfordian. 

At 116muzat, the Geissberg Formation represents the Grossouvrei Subzone of the Bifurcatus 

Zone. 

4.9.7 Calcaires lit6s 

This predominantly well-bedded limestone formation forms a prominent scarp in the 
landscape. It represents the Bimammatum Zone. 

4.9.8 Interpretation 

The curve of relative sea level for this region (Figure 4.9.11 - page 247) is based on 

successions marginal to the Massif Central (Dardeau, Marchand and Thierry, 1979; Bourseau 

and Elmi, 1980) and those in the deeper water Vocontian Trough. 
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Comparison of the Ard&che successions with those in the trough (Figure 4.9.9) shows: 
1. limestones are far more predominant in the Ard&che than in 

the trough, where carbonates are subordinate until the end of 

the Oxfordian; 

2. sedimentation was continuous in the trough through the 

Upper Callovian and Lower Oxfordian. In the Ard6che, this 

interval is charactcrised by hiatus and highly condensed 
deposits, together with the development of hardgrounds; 

3. both successions show a general progression upwards through 

the Oxfordian from a higher to a lower proportion of marls. 

The type of rhythmic marl/limestone succession seen in the trough succession has 

been discussed by Einsclc (1982). The sections at R6muzat and St Andr6 conform to the 

criteria of hemipelagic marl/limestone perioditcs outlined by Einsele. There is no evidence in 

the sections of deposition by turbidity currents or storms. This type of rhythmicity is explained 
by periodic fluctuations in clastic input, with limestones forming by default during times of 
lowered clastic supply. This primary rhythmicity can be enhanced by post-depositional 
diagenesis. 

The corollary of rhythms being produced by fluctuations in clastic supply is that 

carbonate productivity fluctuates against a background of steady state clastic input. However, 

Einsele (1982) estimates that carbonate productivity must be periodically multiplied by a 
factor of 5-10 or even 20 and therefore this mechanism is uncommon in the formation of 

periodites. 

The implications of fluctuations of clastic supply to regional changes in relative sea 
level must be addressed before the trough successions can be interpreted in these terms. 

Furthermore, if such a mechanism is invoked, there must be corresponding responses in the 

Ard6che successions. 

Marl shifts in the Oxfordian periodites are likely to occur during regressive conditions. 
Marine flooding, in contrast, would have two consequences: backstepping of marine 

environments shorewards would trap clay grade sediments close to shore or in mud flats and 
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estuaries, and, secondly, carbonate productivity would be raised by increasing the area of 

shallow shelf. The response to this flooding would be a prominent limestone shift and a 

tendency to condensation due to increased distance from sediment source. 

Two types of condition can therefore be potentially distinguished in the trough 

successions: 
1. surfaces (or zones) of maximum flooding marked by sudden 

limestone shifts, and 
2. marine regressions marked by abrupt mart shifts succeeded 

by thick marl intervals accumulated during later highstand 

and lowstand. 

As mentioned, Middle and Upper Callovian sediments of the Ard&che are very 

condensed or are not present, with the Lower Oxfordian commonly omitted also. They overlie 

the Lower Callovian Couches des Assions with an erosive contact (Bourseau and Elmi, 1980) 

and this, together with the shallowing trend towards the top of the Couches des Assions, is 

evidence of a drop in relative sea level and a sequence boundary (vo: sbl). The environment 
is interpreted as hemipelagic or pelagic by Norris and Hallam (1995) with the formation of 
hardgrounds and other indications of reduced sedimentation being the result of subsequent 

transgression and maximum flooding (vo: mfl). 

The only representative of the Lower Oxfordian in many Ard6che sections is the 

"niveau bleu", a thin, very discontinuous limestone with abundant bioclasts and sponge 

spicules, and showing encrustation by serpulids (Bourseau and Elmi, 1980). These features 

are consistent with very slow sedimentation rates associated with maximum flooding 

conditions (vo: mfl). 

Elsewhere, Middle and Upper Callovian and Lower Oxfordian strata are frequently 

missing. Artru (1972) records several sections in the Castellane area encompassing a 

significant hiatus around the Callovian/Oxfordian boundary, including that at La Garde 

(omitting the Upper Callovian and Lower Oxfordian). He frequently records hardgrounds and 

nodular limestone intervals in beds below stage boundary hiatuses, consistent with long term 

submarine exposure and negligible sedimentation during a flooding episode (vo: tnfl). 
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That flooding was ongoing during the Upper Callovian and Lower Oxfordian is also 

supported by the spread south-eastward of "terres noires" during this interval (Dardeau, 

Marchand and Thierry, 1979). 

The St Andr6 section is poorly exposed around the stage boundary, with "terres 

noires" apparently continuous right through the Callovian and into the Lower Oxfordian with 

no obvious indication of deepening or shallowing trends apart from the silty interval above 
the Bathonian limestones which may correlate with the shallowing trend at the top of the 
Lower Callovian Couches des Assions mentioned by Norris and Hallam (1995). 

The remaining thick marl interval with minor limestone intcrbeds of the Lower 

Oxfordian was deposited during highstand and incipient regression. 

The Middle Oxfordian saw a resumption of significant sedimentation in the Ard&che. 

The "Cordon grumuleux" (Plicatilis Zone) comprises an alternation of predominant black 

marls and thin nodular limestones (Bourseau and Elmi, 1980). These pass rapidly eastward 
into "terres noires" facies. The Plicatilis Zone, Antecedens Subzone at R6muzat shows a 

marked upward increase in the number and thickness of limestone interbeds, culminating in 

a prominent limestone triplet (Units 40,42 and 46). This triplet is related to maximum 
flooding (vo=U). 

Succeeding vo: mf2, further deposition of more widely spaced limestone interbeds 

passing up into predominantly marl deposition in the Parandieri Subzone reflects the transition 

to highstand and then lowstand conditions, when progressively greater quantities of fine 

grained sediment were delivered into the basin. The Ard6che succession shows aggradation 

of more thickly bedded limestones ("Calcaires grumuleux compacts") during highstand. 

Subsequent transgression at the end of the Parandieri Subzone (vo: tsl) cut off supply 

of fine grained sediment supply, resulting in an abrupt limestone shift (unit 67: R6muzat) in 

the trough successions. Flooding reached a maximum (vo: mf3) during the Schilli Subzone, 

resulting in marked condensation and great predominance of limestones seen at R6muzat (units 

68-76). In the Ard6che, response to this flooding was the establishment of the Couches de 

Chanabier, marking a change to less bioturbated and more thickly and even bedded 

marl/limestone facies, strongly suggesting a more distal environment. 
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The start of the Upper Oxfordian (Bifurcatus Zone, Stenocycloides Subzone) shows 

a marl shift in the R6muzat section (Eflingen Formation). The lower part of this subzone is 

characterised by widely spaced limestone beds and is considered to have been deposited 

during highstand. Subsequent lowstand conditions resulted in increasing influx of fine grained 

sediment and the majority of the Stenocycloides Subzone is predominantly marl. 

In the Ard6che, the reduction in relative sea level resulted in a distinctive unit within 

the Couches de Chanabier - the "Cordon noduleux". This unit represents a change to shallower 

conditions in which the sediments became populated by shallow burrowers (possibly 

Aalassinoides) resulting in nodular limestones, in contrast to the deeper water interbedded 

limestones and marls above and below the Cordon noduleux. 

A marked change is seen in the R6muzat section coinciding with the base of the 

Grossouvrei Subzone. Starting with unit 94, the succession abruptly becomes characterised by 

frequent limestone units on the decimetre to metre scale. This tendency increases generally 

upwards until the uppermost Oxfordian is essentially limestone with only thin marly partings. 
This pattern of sedimentation is repeated at St Andr6 and throughout the Castellane region 
(Artru, 1972). 

This widespread change is associated with marine transgression (vo: ts2) cutting off 

the supply of clay grade sediments to the trough, resulting in the formation of limestones by 

default, according to the model discussed by Einsele (1982). 

In the Ard6che, the vo: ts2 transgression resulted in aggradation of limestones and 

muddy limestones, with minor marl interbeds, being the upper portion of the Couches de 

Chanabier. 

Within the overall increase in the proportion of limestones beginning with vo: ts2 and 

persisting to the end of the Oxfordian, evidence for at least one more cycle of relative sea 
level change can be seen: a return to a higher proportion of marls is seen at R6muzat in the 

higher Grossouvrei Subzone (units 109 to 113), resulting from lowstand conditions. The 

identification of the intervening maximum flooding phase must be partly subjective in the 

absence of firm evidence of biostratigraphic condensation, but a candidate could be the 

bundling of the limestone units 102,104,106 and 108 at R6muzat (vo=R). 
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A further transgression at the beginning of the Bimammatum. Zone (vo: ts3) initiated 

an abrupt limestone shift in the trough succession at R6muzat (unit 114) and was reflected in 

the Ard6che with the increasingly thickly bedded limestones of the Couches de Joyeux and 
Calcaires de Pouzin. Transgressive conditions persisted until the end of the Stage with the 
development of prominent and substantial limestones throughout the region, the Calcaires de 

Pouzin forming the top of the Ard6chc type succession, the thick, well bedded "Rauracian" 

limestones of the Vocontian Trough forming prominent scarps, and well bedded limestones 

with marly partings and sponge bioherms being developed on the northern (Jura) margins of 
the region, such as those seen during this research at Trept. 
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Figure 4.9.11 

South-east France: Curve of Relative Sea Level 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the analysis of sea level changes during the Oxfordian it has proved problematic 

to apply EXXON style sequence stratigraphy for three main reasons: 

Strict definitions of sequences require the recognition of 

sequence boundaries at surfaces of subacrial truncation (van 

Wagoner et al., 1988). Oxfordian successions available in 

Britain and France do not include the necessary subaerial 

environments where such unconforinities can be developed. 

2. Using the older definition of a sequence boundary as "a 

surface of erosion or non-deposition that separates younger 

strata from older rocks and represents a significant hiatus" 

(Mitchum, 1977) does not solve the problem either since this 

would risk the recognition of parasequence boundaries in the 

Middle Oxfordian of some depositional areas, e. g. Dorset, as 

sequence boundaries. Furthermore, there are biostratigraphic 

limitations, because the resolution of the ammonite zonation 
is too coarse to allow certain correlation of many of the 

erosion surfaces between basins. 

3. The derivation of eustatic curves from successions spread 

over even a comparatively wide area such as Britain and 
France using methods outlined by Posamentier, Jervey and 
Vail (1988) requires the unravelling of factors such as 

subsidence and sediment accumulation rates and the correct 
interpretation of trends in ancient water depths derived from 

facies analysis. There has to be an assumption of eustatic 

control and any resulting custatic curve is, using this model, 

a derivative of these factors and trends alone. 
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For these reasons, it has proved more satisfactory to derive trends in relative sea level 

from facies analysis and build them into a sequence stratigraphic framework, without the 
initial assumption of eustatic change. Only widespread correlation of events throughout Britain 

and France are argued to have a high probability of eustatic control. 

Studies of Oxfordian successions in other continents is consistent with net increase 

in sea level through the Stage and transgressive conditions being prevalent. Examples occur 

in southern Tibet (Xiaochi and Grant-Mackie, 1993), Arctic North America (Balkwill et al., 

1983), and South America where in Argentina and Chile there is a marked change at the 

Middle/Upper Jurassic boundary from continental to shallow marine facies with evidence of 

continued deeping (Riccardi, 1983). Lack of biostratigraphic control precludes the certain 

correlation of transgressions and other events with those seen in Britain and France. 

5.2 TWO WIDESPREAD EVENTS 

Figure 5.1 summarises the major events associated with the cycles of relative sea 
level change described above for the individual basins and depositional areas studied. A 

proposed custatic curve is also shown. In order to argue eustatic control of any of these 

events, coincidence should be evident in all basins, to subzone resolution. 

Two clear trends can be discerned in Figure 5.1 which are present in all the basins 

considered in this thesis: 

1. a maximum flooding phase at the Callovian/Oxfordian stage 
boundary 

2. a sequence boundary, followed almost immediately by a 

transgression at the Middle/Upper Oxfordian sub-stage 
boundary. 

In addition, other events - such as transgression at the end of the Lower Oxfordian 

- are coincident in only some of the basins studied. Such events may reflect eustatic changes 

and be masked in some basins by tectonic overprinting by either accelerated subsidence or 
localised uplift. Alternatively, some events may be restricted to a particular basin and be the 

result of regional tectonics rather than eustatic phenomena. 
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Figure 5.1 

Summary of Events and Proposed Eustatic Curve 
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5.3 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

5.3.1 Callovian/Oxfordian Maximum Floodine Event 

Evidence for this exists at all the localities studied. Despite the apparent marked 

contrast in response between basins which show a significant biostratigraphic hiatus and those 

with continuous sedimentation across the stage boundary, a feature common to all is 

conspicuous reduction in sedimentation. 

In the Hebrides Basin, the Lamberti Zone is condensed and prominent cementstones 

are developed in default of clastic input as the shoreline rapidly advanced. Evidence for this 

event in the onshore Inner Moray Firth successions is less clear, particularly at Brora where 

signals are masked by an increased influx of coarse sediment in this proximal depositional 

zone. However, offshore successions show a clear pattern of condensed sections separating 

retrograding and prograding sedimentation patterns. 

The Cleveland Basin successions are characterised by condensed sections around the 

stage boundary with the transgressive Hackness Rock succeeded by the condensed basal 

Weymouth Member deposited during maximum flooding. 

In the Wash Basin and Oxford shallows, the boundary beds are within the Oxford 

Clay Formation, again with marked condensation of the Lamberti Zone and concomitant 

development of a laterally persistent calcareous unit - the Lamberti Limestone - reminiscent 

of a similar development in the Dunans Clay of the Skye succession at about the same level. 

In the Wessex Basin and Normandy, Callovian/Oxfordian boundary beds are again in 

marine clay facies, with maximum flooding conditions indicated by a lithological contrast 
between the silt), Stewartby Member and the basal mudstones of the Weymouth Member, as 

well as a possible equivalent of the Lamberti Limestone in north Dorset. In Normandy the 

Lamberti Zone is condensed and shows a decrease in the proportion of kaolinite around the 

stage boundary, indicating increase in distance from terrigenous sediment sources. 

In the Scuil du Poitou region and south cast France, there is a strong tendency for a 

significant hiatus to be developed around the stage boundary. However, accompanying this 

arc, typically, abundant indications of reduced sedimentation associated with maximum 
flooding including burrowed hardgrounds such as that seen near Poitiers and those reported 
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in south cast France by Artru (1972). The spread of "terres noires" facies during this time also 

supports a flooding scenario. 

Successions further afield also indicate maximum flooding conditions across the stage 
boundary. In other parts of Europe there are similar responses to those seen in the Scuil du 

Poitou and south east France. In the Spanish Iberian chain, sections indicate extreme sediment 

starvation in the Lamberti and Mariae Zones, frequently resulting in biostratigraphic hiatus in 

pelagic successions while boundary beds also show signs of greatly reduced sedimentation and 
indications of a deeper water environment above Lower Callovian shallow water carbonate 
deposits in the Swiss Jura, while in the Swabian Alb maximum flooding across the stage 

boundary is indicated by progressive reduction in sedimentation in the Lamberti Zone, 

culminating in complete cessation in the Mariae Zone (Norris and Hallam, 1995). 

Norris and Hallam (1995) have extensively reviewed Callovian/Oxfordian boundary 

successions in Europe and compared them with a selection from other parts of the world. They 

discuss successions in Poland, Tunisia, the Arabian Peninsula, the Kachchh region of western 

India, southern Tibet, Argentina and Chile and conclude that there is evidence consistent with 

Middle Callovian sea level rise, culminating in maximum flooding conditions around the 

Callovian/Oxfordian boundary. This global correspondence strongly supports eustatic control. 

5.3.2 Lower Oxfordian Hip-hstand 

The widespread indications of regression in the Lower Oxfordian throughout Britain 

and France support the interpretation of preceding maximum flooding conditions at the stage 

boundary as much as the direct evidence of maximum flooding. 

This highstand regressive trend is strongly marked in many of the basins studied, 

typically with a marked upward coarsening through the substage. In the Cleveland and Wessex 

Basins and the Oxford Shallows, the Weymouth Member passes up into the coarser clastic 
facies of the Lower Calcareous Grit. In the Inner Moray Firth Basin, offshore sections show 

coincidence of a progradational and upward shallowing trend in both proximal and distal 

palaeoenvironments during the Lower Oxfordian. Lower Oxfordian highstand is reflected in 

south east France by accumulation of the thick marl "terres noires" interval. 
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On the other hand, it is difficult to discern a strong shallowing trend in the Hebrides 

Basin until the Middle Oxfordian. This is probably related to accelerated subsidence during 

the Oxfordian reported by Morton (1987) mitigating against responses to the eustatic 

shallowing. 

The Lower Oxfordian of Norniandy is punctuated by a sequence boundary at the 

Mariae/Cordatum Zone boundary. This event is not convincingly seen in other depositional 

areas studied. A sequence boundary at this level is postulatedtat this level-by Coe (1995) 

which is possibly related to a low magnitude 4' order cycle, easily overprinted by local 

conditions, but the fact remains that the substage is characterised by a gradual coarsening up 

with transitional contacts with the coarse clastic units up-section. Furthermore, this transition 

is markedly diachronous both within and between basins, consistent with progradation of 

sediments during highstand rather than a sudden, synchronous facies change more likely to 

be seen at a time of most rapid sea level fall. 

5.3.3 Middle Oxfordian 

This substage marks a striking change in facics in many parts of Britain and France. 

In most basins there is an overall transition to shallower facies, with a strong tendency to 

develop carbonates. There is frequently a biostratigraphic hiatus at or near the lower substage 
boundary with resumption of sedimentation at the start of the substage. 

Discontinuities and erosion surfaces arc very characteristic of Middle Oxfordian 

successions deposited in shallow and proximal environments such as those in the Cleveland 

and Wessex Basins and the Oxford Shallows. These are frequently argued to mark sequence 
boundaries and claims are made that they can be correlated between basins and therefore may 
be eustatically controlled (Talbot, 1973; Sun, 1989; Coe, 1995). Such discontinuities and rapid 
facies changes, however, may be expected in relatively high energy, near shore environments 

where changes in current regime and periodic influxes of coarse sediments from basin margins 

can both mimic and mask signals of relative sea level change. It is difficult to correlate most 

of these discontinuities with changes in more distal successions with the exception of that seen 

at the Densiplicatum/Tenuiserratum Zone boundary which can be correlated from the Wash 

Basin, through the Oxford Shallows and into the Wessex Basin. However, this can not be 

convincingly correlated with changes seen elsewhere in Britain and France. 
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The Middle Oxfordian frequently starts with a transgressive unit, such as the Ardassie 

Limestone of the Inner Moray Firth Basin, or shows resumption of sedimentation after a hiatus 

as in the Scuil du Poitou. A notable exception to this occurs in the Cleveland Basin, where 

sedimentation resumes in the Cordaturn Subzone above a significant hiatus. The only possibly 

correlative transgressive event to the lower substage boundary events seen in other regions is 

the minor flooding seen near the top of the Hambleton Oolite. Local tectonic events and 
influxes of coarse sediment in the basin margins were probably responsible for this contrast 
in pattern. 

Thereafter, there is commonly evidence of incremental increase in sea level through 

the substage but with sedimentation keeping pace, filling new space added, so that thick 
intervals of shallow marine sediments are accumulated through the substage. This results in 

a typical stacking of shallowing up parasequenccs, such as is seen in the Cleveland and 
Wessex Basins, Oxford Shallows and Normandy. This resumption of sedimentation above 
hiatus is also evident in the Seuil du Poitou, the Ard6che and the Iberian Chain (Aurell, 

Mel6ndez and Salas, 1988; Marques, 016riz and Rodriguez-Tovar, 1991). 

The substage is characterised by thick accumulations of sediment, even in shallow 

marine settings, suggesting a significant increase in-sea level overall, but at a rate allowing 

sedimentation to keep pace. 

5.3.4 Middle/Upper Oxfordian Transgression 

Conspicuous changes attributable to significant sea level change can be seen at or near 

this substage boundary right across Britain and France. In areas where shallow water facies 

prevailed in the Middle Oxfordian, these are replaced in the Upper Oxfordian by more distal 

facies and there is typically a replacement of heterolithic carbonate/clastic successions with 

predominantly clastic deposition. 

In the Hebrides Basin, transgression is marked by the deposition of the Flodigarry 

Shale above the more proximal Middle Oxfordian Glashvin Silt and Digg Siltstone while in 

the Inner Moray Firth Basin, maximum flooding is marked shortly above the substage 
boundary by the basinwide spread of transition zone silty mudstones between lower shoreface 

sandstones. In the Cleveland Basin, deposition of Langton Clay and Newbridge Beds above 

a significant hiatus with the Coralline Oolite Formation marks the transgression. 
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The spread of Ampthill Clay in the Wash Basin and westwards as far as the Swindon 

area at or near the substage boundary is further evidence of a significant marine transgression 

as is the deposition of the Trigonia Clavellata Formation across the Wessex Basin. This unit 
(and those above) show a far greater degree of lateral persistence and facies consistency than 

the Middle Oxfordian successions in this region, further supporting a major transgression at 

the substage boundary. 

In Normandy and the Scuil du Poitou, facies changes indicating more distal regimes 

above an important planed surface (Surface de Blangy) indicate a transgressive event at the 

beginning of the Upper Oxfordian. 

Despite the inherent uncertainty in biostratigraphic correlation consequent on faunal 

provinciality in the Middle and Upper Oxfordian, a very marked transgressive event can be 

identified in the trough deposits of south east France with a marine condensed interval at the 

top of the Birmensdorf Formation (vo: mf3) which is almost certainly related to the substage 
boundary transgression. 

In the Iberian Chain, the top of the Middle Jurassic has both emersion surfaces and 
hiatuses followed by deepening up intervals at the beginning of the Upper Jurassic (Marques, 

016riz and Rodriguez-Tovar, 1991). Further afield, the Upper Oxfordian of the Russian 

Platform sees a change from grey to black clays, sometimes with a bituminous horizon at the 

base (Mesezhnikov, 1988), which is consistent with transgression at the substage boundary. 

A marked transgression is recorded in southern Tibet where Callovian open shelf 

carbonates are overlain by fine clastics and Buchia-ammonite-lutite facies of Late Oxfordian 

to Early Tithonian ages (Xiaochi and Grant-Mackie, 1993). 

The ubiquity of such significant changes at the substage boundary throughout Britain 

and France and in other regions argues strongly for eustatic control of this transgression. 

5.3.5 Upper Oxfordian 

Evidence of a further cycle of sea level change pervades some of the basins studied 

with indications of shallowing followed by a further transgression about halfway through the 

substage. In the Cleveland Basin, Ampthill Clay rests unconformably on the Upper Calcareous 
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Grit, indicating transgression in the Serraturn Zone, while a transgression at this time is also 
indicated with onlap of Ampthill Clay onto the Oxford Shallows. This event is not 

convincingly corrclatable in other basins studied, although mid-Upper Oxfordian events are 

usually seen, including a widespread omission surface in the Regulare Zone of the Wash Basin 

and Oxford Shallows marking maximum flooding following a preceding transgression and a 

similar omission surface between the Marries dc Villerville and the Marnes de Criquebocuf 

at approximately the same level in Normandy. A sequence boundary is reported at the base 

of the Bimammatum Zone in the Iberian Chain by Marques, 016riz and Rodriguez-Tovar 

(1991) followed by transgressive conditions in the remainder of the Upper Oxfordian. 

The evidence suggests that the Upper Oxfordian was a time of relatively low 

magnitude periodic increments in relative sea level, the timings of which cannot be with 

certainty correlated across Britain and France. Eustatic control for these is unlikely. 

5.4 SUMMARY 

This study has shown four major features related to change in relative sea level which 

pervade Britain and France: 

1. a period of maximum flooding at or around the Callovian/Oxfordian 

stage boundary following a Middle to Late Callovian. sea level rise; 
2. a period of highstand during the Lower Oxfordian; 

3. an interval generally corresponding to the Middle Oxfordian which 
is characterised by comparatively shallow water successions during 

a time of repetitive low magnitude and incremental sea level rises, the 

substage as a whole showing significant sea level rise; 
4. pervasive marine transgression at the Middle/Upper Oxfordian 

substage boundary. 

Comparison with successions beyond Britain and France support the contention that 

I and 4 are related to eustatic phenomena. The cycles produced a net increase in relative sea 
level through the stage, most convincingly shown in the analysis for south east France. 
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5.5 AMPLITUDE OF OXFORDIAN SEA LEVEL CHANGES 

The importance of making some estimate of the amplitude of sea level changes has 

resulted in various attempts to quantify them. 

One method is to plot the change in area of flooded continental shelf through various 

geological intervals. These values can be used to gauge the amplitude of sea level changes 

since a rise of a given amplitude will result in the flooded area which can be calculated by 

assuming a shape for the hypsometric curve (Hays and Pitman, 1973). The problems here are 

obvious: 
1. The shape of ancient hypsometric curves are unlikely to be similar to 

that of today. 

2. Incremental sea level rises or falls of a given amplitude can flood or 

expose different areas of continental shelf depending on the point on 

the curve already reached. 

This method has resulted in estimates of the overall rise in sea level through the 
Jurassic of some 150 metres (Hallam, 1978) revised to 100 metrcs (Hallam, 1988). 

Another approach is to examine actual marine successions where variations in water 
depth are indicated by cyclic changes in lithology. The amplitude of sea level rise can be 

derived from the thickness of sediment accumulated in the new accommodation space added 
during a third-order cycle of sea level change (Talbot, 1973). This relies on finding lithologies 

in the succession which can confidently be fixed bathymetrically (such as intertidal deposits) 

and which are repeated up a given succession. 

In this method, some estimation of the amount and rate of basin subsidence and the 

subsidence history of the basin must be put into the equation and, in the case of heterolithic 

facies which include clay-grade deposits, differential sediment compaction must be considered. 
A potential source of uncertainty in this method is the subsidence rate. Subsidence histories 

rely on the accurate estimation of geological intervals. Since ammonite zones and subzones 

are used in the Jurassic, variations in rates of evolution or uncertainty in the dating of 
horizons can affect the subsidence history curve, which, in the extreme, may be argued to be 

a curve of evolution rates rather than subsidence history. Also, because subsidence histories 
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are often based on the thickness of sediments accumulated during certain intervals, corrections 

must be applied for eustatic events. 

Morton's (1987) meticulous investigation into the subsidence history of the Jurassic 

of the Hebrides addresses these complexities and produces a subsidence of about 10 metres 

through the whole of the Oxfordian for this basin. A discussion of the subsidence history of 

the Wash Basin based on cumulative sediment thicknesses, zone by zone, (Penn, Cox and 
Gallois, 1986) produces much greater figures for the rate of subsidence, with a modal rate of 

about 10 metres per million years in the Oxfordian. It is to be noted that marked falls in this 

rate coincide with some of the events proposed in this thesis, suggesting that eustatic factors 

may not have been sufficiently taken into account. Further problems result from the necessity 

to use shallow marine successions in Talbot's (1973) method and this environment produces 

successions which are laterally variable and where time is incompletely represented by rock. 
Near completeness of the record is unlikely, yet has to be assumed. Also the complexities 
involved in sediment supply and accumulation in an epeiric sea mean that variations in 

accommodation space brought about by changes in sea level do not have a simple relationship 

to the thickness of preserved sediments. Despite the inherent problems, this method can 

provide a reasonable evaluation of the amplitudes of relative sea level change operating over 

third order cycles in a basin. 

However legitimate as first approximations these methods may be, the possible 

mechanisms of sea level change (and their corresponding rates) which were likely to be 

operating during the geological interval being considered must be the starting point. The 

probable chief mechanism controlling Mesozoic eustatic variations was the change in the 

volume of ocean basins brought about by the swelling of ocean ridges. The maximum possible 
increase in global sea level caused by the expansion of thes e ridges is in the order of 300 

metres. The rate of change estimated for this mechanism is one centimetre per thousand years 
(Donovan and Jones, 1979). 

The cycles described here for the Oxfordian have pcriodicities in the order of 2 to 3 

million years. The accumulated thicknesses of sediment in, for example, the Middle Oxfordian 

amount to approximately 20 to 30 metres in shallow marine successions. If no basin 

subsidence or regional tectonics were taking place, this implies an increase in new space 

added due to a rise in sea level of the same order. This transgression therefore took place at 
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the rate of, say, 30 mctrcs in 3 million years, well within the stated rate of sea level changes 
brought about by ocean ridge expansion. An obvious difficulty is that sediment build-up 

would easily outstrip such a rate resulting in regressive successions, large hiatuses and much 

smaller sediment piles. Therefore a proportion of the rate of increase in relative sea level was 
due to basin subsidence or faster eustatic rise. It is also possible that significant amounts of 
time are not represented by preserved sediment. 

The effects of rises and falls of sea level as seen in the rock record will depend at 
least as much on the rate of such changes as on their amplitude, perhaps even more, since 

rapid changes are much more likely to leave obvious signs in marine successions. In the 

cpeiric sea successions examined here, there is no evidence of either very rapid rises or falls 

of sea level. Sediment supply appeared to have been sufficient to maintain sedimentation so 

that most ammonite zones have some representatives, even in shallow marine settings. Where 

there are hiatuses, they can often be explained by local tectonics or palaeogeography. 

The eustatic history proposed here is of moderately rapid rises in the order of 10 

metres per 500,000 years followed by longer periods of slow rise and stillstand during which 

sediments accumulated, tending to reduce water depth and also during which winnowing and 

sediment bypass occurred over sea floor highs. These were followed by minor regressive 

phases caused by eustatic falls of relatively low magnitude (in the order of 5 metres), 

charactcrised in the rock record by erosional and non-depositional hiatuses, often very striking 
in these epeiric sea successions and which may give the erroneous impression of very rapid 

sea level falls. The modest values for the amplitudes of sea level change proposed here require 

rates which fall into the range attributable to changes in ocean ridge volume. 

The combination of moderately rapid rises and relatively smaller falls of shorter 
duration through the Oxfordian resulted in an incremental increase in custatic sea level in the 

order of 15 to 20 metres through the Stage. 
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Sinfrin - Point 3 Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen - 
STAFFIN SHALE FORMATION: GLASHVIN SILT 

MEMBER - CordAturn Zone, Cordsturn Subzone (pars) 

21 DuL grey silly clay with abundant ammonitcs and 2.50 
bclemnites. 13uffo%%cd towards the basc. Occasional sand% 
lenses. 

- abrupt contact - 

STAFFIN SHALE FORMATION: DUNANS CLAY 
MEMBER - Cordatum Zone. Cordatum Subzone (pars) 

st, Costicardia Subzone 

20 Light grey grcen silly clays with dark burrowed horizons. 4.00 
Lignitic debris abundant in horizons towards top. Slightlý 
more fossilircrous towards base. 

19 Buff-wcathcring (? more calcarcous) unit. 0.20 

Cordatum Zone, Bukowskii Subzone 

18 Mid-Urcy silty clays with dark, burrowcd horizons 3.80 
(Chondritcs). Occasional buff-wcathcrins laminae. Occasional 
belcmnites. 

17 Buff-%% cathering *doggcr band". 0.20 

16 Sort, silty, pale grey clays %vith %-cry silly laminae. 1.20 

15 Rcddish, calcareous *dogger band". 0.20 

14 Silly CIAys. 2.45 

13 Reddish. calcareous *dogger band". 0.20 

Exposure poor and intermittent below. Correlation doubtful 

Nlid-grcy silt. 0.50 

Very silty darkcr. harder lamina. 0.10 

Mid-grcy silts %%ith bettcr-cemented laminae standing proud. 2.40 

Pale grey silt. Wcll-ccnicntcd. 0.10 

Poorly rossilircrous grey silty shales and silty clays. 2.50 
Occasional ammonite froamcrits. One system or very small 
burro%%s (? Chondritcs). 

TOTAL THICKNESS 20.35 
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Slafron - Point 3. Cliff Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not sccn - 
STAFFIN SHALE FORMATION: GLASHVIN SILT 

MEMBER - Tenuiserraturn Zone. Tenuiserratum 
Subzone 

24 Duk grcy sill. 0.45 

- shwp contact - 
23 Fine-grained. silty sandstone. 0.10 

- sharp contact - 
22 Duk grcy silt. 0.45 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 1.00 
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Unit 

21d 

21c 

21b 

21a 

20b 

20a 

starrin - Point 5 Section 

Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen - 

STAFFIN SHALE FORMATION: GLASHVIN SILT 
MEMBER 

Densiplicatum Zone. Vertebrale Subzone 

Silly shales. Ammonites common towards top. 3cm paler bed 1.00 
halrway up. lcm very silly lamina at top. 

- gradational contact - 
Paler shale with ammonites common towards base. 0.40 

- abrupt contact - 
Cordatum Zone. Cordatum Subzone 

Dark shales with abundance of compressed ammonites on 2.20 
bedding planes. Occasional bc1cmnite guards. 
Dark shales, consisting of number of units 10-20cm thick 3.85 
%%hich become paler upwards and have abrupt upper contacts. 
Contacts oflcn burrowed. About halfway up, distinct 2cm 
unconsolidated, discontinuous silt with sharp contacts. 
Ammonites common and increase upwards. 

- abrupt, burrowed contact - 
STAFFIN SHALE FORMATION: DUNANS CLAY 

MEMBER 

Grey green shale with one dark lamina containing silty 0.10 
nodules about lcm diameter. 

- gradational contact - 
Grey green shale with scattered bivalve fragments and small 0.60 
ammonites. 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 8.15 
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Staffin - Point 5 Bottom Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen - 

STAFFIN SHALE FORMATION: DUNANS CLAY 
MEMBER - Lamberti Zone, Lamberti Subzone 

6 Nlid-grcy shale with occasional small, pale buff calcareous 2.00 
concretions. Poorly fossiliferous but has more fossils than 
lower units, including ammonite fragments, becoming more 
abundant towards top. Occasional bclcmnitc guards. One 
? bivalve fragment. No convincing trace fossils. 

- abrupt, irregular contact - 

Lambertl Zone. Ilenrici Subzone 

5c Buff-wcathcring bed of calcareous concretions. Light grey, 0.17 
fine-grained on fresh surfaces. 

- sharp contact - 
5b Nlid-grcy shale. Very poorly fossiliferous. 0.27 

- sharp contact - 
5b Calcareous lamina. Buff on weathered surface and pale grey 0.01 

on fresh surface. 

- sharp contact - 
5b Mid-grey poorly rossilircrous shale. 0.17 

- sharp contact - 
58 Buff-wcathering ccmentsionc. hfid-grcy, massive, finc- 0.35 

graincd on fresh surfaces. 

- sharp contact - 

Athleta Zone, Phneinum Subzone 

4 Poorly fossilircrous shaics. 3.00 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.97 
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Stafron Bay - Point 7 Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen - 

STAFFIN SHALE FORMATION: FLODIGARRY 
SHALE MEMBER -Rosenkrantzi Zone, Bauhini 

Subzone (pars) 

37 Silly clays with occasional belemnite guards but othcnvisc 6.80 
few fossils. Occasional sandy laminae and one discontinuous 
carbonaccous siltstone lam in3. Lignite fragment towards base. 

Rosenkrantzi Zone, h1larstonense Subzone 

36 Calcarcous unit %vith occasional carbonate noduics. 0.20 

35 Mid grey silty clays. Dclemnites common. Occasional 5.80 

. up. ammonites. Lignite fragment about halfway 

Regulare Zone (pars) 

34 Dogger band. 0.20 

Regulare Zone, Scrraturn Zone, Serratum Subzone 

33 Silty clays with occasional slightly paler, hackly, better 11.00 
cemented (? more calcareous) units. One nodular unit towards 
top. 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 24.00 
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Brors - LocMily 2 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- inaccessible above - 
BRORA ARENACEOUS FM: CLYNELISH QUARRY 

SANDSTONE MBR - Lamberti Zone 

10 Mcdiunt grained orange cross bedded sandstone. Pcctinid 0.55 
molds. 

9 Fine grained rippled sandstone. 0.15 

8 Medium grained orange cross bedded sandstone. 1.10 

FASCALLY SANDSTONE bIBR 

7 Unconsolidated dark grey muddy silt. Bioturbatcd at top. 0.80 

- knobbly contact - 
6 Grey fine grained sandstone with muddy lenses and bivalve 0.50 

molds. Less bioturbatcd than bed below. 

5 Fine grained muddy sandstone. Dense network- of tiny 0.52 
burrows and some larger ones. Afekagrinella and 
Quenstedoceras ? Iamberil. 

4 Dark-, silty unconsolidated lamina. 0.03 

3 Fine grained sandstone. Thoroughly bioturb3tcd with some 0.30 
simple burrows prcscrvcd. Bivalve (? Camptonectes) on upper 
bedding plane. 

2 Fine grained grey calcareous sandstone. Weathers orange. 0.80 
Wood fragment at top. 

I Less resistant unit than above. ln3cccssibic. 1.50 

- ri%-cr lc%-cl - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 6.25 
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Brora - Localitv 2, River Brora 
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Bnlinfore: Cadli-an-Righ 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

HALINTORE FM: PORT-AN-RIGII SILTSTONE MBR 
- Antecedens Subzone 

5 Rhythmic succession of coarsening up silistoncs. Laminated seen to 10.50 
at base. 

BALINTORE FM: PORT-AN-RIGII IRONSTONE 
h1BR - Vertebrale Subzone 

4 InIcrbcdded dark clays and bright red calcareous ironstone. 2.00 

BRORA ARENACEOUS I'M SHANDWICK 
SILTSTONE MBR - Costicardia and Cordaturn 

Subzones 

3 Rhythmic succession of coarsening up siltstone units with 11.50 
calcite veining and calcareous nodules. Tops of units are vcry 
fine grained sandstone. Occasional mud lenses. Gr)phaea 
thlotata in small oyster bcds in muddy intervals. Burrowed 
throughout with Planolites. Top bed contains Gr)phaea 
thlatata and is heavily bioturbatcd with north-south oriented 
Planolites and some larger burrows. 

BRORA ARGILLACEOUS FM: SHANDWICK CLAY 
MBR - Athleta Zone to Costicardia Subzone 

2 Silly clays and sandy silts. 4.30 

- gradational contact - 
I Grcy. rrccn to dark grey homogeneous crumbly clay. 20.00 

Occasional ammonites include Kosmoceros and 
Quensletlaceras lamberil. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 48.30 
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*Descriptions within square brackets arc of thin sections. 

Scarborouph Caitle Ifill Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

IIANIBLETON OOLITE -? Cordaturn Subzone 

20 Oolitic limestone. Abundant shell fragments. 0.25 

19 Oolitic limestone. Finely laminated sandstone parting at top. 0.20 

Is Oolitic limestone. Abundant shell fragments, especially at top 0.30 
or unit. Unit distinctly cross-bedded. Thin sandy parting at 
top. 

- sharp, gently undulating contact - 
17 Oolitic limestone. Concentrations of shell fragments at base 0.30 

then a line of burrows infillcd with limonite followed by a 
furthcr scattered line of ? burrows. Grey unit at top distinctly 
burrowed. 10olitic limestone. hlicrospar cement. Algal 
fragments, occasionally forming ooid nuclei. Shell fragments. 
Round and sub-rounded fine-grained quartz grains abundant 
in zones (? sponge spicules). ]$ 

16 Oolitic limestone. Shell fragments abundant on upper surface. 0.25 
also common in zones. 5cm sandy parting with occasional 
shell fragments becoming common in zones. Unit faintly 
laminatcd with thin silty lamina about halfway up. 

15 Oolitic limestone. Abundant shell fragments %%hich tend to lie 0.40 
on upper surface and am concentrated in zones. Thin sand), 
parting at top. 10olitic limestone. Microspar cement. Algal 
fragments, occasionally forming ooid nuclei. ] 

- highly irrcgular contact - 
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Scitrboroup-h Castle Ifill Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

PASSAGE BEDS - Costicardin Subzone 

14 Fairly massive bioclastic sparry spicular limestone with two 1.30 
major horitzrital partings (1jointing). Thickness of bed 
reaches maximum or 1.60 mctrcs. Indications of burrow 
systems. JShclly limestone. hficrospar cement. Algal 
fragments. Occasional very fine-grained, sub-angular quartz 
grains. Sponge spicuics, j 

13 Alternations or sandy, bioclastic limestones and thin sandy 1.40 
partings. 

erosive contact - 
12 Faintly-boddcd, very sandy bioclastic spicular limestone. 1.20 

[Sandy limestone. Abundant shcII fragments. Nficrospar 
cement and shell fills. Algal fragments. Fine-grained sub- 
angular quartz grains common. ] 

- abrupt to sharp contact - 
II Orange, faintly laminated mcdium-graincd (± 375pm 0.50 

diameter) sandstone. Occasional lcns-sh3ped calcareous 
concretions. Slicil fragments common. [Calcareous sandstone. 
Dark-brown muddy matrix. Abundant shell fragments. Algal 
fragments common. ] 

- sharp, gently undulating contact - 
10 Cross-bedded, very sandy bioclastic sparry limestone. (Sandy 0.40 

limestone composed of shc1l fragments in a microspar matrix. 
Fine-grained sub-angular quartz grains common, abundant in 
? ones. I 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
9 Orange, raintly-lamin3tcd mcdium-graincd (± 375pm 0.40 

diameter) sandstone. (Calcareous, fine-grained sandstone. 
Moderately sorted. Abundant shcI1 fragments. Algal 
fragments common. Brown-rcd muddy matrix. ] 

- abrupt to sharp contact - 
8 Calcareous sandstone. Orange sandstone lenses. [Calcareous 0.50 

fine-grained sandstone. Moderately sorted. Abundant bivalve 
fragments with micritic envelopes. Rare algal fragments. 
Nlicritc matrix, Occasional microspar fills to shcII fragments. ) 

- sh3rp, undulating contact - 
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Scarborough Castle Hill Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

7 Bright orange fine- to medium-grained (± 250pun diameter) 0.50 
sandstone with calcareous lags, common shell fragments and 
occasional Manolifes. [Well-sorted, fine-grained sandstone. 
Dark-brown (? organic-rich) matrix. Shell and algal fragments 
common. ] 

- gap in exposure ± 1.50 mctres - 

LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT: SAINTOFT MEMBER 
- Bukowskii Subzone 

6 Buff-orange sandstone with prominent lines of large 5.90 
calcareous doggers in two courses about halfway up. Large 
and small scale cross-bedding. Whole unit thoroughly 
bioturbated with large Thalassinoides. 

- sharp, gently undulating contact - 

5 Brittle, grey sparry limestone. Ranges 0.30 - 0.80 metre 0.80 
thick. Some evidence of burrowing, particularly towards the 
lower contact. Unit much weathered and pitted with solution 
cavities. Manolifes under 0.5cm diameter, lying mostly sub- 
horizontal but some at higher angles. 

- very sharp, highly irregular contact - 
4 Very wcll-cementcd red fine- to mcdium-grained (± 250gm 0.10 

diameter) sandstone. Well burrowed in zones with sub- 
horizontal Planolites ± 0.5cm diameter. Occasional coarse 
calcite veins. Occasional burrows at high angle. 

- sharp, gently undulating contact - 
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Scarboroup-h Castle Hill Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT: TENANTS' CLIFF 
MEMBER 

3 Buff-orange medium-grained (± 3751im diameter) sandstone 1.30 
thoroughly bioturbated throughout with Thalassinoides. Some 
remnants of cross-lamination. Some Vlanolites burrows 
lying ± 40 degrees to horizontal tending to be infilled with 
darker silty material. Diameter of these ranges from 0.5 to 
1.0cm. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
2 Buff-orange medium-grained (± 375pm diameter) sandstone. 0.70 

Lower half much bioturbated with Vialassinoides, horizontal 
to sub-horizontal, ± 1.5cm diameter. Upper portion of unit 
more massive. 

- sharp contact - 
I Well-cemented buff-orange fine-grained (± 187tun diameter) 1.70 

sandstone. Abundant burrowing and remnants of cross- 
lamination in zones. Burrows often filled with darker material 
and range from 0.5 to 1.5cm diameter. Burrows generally 
horizontal to sub-horizontal but some at higher angles. One 
or two possible flasers. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 18.40 

*Descriptions within square brackets are of thin sections. 
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Wallace Ouarry, Forze Valley 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: HAMBLETON OOLITE 
MBR - Cordaturn Subzone 

II Fine to medium grained white oolite. 0.40 

10 Ferruginous dirt band. 0.05 

9 Fine to medium grained white oolite. 0.40 

8 Persistent ferruginous, sandy dirt band, but occasionally 0.20 
passing laterally into oolite. 

7 Fine to medium grained white oolite. Distinct cross-bedding 0.55 
with apparent dip 10 degrees north. 

6 Fine to medium grained white oolite. Sparse bivalve 0.30 
fragments. 

5 Laterally persistent ferruginous dirt band. 0.05 

4 Fine to medium grained white oolite. Common bivalve 0.60 
fragments. Distinct traces of cross-bedding with apparent dip 
10 degrees north. 

3 Fine to medium grained white oolite. Bivalve fragments 0.60 
common. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
2 Fine to medium grained white oolite. 0.60 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
I Fine to medium grained white oolite. 0.70 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 4.45 
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Wallace Quarrv, *Forae Vallev 

Subzone rnetres 
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Sniker's Hill Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(m et res) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
MIDDLE CALCAREOUS GRIT MBR - 

Plicatilis Zone 

35 Weathered, sandy variously shelly oolite. 3.00 

- abruptly gradational contact - 

34 Very shelly oolite. 0.30 

33 Red-brown fine grained sandstone. 0.50 

32 Fine grained buff-orange calcareous sandstone. Rusty/silty 0.70 
lamina at top. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
HAMBLETON OOLITE MBR 

31 Sandy oolite. Very shelly in lumachelles and patches. 0.70 

30 Rusty dirt bed. 0.05 

29 Oolite, as below. 0.50 

28 Oolite, bioclastic, blue-hearted. 0.40 

27 Very shelly oolite with pisoliths at base. 0.20 

- sharp, very uneven contact - 
26 Blue limestone, much as below but oolitic in parts. Rusty 0.80 

lamina at top. 

25 Distinctly blue pisolite. Very abundantly shelly. Muddy and 1.90 
bioturbated intervals (? Aalassinoides) at top. 

... Cordatum Zone ... 
24 Very shelly oolite. 0.30 

23 Oolite as below, with bioclasts (bivalves and echinoids). 0.70 

22 Fine grained oolite with abundant bioclasts. 0.60 

21 Bioclastic oolite. 0.50 

20 Oolite with bioclasts in lumachelles. 0.30 

19 Oolite with bioclasts. Blue-hearted. 0.70 

18 Oolite, blue-hearted. Bioclasts abundant and in lumachelles. 0.50 
Top rusty/sandy/slightly muddy. 

17 Oolite. Bioclasts common to abundant in zones. 0.50 
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Spiker's Hill Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

16 Oolite. As below. 0.40 

15 Oolite. Bioclasts common in zones. 0.50 

14 Oolite with large very poorly preserved faunal fragments 0.85 
completely replaced by spar. Rusty lamina at top. 

13 Rusty dirt band. Distinctive - can be followed right round 0.05 
face. 

12 Oolite with bioclasts. 1.50 

11 Oolite with bioclasts. 0.20 

10 Oolite. Abundant bioclasts, more towards base. Top slightly 0.35 
rusty/flat/sharp/well-mark-ed. 

9 Oolite. Abundant small faunal fragments. Lens of clean grey 0.45 
micrite at top. 

8 Oolite as below. Faunal fragments common. 0.50 

7 Oolite as below. More shelly than bed below. 0.40 

6 Oolite as below. Abundant faunal fragments. 0.65 

5 Oolite as below. 0.65 

4 Oolite as below. Distinctly blue-hearted. Discontinuous 0.65 
muddy lamina about 2/3 up. 

3 Oolite as below. Blue-hearted. Becomes very shelly about 30 1.15 
cm from top with bivalve fragments and echinoid spines. 
Thin rusty lamina at top. 

- abruptly gradational contact - 
2 Rusty, sandy poorly consolidated interval with abundant 0.05 

ooids in patches. 

I Medium grained oolite. Faunal fragments common. 0.60 

TOTAL THICKNESS 22.10 
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Spiker's Hill 
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Spiker's Hill 
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Suffield Quarry, Hackness 

Unit Description 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: PASSAGE BEDS MBR - 
Coral-Sponge Bed: Costicardia Subzone 

4 Poorly sorted fine to medium grained oolite with abundant 
bivalve fragments. 

- sharp, slightly undulating contact - 
3 Sandy, poorly sorted oolite with common bioclasts. 

2 Poorly sorted sandy oolite with common bioclasts including 
bivalves. Laterally persistent sandy, rusty parting at top. 

- small gap in exposure - 
1 Very sandy very fine grained oolite with occasional faunal 

fragments. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

0.60 

0.90 

1.00 

± 0.15 

seen to 0.50 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.15 
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Suffield Quarry, Hackness 

Subzone metres 
odo Ono 

2 
Costicardia 0.0 0ý0 

I 

0.00.0 

PASSAGEBEDS: 
Coral-Sponge Bed 
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Unit 

Hackness Hairpins 

Description 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
PASSAGE BEDS MBR - 

Costicardia Subzone 

8 Very abundantly shelly grey limestone with Exogyra, Nucula, 
spicules. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
7 Poorly bedded micrite. Abundant faunal fragments in zones. 

5 cm ferruginous earth at top. 

6 Grey micrite. Slightly oolitic in zones. Ferruginous in zones. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
5 Ferruginous micrite with ooids common in zones. 

4 Grey micrite with small dark faunal fragments. 

3 Poorly sorted oolite. Small faunal fragments common in 
zones. 

2 Shelly oomicrite. Ooids fine to medium, poorly sorted. 
Fragments of ? Chlamys and Exogyra (poorly preserved). 

I Grey oomicrite. Small faunal fragments common; abundant at 
top. 5 cm rusty earth at top. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

2.00 

0.90 

0.30 

0.10 

0.40 

0.25 

0.45 

0.80 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.20 
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Hackness Head Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: PASSAGE BEDS MBR 
(Coral-Sponge Bed) - Costicardia Subzone 

5 Very weathered spiculite with in situ coral colonies of 0.50 
Thamnasteria and Isastrea. 

- gap in exposure - 0.50 

4 Shelly, spicular micrite. At base: 5cm of shell-sand fining up 0.70 
and grading abruptly into micrite. Planar cross lamination. 

- pencil-sharp, slightly uneven contact - 
3 Spicular micrite. At base: 5cin of shell-sand passing abruptly 0.60 

into shelly, spicular micrite. Sponge fragments. Occasional 
luniachelles of oyster fragments. Ferruginous at top. 

- pencil-sharp, slightly uneven contact - 
2 Spicular micrite. Abundant shell fragments including Exogyra 1.20 

in top 10 cm. Planar cross lamination at top. 

- gap in exposure - 0.20 

1 Poorly bedded spicular micrite, sparry in places. Shelly with 1.30 
poorly preserved Exogyra. Rock full of small ferruginous 
streaks. 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.00 
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Hackness Head Quarry 

Subzone metres 
41 4, 

3- 
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1 
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Wilton Heip-hts Ouarry 

Unit Description 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
HAMBLETON OOLITE MBR - 

Cordaturn Zone 

17 Weathered, shelly oolite. 

16 Oolite. Bivalve and gastropod fragments common and 
abundant in lumachelles. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

15 Oolite with faunal fragments common. 

14 Oolite with abundant large faunal fragments (bivalves and 
small gastropods). Persistent rusty dirt band at top. 

13 Oolite. Persistent rusty silt band at top. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 

12 Oolite with few faunal fragments. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

11 Oolite. Faunal fragments common and in lumachelles near 
base. 

10 Oolite. Large bivalve fragments abundant. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

9 Oolite with faunal fragments as bed below. 

' sharp, uneven contact - 

8 Oolite. Faunal fragments common throughout including very 
poorly preserved small bivalves - ? Exogyra, Nucula. Thin 

rusty dirt band at top. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

7 Oolite. 

6 Oolite as below. Faunal fragments common in zones. Very 
thin rusty silt at top. 

5 Oolitc as bed below. Very thin rusty/silty lamina at top. 

4 Oolitc as below. Large spar-filled bivalve fragments 

common. 

3 Oolite as below. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

1.00 

0.90 

0.20 

1.00 

0.20 

0.30 

0.50 

0.40 

0.25 

0.60 

0.40 

1.50 

0.85 

0.80 

0.50 
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Wilton Hei2hts uarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

2 Persistent rusty/silty dirt band. 0.05 

- sharp, slightly undulating contact - 

Fine to medium grained white oolite with faunal fragments 0.90 
common and abundant in zones. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 10.35 
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Dalbv Cuttin Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen - 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: PASSAGE BEDS NIBR - 
Costicardia Subzone 

5 Calcareous sandstone. Shows obvious cross-bedding on 2.20 
weathered surfaces. 

4 Calcareous sandstone. Subtle indications of current bedding 1.80 
on weathered surfaces. 

3 Calcareous sandstone. Very subtle indications of current 1.40 
bedding on weathered surfaces. 

2 Calcareous sandstone. Massive. 1.00 

I Calcareous sandstone. Massive. some evidence of burrowing. 1.00 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 7.40 
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Dalby Cuftina, 

Subzone metres 
8 

Costicardia 
CORALLINE OOUTE FM: 
Passage Beds Member 
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Lockton Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
PASSAGE BEDS NIBR - 

Cordaturn Zone 

6 Buff, flaggy, sandy, sparry limestone with very abundant 0.60 
well-preserved but small bivalve fragments. 

5 Mcdium-grained planar cross-beddcd buff calcareous 1.10 
sandstone with bivalve fragments common and abundant in 
lumachelles. Foresets with apparent dip 16 degrees East. 
Vertical simple burrow seen 2/3 up, I cm diameter, 10 cm 
long, terminating at base of foreset. Trough cross-lamination 
near top and slight rippling at top. 

- undulating contact - 

4 Medium grained buff, planar cross-bedded calcareous 1.00 
sandstone. Small faunal fragments common to abundant. 

- gap in exposure - C: 1.00 

3 Medium grained, moderately-sorted buff calcareous sandstone 0.90 

with abundant shell fragments (Chlamys, Exogyra), Planar 
cross-bedding. 

2 Fine to medium grained buff calcareous sandstone with 1.20 

abundant small faunal fragments. Grains sub-angular. Planar 
cross-bcdding. 

I Fine grained buff calcareous sandstone. Traces of planar 1.00 

cross-bedding. Small ? bivalve fragments common. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 6.80 
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Lockton Quarrv 

Subzone metres 

Costicardia CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Passage Beds Member 
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Howldale Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

UPPER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: 
SPAUNTON SANDSTONE MBR - 

Glosense Zone 

17 Orange-buff sandstone with Thalassinoides. 1.50 

NEWBRIDGE BEDS MBR - 
Tenuiserratum Zone 

16 Fine-grained sandstone. 0.90 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
15 Buff-brown laminated shale. 0.50 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
CORAL RAG MBR 

14 Grey micrite with ooids at base. Large bivalves. Gastropods 0.20 
as below. 

MALTON OOLITE MBR 

13 Oolite as below. 1.20 

12 Almost pure, very well sorted oolite. 0.80 

- gradational contact - 
11 Fine grained calcareous sandstone with abundant ooids. 0.60 

10 As below. 0.50 

9 Very fine-grained calcareous shelly sandstone with occasional 0.45 
small ooids. Slight traces of cross lamination. 

- abrupt contact - 
8 Muddy, flat-laminated interval. 0.05 

7 As below. Slightly disturbed rippling throughout. 0.50 

6 As below. Slight rippling at top. 0.50 

- sharp, slightly undulating contact - 
5 As below. More obvious traces of cross lamination. 0.35 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
4 As below but much less shelly. Traces of cross lamination. 0.70 

Ripples at top. 

. sharp, uneven contact - 
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Howidale Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

3 As below. 0.20 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
2 As below. 0.30 

1 Very fine grained calcareous sandstone with occasional small 0.40 
ooids. Gastropods, bivalve fragments and crinoid ossicles 
very abundant in lumachelles. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 9.65 
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Howidale 
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Malton Oolite Member 
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Newbridze Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
CORAL RAG MBR - 
Tenuiserraturn Zone 

19 Pale greylbuff micrite with dark red ? calcite sparry flecks. 0.80 
Laminated at base. 

18 Pale buff calcareous sandstone. Oolitic in zones (matrix- 1.60 
supported). A mass of poorly preserved gastropods in a 
lumachelle about 10 cm from top. Bivalve fragments 
common in zones, some with both valves intact. 

17 Pale grey micrite. Strongly oolitic at base then grading into 1.35 
micrite about 20-30 cm up. Small bioclasts abundant in 
zones. Becomes muddy/laminated in top 5 cm. 

16 Pale grey muddy limestone with poorly preserved faunal 1.05 
fragments, abundant in zones; some circular fragments - 
? corals. 

- gap in exposure c: 1.50 

MALTON OOLITE MBR 

15 Pale buff fine grained calcareous sandstone. Ooids and 0.40 
lumachelles at base. 

- abrupt, gradational contact - 
14 Pale grey oolite with lumachelles. 0.45 

13 Pale grey oolite with common lumachelles (small fragments). 0.50 
Some ? gastropods. Faunal fragments all very poorly 
preserved. 

12 Pale grey slightly buff oolite with common lumachelles. 0.70 

11 Pale creamy oolite, as below but strongly bioclastic. 0.25 

... ? Densiplicaturn Zone ... 
10 Pale grey/creamy micritic oolite. Low angle planar cross 0.45 

lamination clearly visible. Occasional zones with abundant 
bivalve fragments. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
9 Pale grey oolitic/micritic bioclastic limestone. 1.35 

8 Pale creamy oolite with common bivalve fragments, abundant 0.35 
at base. Planar cross bedded. 
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Newbridge Quarry 

unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

7 Pale creamy oolite with abundant bivalve lumachelles but 0.80 
including some very poorly preserved 2 cm diameter 
ammonites. I cm black laminated silty mud at top. 

- flat or gently undulating contact - 

6 Grey oolite. Faunal fragments and large poorly preserved 0.60 
? Pseudomelania, 6 cm long. I cm black laminated 
muddy/silty layer at top. 

5 Pale grey bioclastic muddy limestone with abundant ooids in 0.50 
places. Very similar to bed below. 

4 Pale grey oolite with occasional pisoliths. Poorly preserved 0.70 
small faunal fragments common in places: one geopetal with 
coarse spar at top, micrite at base. 

3 Pisolite. Mid-grey. Pisoliths more abundant halfway up. Top 0.60 
bedding plane coated with ooids. 

MIDDLE CALCAREOUS GRIT - 
Cordatum Zone 

2 Brown-weathering, earthy oolitic material. 0.10 

I Grey sandy medium grained oolite in two equal courses. 1.40 

TOTAL THICKNESS 15.45 
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Spaunton Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

UPPER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: SPAUNTON 
SANDSTONE MBR - Cautisnigrae Subzone 

9 Sandstones above - inaccessible. 2.00 

8 Fine grained calcareous sandstone. 0.30 

7 Orange sandstone with abundant nalassinoides. 1.20 

6 Fine grained calcareous sandstone. 0.20 

5 Fine grained calcareous sandstone. Rubbly. Planofiles. 0.90 

4 Fine grained sandstone, blue-hearted, in two courses. 0.60 

UPPER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: NEWBRIDGE 
BEDS MBR - Nunningtonense Subzone 

3 Unconsolidated fine grained sandstone. Occasional bclemnites 1.10 
and wood fragments. 

2 Marl, flat laminated, becoming sandy upwards. 1.00 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: CORAL RAG MBR - 
Parandieri Subzone 

I Very hard grey highly fossiliferous sparry limestone with a seen to 0.50 
profusion of gastropods and a few scattered corals. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 7.80 
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River Dove - East Bank 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FORMATION: 
MIDDLE CALCAREOUS GRIT MBR - 

Vertebrale Subzone 

10 Buff, slightly orange fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Shell 1.50 
bed 20cm from top with large, poorly-preservcd bivalve, 
convex-up. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
9 Micrite with chamosite ooids. Shelly in parts. 0.40 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
8 Orange-weathering, shelly, sandy oolite. Low-angle planar 0.30 

cross-lamination in places. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
7 Very weathered, fine to medium grained buff flaggy 0.50 

sandstone. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
6 Fine to medium grained sandstone. Distinctly laminated or 0.50 

very low-angle planar cross-laminated at base with vertical 
burrows. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
5 Grey, very and shelly sandy oolite. 0.30 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
4 Grey, very sandy oolite. 0.15 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
3 Fine grained sandstone. Slightly calcareous. 0.45 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
2 Buff sandstone. Low angle planar cross bedding. 0.20 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
I Medium grained, buff-orange ferruginous non-calcareous 1.00 

sandstone. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.30 
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Yavley Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

Section South of Fault 

MALTON OOLITE: Plicatilis Zone 

5 Buff micrite. 1.10 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
4 Very shelly micrite. 1.40 

- sharp, very uneven contact - 
3 Buff micritc. 0.30 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
2 Grey micrite with occasional ooids. Nodular on weathered 0.50 

face Q nalassinoides). 

MIDDLE CALCAREOUS GRIT 

I Sporadically oolitic fine grained calcareous sandstone with 1.90 
bivalve and gastropod shell bed just above base and again 
below top. Becomes more oolitic towards top. Geopetals with 
oolite under spar. ? Thalassinoides burrow system near top. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.20 
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Yaplev Quarrv - south of fault 
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Yapley Ouarrv 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

Section North of Fault 

MALTON OOLITE: Plicatilis Zone 

II Buff micrite. 0.60 

10 Buff micrite. Slightly muddy at top. 0.15 

9 Buff micrite. Thin muddy interval at top. 0.25 

8 Interbedded micrite and muddy intervals. 0.15 

7 Buff micrite. 0.40 

6 Laminated muddy horizon. 0.05 

- abrupt contact - 
5 Buff micrite with small shell fragments, cchinoid spines. 0.30 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
4 Buff micrite. 0.30 

3 Micrite with abundant bioclasts. Thin muddy lamina at top. 1.30 

2 Micrite with abundant bioclasts. 0.30 

1 Micrite with abundant bioclasts. 0.40 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 4.20 
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Yapley Quarrv - north of fault 

ZONE metres 
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Helmsley Ouarry -1 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MALTON OOLITE MBR - 
Plicatilis Zone 

7 Oolite, variously sandy (fine-grained, grey). Abundant 2.35 
bivalve fragments in places. Occasional sandy laminae. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MIDDLE CALCAREOUS 
GRIT MBR 

6 Buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Slightly muddy. 0.10 
Laminated or cross-laminated. 

5 Grey-buff fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Top 5 cm. has 0.35 
abundant ooids and bivalve fragments. 

4 Grey, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Occasional ooids. 0.40 
Laminated, flaggy interval midway up. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

3 Pale grey, fine-grained sandstone. Abundant limonitic ooids 0.15 
in places. Bivalve fragments common. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

2 Pale buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Very occasional 0.25 
ooids, more near the top. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

I Pale buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. 0.30 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.90 
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Helmsley Quarry -2 

Unit Description Thickness 
(m et res) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MIDDLE CALCAREOUS 
GRIT MBR - Plicatilis Zone 

6 Pale buff, fine-grained sandstone. Distinctly laminated and 1.20 
cross-laminated. Calcite veining in joints. 

5 Buff, fine-grained sandstone. Oolitic at base, grading into 0.45 
pure sandstone. Calcite veining. 

4 Oolite. 0.30 

3 Oolite. 0.10 

2 Buff, fine-grained sandstone with abundant muddy flecks. 0.50 
Very oolitic at top. 

I Buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. 0.20 

TOTAL THICKNESS 2.75 
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Helmsley Quarrv -2 
ZONS 

PLICATILIS 

metres 
3- 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
5 Middle Calcareous Grit Mbr 
4 
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Helmsley Quarry -3 
Unit Description Thickness 

(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MALTON OOLITE MBR - 
Plicatilis Zone 

Prominent dark unit - inaccessible 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
4 Pale creamy fine-grained oolite. Distinctly cross-laminated. 1.00 

3 Pale buff, fine-grained sandstone. Sporadic ooids 0.85 

- contact obscured - 
2 Buff, fine-grained sandstone with muddy flecks. Sporadic 1.20 

ooids near top. 

- gap in exposure - 1.00 

I Pale buff, fine grained calcareous sandstone forming ledge at 0.20 
bottom of face. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 4.25 
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Helmslev Quarrv -3 
ZONE 

PLICATILIS 

metres 

4. '0.0'0.0' '0.0'0.0' 0.00.0 00 0. - , - 0 5 0 0 
.0 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Mafton Ooli(e Member 
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Helmsley Ouarry -4 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MALTON OOLITE MBR - 
Plicatilis Zone 

4 Oolitic fine-grained sandstone with shell lags. 0.50 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
3 Pale grey, fine-grained sandstone. Occasional ooids. Shelly at 1.40 

top. 

- contact obscured - 
2 Palc grey, fine-grained sandstone. Occasional ooids. 0.60 

Flaggy/muddy at base. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
I Palc buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Slightly oolitic 0.70 

at base. Low-angle cross-lamination at base. Frequent shell 
lags. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.20 
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Helmsley Quarrv -4 
ZONE-= 

PLICATILIS 

metres 
4- 

3- 77"M 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Mafton Oolite Member 
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Helmsley Quarry -5 

Unit Description 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MALTON OOLITE MBR - 
Plicatilis Zone 

2 Fine-grained oolitic sandstone. 
Pale creamy oolite. Bivalve remnants common in places. 
(Small Thalassinoides - 12 cm long, 0.5 cm diameter - seen 
in loose blocks of oolite. ) 

Thickness 
(metres) 

0.05 

0.50 

TOTAL THICKNESS 0.55 
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Helmslev Quarrv -5 
ZONE metres 

111 
142 

COMUINE OOLITE FM: PLICATILIS tiNll -, AIi Malton Oolite Member 0 IN 
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Helmsley Quarry -6 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: CORAL RAG MBR - 
Transversarium Zone 

Rubbly, sandy oolite. Richly fossiliferous with bivalve 1.70 
fragments, gastropods, large echinoid spine, corals. One large 
poorly preserved ammonite (8 cm diameter, simple ribbing). 
Thalassinoides and Planolites also seen. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 1.70 
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Helmsley Quarrv -6 
ZONE metres 2- 

: 01 CORAWNE OOUTE FM: TPMSVERSARIUM '0.0'0. 
Coral Rag Member 
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Rievaulx Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: HAMBLETON OOLITE 
MBR - Cordaturn Subzone 

6 Buff, fine-grained oolite with sparry matrix. 0.45 

- sharp. undulating contact - 
LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: RIEVAULX MBR 

- Bukowskii Subzone 

5 Very sandy, fine-grained oolite. 0.50 

4 Buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. 1.25 

3 Pale buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. 0.30 

- contact obscured - 
2 Very tough, buff, fine-grained calcareous sandstone. 0.70 

- very small gap in exposure - 
I At foot of quarry face: pale buff, fine-grained calcareous 0.30 

sandstone. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.50 
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Rievauix Quarry 

Subzone metres 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Hambleton Oolite Mbr 

LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: 
Rievauix Member 
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Scawton Howl Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: HAMBLETON OOLITE 
MBR - Cordaturn Subzone 

8 Variously sandy oolitic limestone with poorly preserved 2.00 
bivalves. 

7 Pale buff oolite. 1.00 

- contact obscured - 
6 Pale grey oolite. Planolites common. 0.60 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM - Bukowskii 

Subzone 

5 Buff-orange, fine-grained calcareous sandstone with 0.90 
occasional ooids. Ooids abundant in places. Faint traces of 
cross-lamination disturbed by Noturbation. 

4 Pale buff sandy limestone with ooids. Some simple burrows 0.40 
infilled with dark- red material. 

3 Pale buff sandy limestone with ooids. Faint traces of cross- 0.65 
lamination near top somewhat obscured by bioturbation. 

2 Pale buff sandy limestone with ooids. 0.60 

1 Pale buff sandy limestone with ooids. Faint traces of 1.00 
777alassinoides on top bedding plane. 

Floor of quarry (at entrance): pale grey limestone with 
abundant limonitic ooids. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 7.15 
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Scawton Howl 

Subzone metres 
0 

7 

6 

Cordatum 
5 

4 

3 

2 
Bukowskli 

0 

8 

7 

C 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Hambleton Oolite Mbr 

LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM 
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Unit 

Boltbv Scar 

Description 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: BIRDSALL 
CALCAREOUS GRIT MBR - Cordaturn Subzone 

25 Hard grey fine-grained calcareous spicular sandstone with 
occasional ooids. 

24 Fine-grained buff sandstone with 77ialassinoides networks. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
CORALLINE OOLITE FM: HAMBLETON OOLITE 

MBR (LOWER LEAF) 

23 Hard grey fine-grained spicular limestone with occasional 
ooids. 

22 Hard grey fine-grained spicular sandstone with occasional 
ooids. Networkcd with Thalassinoides. 

21 Soft fine-grained buff spicular sandstone. Weathers grey. 

20 Pale buff-orange limonitic limestone with occasional spicules. 
Nctworked with Thalassinoides. 

- scour channels at contact - 
LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: RICCALDALE 

MBR - Bukowskii Subzone 

19 Soft porous pale buff fine-grained spicular sandstone. 

18 Pale buff fine-grained sandstone with very occasional 
spicules. Distinctly and thoroughly bioturbated with 
77ialassinoides and some vertical burrows. 

17 Laminated siltstone. 

16 Pale buff fine-grained sandstone. Very occasional spicules. 

15 Pale buff fine-grained sandstone with very occasional 
spicules. Occasional bivalve fragments. I cm thick laminated 
siltstone at top. 

14 Buff laminated siltstone. 

- very flat contact - 

13 Pale buff fine-grained sandstone with very scattered spicuics 

12 Pale buff fine-grained sandstone with scattered spicules. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

3.00 

1.00 

0.30 

0.80 

0.40 

0.90 

0.30 

0.70 

0.05 

0.30 

0.30 

0.15 

0.40 

0.55 
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Boltby Scar 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

II Pale grey ? spiculite with scattered ooids. 0.30 

- abruptly gradational contact - 
10 Pale buff sandy spiculite. 0.70 

9 Grey fine-grained spicular sandstone. Poorly preserved 0.95 
bivalve fragments. Unit weathers proud forming platform. 
Thalassinoides on top surface. 

- abruptly gradational contact - 

8 Grey fine-grained spicular sandstone. Unit weathers proud. 0.35 

- abruptly gradational contact - 
7 Grey fine-grained spicular sandstone. 0.20 

- distinct contact - 

6 Grey-buff sandy spiculite with infilled burrow networks. 1.20 

- contact flat, undulating in places - 
5 Sandy spiculite. 0.65 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

4 Sandy spiculite. 0.40 

- sharp, gently undulating contact - 
3 Sandy spiculite. Indistinctly flat-laminated. 0.35 

- flat, abrupt contact - 
2 Pale buff sandy spiculite. 0.40 

- contact sharp, undulating over concretions - 
LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: RIEVAULX MBR 

I Pale buff fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Limonitic 0.40 
staining. Sporadically oolitic at top. Line of calcareous 
concretions at top. 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 15.05 
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Boltbv Scar 

Subzone metres 

15 

14 

13 

Cordatum 12 

11 

10 

Bukowskll 

1 

0 

25 
CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Birdsall Calcareous Grit Mbr 

24 

23 

22 CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
21 Hambleton Oorde Mbr 

(Lower Led) 
20 

18 
is 
15 
13 
12 
11 
10 

LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: 
S Riccaldele Member 

8 

6 

5 
4 
3 
2 

- LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT EM: 1 Rievaulx Member 
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Snape Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

UPPER CALCAREOUS GRIT FM: 
NORTH GRIMSTON CEMENTSTONE MBR - 

Glosense Zone 

10 Fine to medium grained calcareous sandstone. Weathers 2.00 
flaggy. 

9 Fine-grained calcareous sandstone. Muddy lamina at top. 0.20 

8 Laminated calcareous siltstone. Higher sand content than 0.35 
beds below. 

7 Calcareous sandstone with lenses of muddy, laminated 0.90 
siltstonc. 

- abruptly gradational contact - 
6 Laminated calcareous siltstone. 0.05 

5 Very fine grained calcareous sandstone. 0.40 

4 Calcareous siltstone. 0.10 

- sharp, slightly uneven contact - 
3 Very fine grained calcareous sandstone. 0.40 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
2 Finely laminated dark grey calcareous siltstone. 0.60 

1 Very fine grained calcareous sandstone. 0.20 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.20 
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Snape Quagy 

ZONE metres 

GLOSENSE 

10 

tj UPPER CALCAREOUS GRIT M 

7 Morth Grimston Cementstone Mbr 
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Laysthorpe Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MALTON 00LITE MBR - 
Plicatilis Zone 

19 Poorly-bedded calcarcous sandstone. Occasional lenses of 3.95 
oolite and small bioclasts. Indications of lamination and 
cross-lamination. 

- top of east face - 

18 Poorly-bedded calcareous sandstone with ooids common in 2.90 
places. Devoid of faunal fragments. 

17 Calcareous sandstone with ooids. Large bivalve at base. 0.70 

16 Very sandy oolite with abundant bivalve and gastropod 0.70 
fragments (greater proportion of sand than beds below). 

15 Very sandy oolite with abundant bivalve and gastropod 0.40 
fragments. 

14 Very sandy oolite with abundant bivalve and gastropod 0.80 
fragments. Top of this and succeeding beds becoming less 
well-defined. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
13 Very sandy oolite with abundant bivalve and gastropod 0.75 

fragments. 

12 Sandy oolite with abundant large bivalve and gastropod 0.50 
fragments. Higher sand content than beds below. Very shelly 
at base. 

II Sandy oolite with abundant large bivalve and gastropod 0.60 
fragments. 

- sharp, flat contact with silty ferruginous material - 
10 Sandy oolite with abundant large bivalve and gastropod 0.40 

fragments. 

9 Sandy oolite. Bivalve and gastropod fragments abundant in 0.80 
places. Very rich in bivalve fragments at top. 

8 Sandy oolite. Bivalve and gastropod fragments abundant in 0.65 
places. Wood fragment. A few intact bivalves. 

7 Sandy oolite. Bivalve and gastropod fragments abundant in 0.50 
places. Occasional pisoliths. 
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Laysthorpe Ouarrv 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

6 Sandy oolite with abundant bivalves and gastropods both 1.10 
scattered and in lumachelles. Impersistent silty layer about 30 
cm from top. 

5 Muddy laminatcd unit with ooids. 0.05 

4 Very sandy oolite with abundant shell fragments. 0.35 

3 Decomposing muddy dark- grey matrix with ooids. 0.10 

2 Buff, sandy oolite. Very shelly. 0.55 

1 Buff, fine-grained sandstone with common scattered ooids. 0.70 
Poorly-preserved bivalves throughout. 2 cm thick laminated 
silt at top. 

Occasional Thalassinoides and very poorly preserved 
? Pcrisphinctids seen on loose blocks. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 16.50 
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La ysthorp e Quagy 

ZONE metres 
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CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Malton Oolite Member 
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Wath Quarry (working) 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
CORAL RAG MBR - 
Tenuiserraturn Zone 

13 Richly fossiliferous coral rag - same as disused quarry. 4.00 

- erosional contact - 

MALTON OOLITE MBR 

12 Poorly bedded oolite as bed below with occasional 3.70 
rusty/sandy discontinuous laminae. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

11 Poorly bedded oolite with common spicules and faunal 4.70 
fragments. Thin (<I cm) rusty/sandy discontinuous lamina at 
top. 

? Densiplicatum Zone ... 
10 Fine grained oolite with a few small bioclasts. 2 cm 1.80 

rusty/sandy lamina at top. 

9 Fine grained calcareous sandstone. Widely scattered ooids 0.90 
and small faunal fragments. 2-3 cm rusty/sandy lamina at 
top. 

8 Pale grey oolitc with a few small ? bivalve fragments. Thin 0.60 
(<I cm) rusty/sandy lamina at top. 

7 Sandy oolite. Slightly bioclastic. Dark grey cherty nodule 20 0.80 
cm long, 5-6 cm thick. 

6 Grey sandy limestone. Occasional ooids and bioclasts. 2 cm 0.80 

rusty/sandy lamina at top. 

5 As below with very small bioclasts. 0.40 

4 Micritic oolite. Ooids matrix-supported. 0.90 

3 As below with less spicules and more ooids. 0.80 

2 As below with abundant dark spiculcs and occasional ooids. 0.30 

1 Off-white micrite with common bioclasts. 0.80 

TOTAL THICKNESS 20.50 
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Wath - workina quarrv 
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Wath Ouarry (disused) -I 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MALTON OOLITE MBR - 
Plicatilis Zone 

6 Pale buff sandy oolitc. Very small bioclasts. 3.00 

- sharp, undulating contact - 

5 Pale buff sandy oolite. Very small bioclasts. 0.70 

- sharp, undulating contact - 

4 Pale buff sandy oolite. Very small bioclasts. 0.65 

- sharp, undulating contact - 

3 Pale buff sandy oolite. Bivalve bioclasts abundant. I cm 0.70 
thick ferruginous/silty or muddy black lamina at top. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 

2 Pale buff very sandy and shelly oolite. 0.85 

- sharp, undulating contact - 

I Fine to very fine-grained buff calcareous sandstone with 0.90 
scattered ooids. Occasional bivalve lumachelles. Bioclastic in 
places. 2-3cm laminated black mud at top. 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 6.80 
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Wath Quarrv (disused) -I 

ZONE 

PLICATILIS 

metres 
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CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Malton Oolite Member 
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Wath Ouarrv (disused) -2 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: MALTON OOLITE MBR - 
Plicatilis Zone 

5 Sandy bioclastic oolitc. 0.80 

' sharp, uneven contact - 
4 Sandy bioclastic oolite. 0.70 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
3 Sandy bioclastic oolitc. 0.75 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
2 Pale buff bioclastic oolite. Ferruginous silty lamina at top. 0.35 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
I Pale buff bioclastic oolite. 0.35 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 2.95 
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Wath Quarrv (disused) -2 
ZONS metres 

I- ý--oi ýý. zý. -----5 

2 
#0 

; MD- PLICATILIS .... CORALLINE OOLITE FM: Egg 
Malton Oolite Member 

0. '0010 1 ý, ý 1 
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Whitewall Corner Ouarry -1 
Unit Description Thickness 

(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
MALTON OOLITE MBR - Plicatilis Zone 

- top of face obscured by slip - 
8 Oolite Qas below: inaccessible) 0.40 

7 Oolitc (? as below: inaccessible) 0.30 

6 White bioclastic coarse oolitc. 0.30 

5 White bioclastic coarse oolitc. Faunal fragments larger than 0.50 
in bcds below, these infillcd with white silty material. 
Coarser ooids. 

4 White bioclastic coarse oolitc. 0.20 

3 White bioclastic coarse oolitc. 0.60 

2 White bioclastic coarse oolite. 0.40 

1 White bioclastic coarse oolite. 0.60 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.30 
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Whitewall Corner Quarrv -I 
ZONE 

3- 

PLICATILIS 
,. ýgo 0 

0. 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Makon Oolite Member 
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Whitewall Corner Ouarry -2 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
MALTON OOLITE MBR - Plicatilis Zone 

- top of face obscured by slip - 

8 Coarse white bioclastic oolite as below. 0.50 

7 Coarse white bioclastic; oolite as below. 0.25 

6 Coarse white bioclastic oolite as below. 0.50 

5 Coarse white bioclastic oolite as below. Gastropods common. 0.40 

4 Coarse white bioclastic oolite as below. 0.60 

3 Coarse white bioclastic oolite as below. Faunal fragments 0.65 
tend to be concentrated between 20-30 cm from base. Grades 
into purer oolite about halfway up. 

2 Coarse white bioclastic oolite as below. 0.40 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

I Coarse white bioclastic oolitc with common poorly preserved 1.10 
but intact gastropods infilled with spar, silt, oolite. Abundant 
large (0.5-1.0 cm) ? bivalve fragments. 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 4.40 
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Whitewall Corner Quarrv -2 

ZONE metres 
5. 

0.0 
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oýO 

3 0-0 i M 
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13 0.00 01 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
Malton Oolite Member 
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Whitewall Corner Ouarry -3 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
MALTON OOLITE MBR - Plicatilis Zone 

3 Weathered, poorly bedded white coarse bioclastic oolite. 2.00 

2 Coarse white bioclastic oolite. 0.50 

I Coarse white bioclastic oolite. 

- base not seen - 

0.30 

TOTAL THICKNESS 2.80 
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Whitewall Corner Quarw -3 
ZONE rnetres 

3- 

OZ 

ZOO 3 CORALLINE OOLITE FM: PLICATILIS 0.00.0 Maltan Oolite Member 

0 
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Grimston Hill - South Ouarry 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CORALLINE OOLITE FM: 
MALTON OOLITE MBR - 

Plicatilis Zone 

16 ? Shelly micrite. ? Rubbly limestone above. 0.60 

15 ? Shelly micrite. 0.05 

14 ? Shelly micrite. 0.10 

13 ? Shelly micrite. 0.50 

12 3x 10 cm courses of Mmestone with very thin silty intervals 0.30 
between. 

- inaccessible above: lithologies and thicknesses uncertain - 

- sharp, waN-y contact - 
II Shelly micrite as below. Silty lamina about 2/3 up 0.50 

10 White, shelly micritc. 0.30 

- sharp, wavy contact - 
9 White, shelly micrite. 0.60 

8 White, shelly micrite. 0.90 

7 White, shelly micrite. 0.60 

6 White, shelly micrite. 1.40 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
5 As bed below. 0.50 

4 Very tough, buff sparry limestone with bioclasts and corals. 0.50 

3 Fine grained buff calcareous sandstone. Abundant poorly 0.60 
preserved faunal fragments - more at top. Cidaroid spines. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
2 As below. 0.30 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
I Very weathered sandy bioclastic limestone. 0.80 

TOTAL THICKNESS 8.55 
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Grimston Hill - south quar 

ZONE metres 
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Grimston Hill - North Quarry 

Unit Description 

CORALLINE OOLITE FNI: 
MALTON OOLITE NIBR - 

Plicatilis Zone 

22 Very shelly micritc. About I metre of rubbly, weathered 
overgrown limestone above. 

21 Very shelly micritc. 

20 Very shelly micrite. 

19 Very shelly micrite. 

18 Very shelly micrite. Occasional cidarid spines. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

17 Very shelly micrite with traces of lamination. 

16 Very shclly micrite in two equal courses. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

15 Loosely consolidated, muddy, sandy, laminated, bioturbated 
interval. 

14 Massive micrite. Bioclasts common but distinctly less 
abundant than beds below. Poorly preserved corals and 
bivalves. 

13 Very shelly poorly-bedded micrite with smaller bioclasts than 
beds below. Cherty patches about halfway up. Recognisable 
coral fragments. Top obscured by vegetation. 

12 Micritc. Much less shelly than bed below, but also with coral 
and bivalve fragments. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

11 Very shelly micrite. Chert at base which appears to be 
silicified matrix. Large faunal fragments including bivalves 
and corals (not in growth position). 

- sharp, uneven contact - 

10 White, shclly poorly-bedded micrite with poorly preserved 
Nucula, Chlamys. 

9 White, shelly micrite. Chert nodule at top. Beds dip at 20 
degrees south. 

8 White, shelly micrite. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

0.40 

0.40 

0.20 

0.25 

0.30 

0.25 

0.40 

0.20 

0.70 

1.60 

0.40 

0.20 

0.85 

0.85 

0.70 
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Grimston Hill - North Ouarrv 

Unit Description 

7 White, shelly micrite. Prominent chcrt horizon near top. 

6 White, shelly micritc. Traces of cross lamination. 

5 White, shclly micritc. 

4 White, shelly micrite. Bioclasts less abundant than bed 
below. Vertical burrows. Occasional cherty patches. 

3 White, shclly micritc. Very shelly at base. 

2 White, shelly micrite. Line of large chert nodules 30-40 cm. 
below top. Faunal fragments concentrated in lumachelles. 

I White, shelly micrite. Chert nodules towards base. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

0.70 

0.35 

0.35 

0.55 

0.45 

1.00 

2.00 

TOTAL THICKNESS 13.10 
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Grimston Hill - north cluar! y 
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*Descriptions within square brackets are of thin sections. 

Filev Brip-2 Section 

Unit Description 

- top of section (Boulder Clay and limestone rubble above) 

HAMBLETON OOLITE: UPPER LEAF - Vertebrale 
Subzone 

32 Bioclastic, sparry, sandy limestone. Abundant shell 
fragments. [Spiculite/shelly limestone. Spar or microspar 
cement where shelly; micrite matrix where spiculitic. 
Scattered algal fragments. ]* 

31 Brown-buff fine-grained calcareous sandstone (± 187pm 
diameter). Occasional silty laminae. Abundant small ? bivalve 
fragments. Line of carbonate nodules towards top. [Very fine- 
grained sandstone. Well-sortcd. Grains sub-angular. Scattered 
small shell fragments. ] 

. sharp contact - 
30 Bioclastic sparry limestone. Super-abundant ? bival, %, e 

fragments. 

- sharp contact - 
29 Fine-grained (± 187ttm diameter) sandy parting. Abundant 

shell fragments. 

- sharp contact - 
28 Grey bioclastic limestone. Highly nodular. Abundant large 

Thalassinoides. [Spiculite/shelly limestone. Micrite cement. 
Shell fragments abundant with micrite envelopes and spa" 
fills. ] 

- sharp contact - 
BIRDSALL CALCAREOUS GRIT - Cordaturn Subzone 

27 Buff fine- to medium grained (± 2501im diameter) calcareous 
sandy parting crowded with bivalve shell fragments. 

26 0-10cm thick discontinuous very shelly sparry limestone. 

25 Ycllow-buff calcareous fine- to medium-grained (± 250ýun 
diameter) sandstone. Well-burrowed, especially at base. 
Abundant shell fragments, especially on upper bedding plane. 

- very irregular contact on small scale - 

Thickness 
(metres) 

0.55 

0.45 

0.15 

0.10 

0.30 

0.10 

0.10 

0.25 
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Filey Brin Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

24 Grcy sparry limcstone. Occasional vcry small shcll fragmcnts 0.25 
of ± Imm sizc. Occasional indications of Manolites 

- sharp, irregular contact - 
23 Massive yellow-buff fine- to medium-graincd (± 250pm 0.50 

diameter) calcareous sandstone. ? Bivalve fragments common 
in zones, increasing towards base. Some possible indications 
of Vlanolifes. [Fine-grained sandstone. Wcll-sorted. Grains 
sub-angular to sub-roundcd. Rare shell fragments. ] 

- sharp contact - 
22 Fairly massive buff calcareous fine-grained (± 187pm 1.10 

diameter) sandstone. Occasional calcareous nodules (2-3cm 
diameter) towards base. Burrowed. Faint remnants of cross- 
lamination. Occasional small shell fragments ± Icni size 
scattered widely throughout the unit. Occasional 
concentrations of shell fragments. Most burrows 
horizontal/sub-horizontal. A few at high angles. [Fine-grained 
sandstone. Well-sorted. Grains sub-angular to subrounded. ] 

- erosive contact - 
21 Fine-grained (± 187gm diameter), well-sorted pale buff 0.50 

sandstone. Predominantly cross-laminated (very low-angle) or 
horizontally laminated. Frequent lenses of more massive and 
burrowed buff-yellow sandstone. Lenses and laminae of 
limestone abundant in zones. Both concretions and sandstone 
have shell debris in zones. [Fine-grained sandstone. Well- 
sorted. Grains sub-angular to sub-rounded. Micro-laminated. ] 

- erosive contact - 
20 Pale yellow-buff fine-grained (± 125tim diameter) sandstone. 0.60 

Burrowed with Thalassinoides but not as abundantly as, unit 
below. Shell fragments abundant in zones. 

- extremely irregular contact - 
19 Buff-ycllow mcdium-grained (± 375W diameter) sandstone 0.60 

with abundant Thalassinoides on upper bedding plane. Small 
shell fragments abundant in zones. Unit retains evidence of 
cross-lamination but is somewhat bioturbated throughout. In 
hollows on the extremely irregular upper surface there is a 
grey limestone, sometimes as boulder-sized concretions. 
Occasional lags of shell-debris. 

- sharp contact - 
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Filey Brin Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

HAMBLETON OOLITE: LOWER LEAF 

18 Distinctive unit forming dark--colourcd band. Tough 0.25 
limestone. Occasional ooids. [Spiculite. Microspar cement 
dominant. Algal fragments. ] 

17 Tough grey limestone. Intermittent buff-yellow fine-grained 0.25 
sandstone (± 187ýun diameter) at top after a sharp contact 
containing Mhalassinoides ± 2cm diameter. This sandstone is 
from I to 5cm thick. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
16 Buff-yellow fine-grained spiculite (± 187pin diameter). 0.20 

Calcareous. Full of dark-red amorphous features Qburrows) ± 
3cm diameter - possibly phosphatic nodules. [Spiculite. 
Brown-centred spicules. Widely-scattercd abraded ooids. ] 

- sharp contact - 
15 Oolitic limestone. Spicular. Pale. Abundant shell fragments.. 1.10 

Top 20cm and upper bedding plane burrowed with 
7balassinoides (± 2cm diameter). [Spiculitc/oolitc. Microspar 
cement. Shell fragments common. ] 

- very uneven contact - 
14 Buff-yellow oolitic limestone. Shell fragments abundant in 0.10 

zones. Uhalassinoides burrows infilled with material from 
bed above. Bivalve shell fragments at base. [Spiculitc/oolite. 
Ooids common to abundant in zones where the cement 
becomes sparry. Large bivalve fragments common. ] . 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
13 Compact grey spiculite. ? Aalassinoides burrows ± 4cm. 0.80 

diameter common. [Spiculite. Many spicules brown-centred. 
Shell fragments common. ] 

- sharp contact - 
12 Buff-yellow fine-grained (± 250gm diameter) spiculite. 0.90 

Calcareous. Thoroughly bioturbated throughout. 
Thalassinoicles on bedding planes ± 2cm. diameter. - Rare 
smaller burrows ± 0.5cni diameter. Cross-bedding/lamination 
occasionally preserved. [Spiculite. Sponge spicules brown- 
ccntred with clear cortices. Widely-scattered shell fragments 
with micrite envelopes. ] 

- sharp, gently undulating contact - 
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Filey Briap- Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

Compact grey spiculite. Buff ooids (matrix-supported) 0.70 
abundant in zones. ? Bivalve shell fragments. [Spiculitc. 
Micrite matrix. Scattered ooids, shell and algal fragments. ] 

- sharp contact - 
10 Buff-ycllow fine-grained (± 187M diameter) sandstone. 0.10 

Calcareous. Varies in thickness 2-10cm. Well-sorted. Shows 
subtle lamination in places. [Fine-grained sandstone. Well- 
sorted. Scattered ooids, shell and algal fragments. ] 

9 Compact grey spiculite. Ooids common in zones. ? Bivalve 0.40 
fragments and sparry bivalve moulds. [Spiculite with 
abundant ooids. Shell fragments common to abundant. 
Cement variable - either micrite or microspar. Some larger 
shell fragments with sparry fill. Algal fragments. ] 

- sharp, erosive contact - 
PASSAGE BEDS - Costicardia Subzone 

8 Oolitic limestone. Politic limestone. Microspar cement. Shell 0.40 
fragments with micrite envelopes common. Ooid nuclei very 
varied including algal and foraminiferal fragments. ] 

7 Dark sandstone (grains ± 187pm diameter). Finely laminated 0.10 
but bioturbated. [Fine-grained sandstone. Grains sub-angular 
to sub-rounded. Wcll-sorted. Shell fragments common to 
abundant. Algal fragments. ] 

6 Spiculite. Upper bedding plane has large dark coloured shell 0.40 
fragments common in zones and rare burrows. [Spiculite. 
Shell fragments common to abundant. Scattered abraded 
ooids. ] 

- sharp contact - 
Fine- to medium-grained (± 250gm diameter) sandstone. 0.40 
Abundant shell fragments which are in lags at the top. Unit is 
dark- grey at top and bottom, orange-buff in middle. Shows 
signs of draping over unit 104. [Fine-grained sandstone. 
Grains sub-angular to sub-rounded. Muddy matrix. Small 
shell fragments common to abundant. Algal fragments. 
Widely scattered glauconite grains. ] 

- sharp contact - 
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Eilell Prier Smion 
Unit Description Thickness 

(metres) 
Grey bioclastic calcareous sandstone, lending to show three 0.90 
course%. the uppc r course dogger-likc. InIcthedded %%ith buff 
sandstone cont3ining abundant shell debris and some 
burw%ing, Lime-stone also sho%%% burro%%ing. [Calcareous 
sandstone MoJeistely sorted - modal grain-sitc: fine. Micritc 
cement, Some lithic fragments. Small biocl3sts (? bivalvc 
ftsomcrits) common in tones. Ram scattmd ooids. 1 

- sharp contact - 
3 Ilufr-oranse mWIum-grainctl (I 375jun diameter) sandstone. 0.50 

llufTo%%cJ, Burro%%% inrilU %%ith dul, matcrial. Occasional 
61KII-Jcbris cowntrations, Shcll dcbris common to abundant. 
[WC11-soncJ. rine-graMW saMstone. Grains sub-angular to 
sub-roundcd. Daik-bro%%n mudJ)- matrix. Occasional shcll 
frasmcnis. 1 

LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT: SAINTOFT MEMBER 

- HOLOIAlkli SUblOnt 

2 Distinclite )cllow fine- to medium-grained (t 250iun 2.40 
dianiclef) sWitonc %%Ith boulJcr-sirrd and larger span 
calcareous concretions abundant in iones and %%ith a line of 
dooscfS near top. Lamination in sandstone sho%%s draping 
round concretions, 

fine- to medium-grained (I 250pm diametcr) 2.40 
sanJilone much blotuibated %%Ith branching burrow s)-stems 
Wholisionai, ki) Remnants of laminated bedding. 
Umvilone at top mith lhahusinoiks abundant on bedding 
planc 

TOTAL THICKNESS 17.85 

*Dczaiptiont %kilhin squma br3ckcts are of thin sections. 
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Filey Bring 

Subzone 

Vertebrale 
Cordatum 

Cordatum 

mettes 
10- 

17- 

16, 

is, 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

Costicardia 

Costicardia 
Sukowskli 

7 

G 

32 
31 

28 

24 
23 

22 

21 

20 
is 
18 

15 

13 

12 

11 

s 
8 
6 
5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Hamblelon Oolite 
(Upper Leaf) 

BiFdsall 
CalcaFeout Giit 

Hambleton Oolite 
(Lower Leaf) 

- Passage Bedt 

- Saintoft Member 
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South Ferriby, Humberside Section 

Unit Description 

KIMMERIDGE CLAY -Baylei Zone 

- clays above with small ammonites - 

- sharp, slightly undulating contact - 
19 Very obvious and distinct and persistent brown-weathering 

band. Coarse silt to fine sand. Very heavy, Well-ccmentcd. 
Occasional mud pellets up to 1.5cm long lying sub-parallcl to 
bedding. Occasional broken shell fragments. 

- sharp, slightly undulating contact - 
18 Massive mid-grey mudstone with numerous shell fragments 

lying parallel or sub-parallel to bedding. 

- abrupt contact - 
17 Mid-grcy silty mudstone. Occasional bivalve fragments. 

16 Mid-grey clays. Inaccessible or slip-obscured. 

- abrupt contact - 
15 Brown-weathering band. Very silty. Iron-stained. Discrete 

argillaceous patches. Bivalve shell fragments. 

- abrupt contact - 
14 Stiff, mid-grcy clay. Shell fragments common. 

- sharp contact - 
13 Very silty mudstone. Mid to pale grey. 'Shell, 

fragments 
common. 

- gradational contact - 
12 Mid-grcy, very slightly silty mudstone with small ammonites 

and bivalve shell fragments common. Iron-oxide staining 
common around ? organic remains. 

II Stiff, dark grey clay with occasional pale buff nodules + 
10cm long. Horizontally laminated. Abundant scrpulids/small 
bivalvcs/shell fragments. 

AMPTHILL CLAY -Rosenkrantzi Zone + 20cm down 

10 Pate grey calcareous clay with three well-developed joint 
sets. Bivalves, ammonites, shell fragments abundant and 
locally very abundant. Mud lens 30cm long. Wood fragment 
60cin long, 1.80m from calcareous nodule bed at top. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

0.06 

0.70 

0.30 

1.05 

0.06 

0.37 

0.30 

1.10 

0.20 

3.00 
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South Ferriby, Humberside Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- obscured by weathering of top of bench - 0.50 

9 Dark clays. Not jointed. Nodular band about 0.6m from top. 2.00 
Top of face - not accessible. 

8 Nodular band. Not accessible. 0.10 

7 Dark clays. Inaccessible. Couplet of paler bands just above 2.40 
halfway occupy ± 0.7m 

6 Paler calcareous bands. Pale buff on fresh surfaces. Septarian 0.30 
nodules. Three joint sets. Faunal remains common. 

- gradational contact - 
5 Dark, harder horizon. 0.15 

- gradational contact - 
4 Paler band. Small comminuted ammonites. Shell fragments 0.12 

2cm wide. 

3 Stiff, dark- grey clay. Shell fragments locally common. 0.30 

2 Paler calcareous jointed band. Small ammonites and shell 0.20 
fragments locally common. 

I Stiff, dark- grey clay. 0.23 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 13.44 
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South Ferri 

Subzone* metres 
14 Cymodoce 

Saylel 

Saylel 
Evoluta 

13- 

12- 

11 
--%7.. 7 

10. 

tI. Ir Ir 

-r C19 
r 7 .r 

: f 

Evoluta 
Pseudocordata 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

19 
18 
17 

16 

15 

13 

12 

11 

10 

Kimmeddge 
Clay 

9 Ampthill 
Iý 

Clay 

_____ 8 

(I 1 

*Zonation after Birkelund & Callomon (1985) 
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Rookery Pit. Stewartbv 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

OXFORD CLAY FM: WEYMOUTH MBR - Mariae 
Zone, Scarburgense & Praecordaturn Subzones 

9 Grey clays. Gryphaea common at base. 5.00 

OXFORD CLAY FM: "LAMBERTI LIMESTONE" - 
Lamberti Zone, Larnberti Subzone 

8 Calcareous siltstone. Gryphaea abundant. 0.20 

OXFORD CLAY FM: STEWARTBY MBR - Athleta 
Zone (pars) & Larnberti Zone, Henrici Subzone 

7 Grey clays with occasional Gryphaea. 0.50 

6 Calcareous siltstone. 0.30 

5 Grey clays. Occasional calcareous concretions. 0.85 

4 Calcareous siltstone. 0.30 

3 Grey clays. Occasional calcareous concretions. 2.00 

2 Calcareous siltstone with Gryphaea. 0.30 

1 Grey calcareous clays with well-defined pyritous trails and 4.00 
Exogyra at top. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 13.45 
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Rooke! j Pit, Stewartby 

ZONEISubzone 
metres 

14 

Scarburgense 12 

& 11 

Praecordatum 10 

LAMBERTI 

ATHLETA 

Henrici 

OXFORD CLAY FM: 
Weymouth Member 

13 

8 OXFORO CLAY FM: 

7 "Lamberti Limestone" 

6 

5 

3 

2 

i 

7 

G 

5 

4 

3 

OXFORD CLAY EM: 
Stewartby Member 
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Section at Stanton Harcourt 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top of pit - 

OXFORD CLAY FORMATION, WEYMOUTH 
MEMBER: Mariae Zone, Lamberti Zone about 1.5m 

from base 

3 Mid to dark grey clays. Bivalves, belemnites, ammonites 2.90 
(cardioccratids and pcrisphinctids). Large wood fragments 
common, usually surrounded by an approximately 0.5cm 
zone of ochreous material. Occasional small iron-stained 
burrows - Vlanolites. Oyster bed about I metre up from 
base. Fossil material often concentrated at base. 

- sharp, slightly undulating contact - 
LAMBERTI LIMESTONE: Lamberti Zone 

2 Pale grey very silty/muddy marl. Iron stained ammonites 0.20 
abundant. 

- abrupt contact - 
OXFORD CLAY FORMATION, STEWARTBY 

MEMBER: Athleta. Zone 

Pale buff silty clays. Very sparsely fossiliferous. No wood 2.00 
fragments. 

- base of pit - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.10 
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Stanton Harcourt 

ZONE metFes 
G 

MARIAE 5- 

OXFORD CLAY FM: 3 Weymouth Member 

LAMBERTI 

to] V11 (22 2 LAMBERT[ LIMESTONE 

OXFORD CLAY FM: ATHLETA Stewartby Member 
-7%7-7- 
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Shellinp, ford Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- red regolith at top of section - 
CORAL RAG - Tenuiserraturn Zone, Parandieri 

Subzone 

5 Very poorly sorted rubbly oolite with scattered small 1.00 
pisoliths. Corals (preserved as cavities) include Isastrea, 
Thamnasteria and Thecosmilia. 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
URCHIN MARLS - Plicatilis Zone, Antecedens Subzone 

4 Poorly consolidated sandy oolite with cemented sandy oolite 0.35 
nodules in places and abundant at top. Abundant echinoids 
include Nucleoliles scutalus. 

- sharp, nodular contact - 
THIRD TRIGONIA BED 

3 Shelly, very poorly sorted oolite with bivalves and occasional 0.60 
coral fragments. 

- gradational contact - 

Basal Pebble Bed 

2 Poorly sorted shelly matrix-supported oolite, sparry cement 0.20 
and occasional sub-vertical burrows at base. Pebbly at base. 

- sharp, gently undulating contact - 

HIGHWORTH GRIT 

Pale grey, very well sorted very fine grained unconsolidated 1.80 
sandstone. Grains sub-angular to sub-round. Tends to be flat 
bedded at base with I cm thick discontinuous mud laminae 
about every 10 cm. Limonite staining common and disposed 
along bedding. Occasional mud clasts and drapes. Vertical 
burrows pipe material down from mud horizons. Upper 80 
cm of unit low angle cross bedded and cross laminated with 
foresets dipping 10 degrees to north east. Top of unit rippled 
and cross laminated with frequent mud drapes, lenses and 
clasts and frequent and continuous mud laminae. 
Ophiomorpha abundant in places. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.95 
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Shellina rd 

Subzone metres 

Parandlerl 
Antecedens 

4' 0.00.0 T. ýu 0-0 3- '00.00 0010, 

. 0.00.0 
2- 0,0`0 

5 Coral Rag 

4 Urchin Marls 
3 Third Trigonia Bed 

1 Highworth Grit 
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Cothill Quarry, Oxfordshire Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen - 

UPPER TRIGONIA BED: Antecedens Subzone (pars) 

4 Brown-weathcring limestone. Burrows and thin calcite veins. 1.40 
Bottom surface crowded with bivalves. One ammonite mould 
(? pcrisphinctid) 0.06m diameter. 

- abrupt, well-defined, fairly flat contact - 
Vertebrale Subzone (pars) 

3 Very loosely consolidated sand. Strongly limonitic. Two 0.50 
horizons about 0.02m thick near top and base not limonite 
stained. Shell fragments locally abundant. 

- sharp, slightly undulating contact - 

LOWER TRIGONIA BED 

2 Highly fossiliferous grey limestone. Trigonia sp. and other 0.30 
thick-shelled bivalves. Iron-stained hardground at top. 

- sharp, very undulating contact - 

LOWER CALCAREOUS GRIT 

I Very loosely consolidated sand. Limonite stained but not as 0.80 
strongly as Unit 3. A few small (± 0.15m diameter) doggers. 

- quarry floor: sandy with isolated limestone exposures - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.00 
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Cothill 

Subzone meties 

Antecedens 
2-1 

-0 

141 

Upper Trigania Bed 

3 
Vertebrale 2 Lower Trigonia Bed 

Lower Calcareous Grit 
or! 
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Calne: St Mary's School 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

CALNE FREESTONE -Tenuiserraturn Zone, 
Tenuiserratum Subzone 

2 Oolite, cross bedded, very flaggy. Apparent dip of cross 3.00 
bedding < 10 degrees/WSW. Thinly bedded (± 5-10 cm). 
Very small fragments of bivalves and corals. Muddy matrix, 
coarsely sparry in places. Scattered larger bivalve fragments 
and echinoid spines on bedding planes with some shell lags. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
HIGHWORTH GRIT - Densiplicaturn Zone, Maltonense 

Subzone 

Sandstone, pale buff, fine grained, calcareous, with abundant 0.60 
matrix supported ooids. Thinly bedded in ±2 cm units. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.60 
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Caine, St Marv's School 

Subzone metres 
4 

Tenuiserratum 
Maltonense 

0.0 

0.0 0.0 v 

Ü. o Ü. o 0.0 0.0 0.00.0 
', ' 

1. 
1 

Caine 
Freestone 

Highworth Grit 
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Osmin2ton-Rin2stead Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- grey clays above - 

TRIGONIA CLAVELLATA FORMATION - 
Cautisnigrae Zone, Cautisnigrae Subzone (pars) 

40 Bright red-orange sandstone, plum-coloured in patches with 0.70 
abundant ooids. Shell lags and large Thalassinoides on upper 
bedding plane. 

- sharp contact - 

39 Grey clay band. 0.04 

38 Grey shelly limestone. Brown-red in places. 0.50 

- gradational contact - 

37 Very silty clay. Orange at top grading to grey. 0.40 

- grades abruptly - 

36 Stiff, dark grey clay. 0.40 

- base not seen - 

35 Grey limestone crowded with Myophorella clavellata and 0.30 
other shell fragments. Thin calcite veins. 

- sharp contact - 

OSMINGTON OOLITE FORMATION: NODULAR 
RUBBLE MEMBER - Purnilus Zone, Parandieri 

Subzone (pars) 

34 Grey, very silty clay. 0.05 

33 Grey nodular limestone. Bedding plane shows Thalassinoides 0.15 
4cm diameter and 20cm long. 

- sharp contact - 
32 Dark grey clay. Strong dark- green colour on fresh surface. A 0.15 

few shell fragments. 

31 Compact grey limestone with Thalassinoides on upper 0.60 
surface. 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
30 Pale grey very silty clay. 0.15 

- sharp, undulating contact - 
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Osminp-ton-RinEstead Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

29 Compact pale grey limestone with numerous shell fragments 0.30 
and small calcite veins. 

28 Intcrbedded bioturbatcd nodular limestones and clays. 1.50 

- abrupt contact - 

27 Highly nodular very bioturbatcd limestone. 2.00 

- abrupt contact - 

SHORTLAKE MEMBER - Plicatilis Zone, Antecedens 
Subzone (pars) 

26 Grey silty clay with 10cm. flat-bedded discrete bed of oolite 0.60 
20cm from top. 

- base not seen - 

25 Pale creamy oolite with vertical burrows. 0.50 

24 Very nodular limestone with clay intercalations. 0.40 

23 Pale grey silty clay with nodular limestone beds 20cm 4.00 
thick towards top and base. 

22 Oolite. Cross-laminated. Vertical burrows. Top highly 0.80 
bioturbated. 

21 0olitc. Cross-laminated. Burrowed. Shaly partings 0.70 

UPTON MEMBER 

20 Grey clay with nodular limestone beds (burrowed). 1.20 

19 Grey clay with occasional limestone nodules. 0.60 

18 Nodular limestone with clay partings. Burrowed in places. 0.70 

17 Grey clay. 0.60 

16 Nodular limestone. 0.50 

15 Grey clay with minor nodular limestones. 1.30 

14 Pisolite. 0.30 

13 Compact grey limestone, weathering red. Shell fragments, 0.60 
small gastropods. 

12 Dark grey silty clay. 1.10 

II Fine pale buff oolite. Highly bioturbated. Top densely 0.50 
burrowed. 
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Osmin2ton-Rin2stead Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- sharp contact - 

BENCLIFF GRIT - Vertebrale Subzone 

10 Fine-grained, hard calcareous sandstone. Vertical Planolites 0.20 
burrows. Cross-laminated in parts. Iron-stained. 

- irregular contact - 

9 Fine-grained buff-orange sandstone. Low-angle cross- 1.40 
bedding. Hummocky cross-stratification. 20cm darker silty 
unit near top with dark burrows. 

8 Very bioturbated fine-grained sandstone. Remnants of 0.40 
lamination and low-angle cross-bedding. Laterally persistent 
but grades eastward into well-defined dark bed. 

7 Fine-grained sandstone. Low-angle cross-bedding picked out 0.70 
by dark-, silty laminae. 

6 Highly bioturbated fine-grained sandstone. Laterally 0.10 
impersistent. 

5 Laminated clay band. Laterally impersistent. 0.05 

4 Fine-grained buff sandstone with large calcareous doggers. 0.70 
Low-angle cross-bedding. Soft-sediment deformation in parts. 
Small, pale Planolites towards top. 

- gradational contact - 

3 Very silty buff/grey clay. 0.10 

- gradational contact - 

2 Laminated grey clay. Laterally impersistent. 0.05 

1 Fine-grained sandstone with abundant dark-, silty laminae. 0.40 
Cross-lamination. Planolites at top infilled with dark material 
- ? from clay band above. 

- base obscured by slipped material from cliff above; 2.50 
junction with Nothe Clay not exposed; interval difficult to 

estimate - 

NOTHE CLAY 

I Dark grey clays. 5.00 

TOTAL THICKNESS 33.24 
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Osmington - Rinqstead 

Subzone 

Antecedens 

metfes 
20 

19 

le 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

22 OSMINGTON OOUTE FM: 
21 Shortlake Member 

120 

19 

18 

17 

16 OSMINGTOH OOLITE FM: 
Upton Member 115 

14 
13 

12 

11 
10 

9 

8 

7 

4 REDCLIFF FORMATION: 
Bencliff Grit Member 

1 

Vertebrale 

REDCUFF FORMATION: 
Ncythe CW Member 
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Osmington - Ringstead 

Subzone metFes 
34 

33 
Cautisnigrae 

32 

31 

30 

29 

Parandieri 
28 

27 

Antecedens 

26 

25 

24 

21 

40 

38 
37 
36 
35 

31 

29 

28 

27 

26 

25 
24 

23 

22 

TRIGONIA CLAVELLATA FM 

OSMINGTON OOLITE FM: 
Nodular Rubble Member 

OSMINGTON OOLITE FM: 
Shortlake Member 
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Blackhead Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

KIMMERIDGE CLAY: Baylei Zone (pars) 

16 Rhactorhynchia inconstans Bcd. Dark grey clay with small 1.00 
phosphate nodules and serpulids abundant in zones. 
Torquirhynchia inconstans common. 

- sharp contact - 
RINGSTEAD CORAL BED: Bauhini Subzone (pars) 

15 Very sandy limestone. Palo buff. 0.15 

- sharp, irregular contact - 
RINGSTEAD WAXY CLAY: Bauhini Subzone (pars), 

Marstonense Subzone 

14 Dark grey clay with pale buff silty burrows ± 0.02cm 0.10 
diameter. 

- sharp contact - 
13 Layer of claystone concretions weathering reddish (grey on 0.06 

fresh surfaces), surrounded and bypassed by simple burrows 
up to 2cm diameter. Concretions average 20cm long. 

- sharp contact - 
12 Variegated stiff waxy clays. Pale grey. Burrows stained with 0.20 

haematite. Also some limonitic mottling. 

- sharp contact - 
Continuous band of well-cemented red-orange sandstone. 0.05 
Mottled on weathered surface. 

- sharp contact - 
10 Variegated clays. Palc grey but weathering buff and with 0.50 

abundant haematitc/limonite staining in lenses and 
discontinuous laminae (? burrows). No body fossils seen. 
Reacts slightly with dilute HCL Thin (0.02m) concretionary 
layers more common towards base. 

- sharp contact - 
9 Stiff grey clays. No fossils seen. Waxy feel decreasing 2.50 

generally downwards. ± 0.80m from top there is a 0.50m 
thick interval where the clays become buff and mottled with 
haematite/limonite. Clays become slightly darker towards 
base. 
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Blackhead Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- sharp, moderately irregular contact - 

SANDSFOOT GRIT: Regulare Zone 

8 Bright orange fine-grained sandstone with abundant ooids 0.40 
imparting a distinctive speckled appearance. Oblique burrows 

0.0 1m diameter which react slightly with dilute HCL 

- gradational contact - 
7 Brown. sandy, poorly consolidated interval with occasional 0.45 

oblique burrows <0.01m diameter infilled with bright orange 
material. 

- sharp contact - 

6 Bright orange sandstone with occasional horizontal burrows 0.15 
infilled with bright orange fine-grained material as above. 

-abrupt contact - 

5 Oyster band. Abundant Deltoideum delta in a varied matrix 0.12 
of buff sand, poorly consolidated and more well consolidated 
bright orange sandstone. 

- abrupt contact - 
4 Relatively featureless silty clay. Mid to dark- grey. Occasional 0.60 

vertical burrows infilled with haematitic material -? from 
bed above - towards top. Occasional small bivalves. 
Occasional lags of matrix-supported, square cross-section 
very small white fragments at base. Fragment of fossil wood 
near base. 

- sharp contact - 
3 Buff to pale orange carbonate-cemented sandstone with 0.25 

burrows and general bioturbation, especially towards top. 

- abrupt contact - 
2 Dark grey silty clay. Bivalves and very small ? serpulids. 0.20 

- sharp contact - 
I Pale orange or buff rotted sandstone. 0.25 

TOTAL THICKNESS 6.98 
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, 
Furz-v Cliff Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

OXFORD CLAY FORMATION: WEYMOUTH 
MEMBER, BOWLEAZE CLAYS - Costicardia Subzone 

II Dark grey clays. 0.80 

10 Paler, more calcareous and prominent unit. 0.10 

9 Dark grey clays. 1.00 

8 Paler, slightly more calcareous clay. 0.15 

7 Dark grey clays. 0.40 

6 Paler, slightly more calcareous clay. 0.10 

5 Dark grey clays. 0.80 

4 Paler, slightly more calcareous clay. 0.20 

3 Dark grey clays. 0.20 

2 Intermittently iron-stained bed. 0.10 

I Stiff dark grey clays with occasional Lopha gregarea and 1.75 
Gryphaea dilatata (both loose). In situ clays show occasional 
small burrows - Manolites. 

- base of cliff - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.60 
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Furz Cliff 

Subzone metres 

Costicardia 

10 

7 OXFORD CLAY FM: 
6 Weymouth Member - 5 Bowleaze Clays 
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Redcliff Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

NOTHE CLAY - Vertebrale Subzone 

6 Grey clays with shell debris. 1.50 

5 Clays with calcareous sandstones. 10cm sandstone at top. 0.40 

- gradational contact - 
4 Grey clays. 0.65 

3 Clays and calcareous sandstones. 20cm sandstone at top with 1.10 
poorly-sorted ooids and simple, sub-horizontal burrows, about 
lcm diameter. 

2 Muddy, buff limestone with Planolites. 0.50 

- sharp, uneven contact - 
I Grey, silty clays. 1.00 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 5.15 
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Redcliff 

Subzone metres 

Vertebrale 
I REDCLIFF FORMATIOH: 

3 
flothe Clay Member 
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Houlante, Normandv Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(m et res) 

- top not accessible - 

CALCAIRE d'AUBERVILLE - Densiplicaturn Zone, 
Vertebrale Subzone (pars) 

20 Brown-red weathering beds interbedded with clays. 2.50 
Inaccessible: thickness estimated. 

LOPHA GREGAREA BEDS - Cordaturn Zone, 
Cordaturn Subzone 

19 Stiff dark grey clay. 1.00 

18 Palo buff marl with scattered iron-ooids. 0.10 

17 Predominantly stiff dark grey clay with minor marls/marly 7.00 
limestones. Localised concentrations of Lopha gregarea 
throughout. 

OOLITHE FERRUGINEUSE DE VILLERS - Cordaturn 
Zone, Costicardia & Bukowskii Subzones 

16 3 or 4 decimetre-scale beds of Fe-oolite. Matrix is micritic 0.80 
and ooids are matrix-supported. Interbedded with dark grey 
clay containing abundant shelly material and Fe-ooids. 

MARNES DE VILLERS - Mariae Zone 

15 Mid-grey marls. 2.00 

14 Brown ferruginous bed. Becomes nodular laterally. 0.10 

13 Mid grey marls. 3.90 

12 Intermittent calcareous nodules. 0.10 

II Mid grey marls. 0.90 

10 Limestone. Slightly nodular. 0.10 

9 Mid grey to pale pink marl with abundant small, simple 4.00 
horizontal burrows, infilled with Fe. Gryphaea dilatala 
common. 

8 2 or 3 thin limestones interbedded with grey marl. 0.60 

7 Mid grey marl with abundant Gryphaea dilatala. Simple 2.20 
burrows ranging in size from <Imm to ± lcm diameter. 

6 Intermittent calcareous concretions. 0.10 
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Houleate. Normandy Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

5 Mid grey marl with Gryphaea thlatala (usually both valves 3.90 
together) in various orientations, concentrated in zones and as 
isolated individuals. Simple burrows common, infilled with 
yellow material (? from rotted pyrite). 

4 Very intermittent calcareous concretions. 0.10 

3 Pale pink-buff marl. Massive. Pyritised simple burrows 2.50 
common ranging in size from <lcm to 2cm diameter. Some 
may be remains of pyritised ammonites. 

2 2 or 3 thin pale limestones interbedded with marls. 0.40 

1 Pale buff marl with occasional rotted pyritous zones. 1.00 
Occasional very small round pyritous spots. 

- base of cliff - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 33.30 
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Carriires de la Pierre-Lev6e Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen - 

UPPER OXFORDIAN - Bimammatum Zone 

14 Palo buff, sandy bioclastic limestone. 0.30 

13 Pale grey slightly rubbly, powdery limestone. 0.70 

12 Orange, fine- to medium-grained limestone. Burrowed. 0.20 

11 Grey bioclastic limestone. 0.20 

- base not seen - 

- gap in exposure - 1.50 

10 Very fine-grained, almost white lithographic limestone. Well- 1.50 
bedded in ± 5cin units. 

9 Very fine-grained sub-lithographic limestone. No fossils seen. 0.50 

8 Very muddy, grey marly limestone. Burrowed. Perisphinctid 0.60 
ammonites abundant. 

- well-defined, irregular contact - 
UPPER OXFORDIANIMIDDLE OXFORDIAN - 

Plicatilis to Bifurcatus Zones 

7 Massive limestone, similar to unit 6, but even less burrowed. 1.20 
Horizontal bedding, especially in lower part. Marly/rubbly 
limestone at top. 

- well-defined, very flat contact - 
6 More massive and less nodular limestone than below. Iron- 0.90 

stained in zones. 

- abrupt and obvious contact - 
5 Similar to unit 1. Highly nodular, intensely buffowed 2.00 

limestone. Iron-stained in zones. 

- well-defined, almost flat contact - 
4 Prominent highly burrowed iron-stained limestone forming an 0.50 

overhang in the face. 

- burrowed contact - 
MIDDLE CALLOVIAN - Jason and Coronatum Zones 

3 Very similar to unit 1.1.40 
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Carriires de la Pierre-Lev6e Section 
, q. 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- Fe-stained, burrowed contact - 
2 Vcry similar to unit 1. 

- sharp, burrowed Fe-stained contact - 

0.90 

I Pale buff-orange very fine-grained limestone. Nodular. 2.00 

TOTAL THICKNESS 14.40 
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St Andr6 - bottom section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- top not seen: scree - 

37 Marl with 0.05m limestone at top. 1.40 

36 Limestone. 0.10 

35 Marl. 2.40 

34 Marl with 0.04m limestone at 0.40m from base and at top. 2.20 

33 Marl with 0.03m limestone 0.50m. from base and 0.04m 1.50 
limestone at top. 

32 Marl with 0.02 limestone 0.70m from base and 0.05m 1.40 
limestone at top. 

31 Dark marl with 0.05m limestone at top. 1.00 

30 Red limestone. 0.10 

29 Fissile dark grey marl. Rare thin shell fragments. Ferruginous 4.50 
in zones. Micaccous in zones. 

28 Thick marl interval. Ferruginous in zones with 0.05m, pate 0.80 
buff limestone at top. 

27 Red limestones in 3 courses with thicker marl interbeds. 0.20 

26 Pale grey, finely laminated marl. 0.20 

- gradational contact - 

25 Bettcr-ccmented, more calcareous marl. Arcuate jointing. 1.00 
Fcrruginous. 

- gradational contact - 
24 Brown/grey silty marl with yellow limestone bands. 3.30 

Ferruginous in zones. Small shell debris. 

23 Brown/grey silty marl with yellow limestone bands, 6.00 
Ferruginous in zones. Small shell debris. 

22 Limestone. 0.10 

21 Brown/grey silty marl with yellow limestone bands. 3.20 
Ferruginous in zones. Small shell debris. 

20 Very silty calcareous marl. Pale buff/yellow. 0.20 

19 Basal bed of "terres noires". Obscured by slip. 0.60 
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St Andr6 - bottom section 
Unit Description Thickness 

(metres) 

... BATHONIAN ... 
18 Pale grey wcll-jointcd limestone with calcite on joint planes. 0.80 

Ferruginous in zones. Weathers orange/buff. 

17 Marl. 0.05 

16 Limestone. 0.30 

15 Marl. 0.05 

14 Limestone in 3 courses with marl interbeds about 0.05m 0.90 
thick. 

13 Marl with occasional very calcareous zones and nodules. 0.20 

12 Pale grey limestone, weathers orangelbuff. 0.10 

II Marl. 0.10 

10 Pale grey limestone with thin marIs towards base. 0.20 

9 Marl. 0.10 

8 Pale grey limestone. 0.20 

7 Pebbly marl conglomerate. 0.05 

6 Pale grey limestone. 1.05 

5 Pale grey limestone, muddy towards top. 0.20 

4 Marl with rounded limestone pebbles up to 0.06m diameter. 0.10 

3 Limestone. Pebbly at base. 0.10 

2 Conglomerate, marl-matrix supported. Well-rounded 0.10 
limestone pebbles 0.01-0.02m diameter. 

I Pale grey limestone, weathers orange/buff. 0.60 

TOTAL THICKNESS 35.40 
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St Andre - boftom section 
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St Andr6 - middle section 

Unit Description 

5 Marl with 0.02m limestone and 0.05 limestone. 

4 Marl with a few thin red limestone bands. 

3 Micaccous marl. 0.03m limestone at top. 

2 Marl with 0.03m red limestone at top. 

I Marl with 0.02m red limestone at top. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

1.90 

1.30 

0.60 

2.90 

1.50 

TOTAL THICKNESS 8.20 
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St Andrd - middle section 

mettes 
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St Andr6 - tot) section 
Unit Description Thickness 

(metres) 

UPPER OXFORDIAN 

67 Grey micritic limestone with rare and very thin marl partings. 6.20 
Calcite veins sub-nonnal to bedding. Slickensides. 
Ferruginous blebs ± 20mm diameter. Underside of some beds 
very irregular, others flat. 

66 Fissile dark grey marls interbedded with dark grey micritic 4.70 
limestones. Limestones ferruginous in zones and patches. 
Chondrites in marls and limestones; becoming less common 
upwards. 

- gap: vegetation and scree - 2.80 

65 Interbcddcd grey micritic limestones and much thinner marls. 2.70 

64 Intcrbedded mid to dark grey fissile marls and mid grey 4.55 
micritic limestones. Marls ferruginous in patches and zones 
parallel to bedding with Chondrites common. Limestones 

also have Chondrites and frequent calcite veins ± 2mm thick 
at various angles to bedding. Slickensides on calcite. Where 
weathered, limestones fissile parallel to bedding. 

63 Pate grey micritic limestone with thin marl layers. 0.80 

62 Interbedded pale grey micritic limestones and fissilc grey 7.35 

marls. Chondrites rare in both marls and limestones. Larger 
Chondriles with green margins near top. 

... ? MIDDLE OXFORDIAN ... 

61 Interbedded pale grey micritic limestones and fissile grey 1.40 
marls. Marl has uncommon small Chondrites. Limestone 
compact with calcite veins sub-normal to bedding. 

60 Scree-covered. Probably marl. 0.80 

59 Interbcdded pale grey limestone and fissile grey marls. Small 2.10 
Chondrites uncommon in marls. 

- gap: scree-covered - 2.05 

58 Interbcdded pale grey fissile limestone and grey fissile marls. 1.95 
Small Chondriles in both lithologies. 

- gap: scree-covered - 2.00 

57 Interbedded grey limestone with small Chondrites, and fissile 1.20 
grey marls. One 0.05m diameter poorly-preserved ammonite 
on top surface of a limestone bcd. 

56 Marl, pale grey, fissile. Small Chondrites. 0.30 
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St Andr6 - top section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

- gap: scrce-covered - 3.00 

55 Massive grey limestone, weathers buff. Bottom 0.40m more 1.40 

muddy and fissile. 

54 Marl. 1.00 

53 Pale buff laminated limestone. 0.60 

... top of "terres noires" 

52 M art. 1.00 

51 Palo grey limestone, weathers orange/buff. 0.20 

50 Dark grey mart. 1.00 

49 Palo grey, more calcareous mart. 0.40 

- gradational contact - 

48 Marl. 1.10 

47 Limestone in two courses with mart between. 0.30 

46 Dark grey mart. 1.20 

- gradational contact - 

45 Pale grey, more calcareous mart. 0.60 

- gradational contact - 

44 Fissile, dark grey mart. 0.70 

43 Pale grey limestone, weathers orange/buff. 0.10 

42 Fissile dark grey mart. Muddy and highly forruginous in 1.90 

zones. Becomes more calcareous 0.40m from top. 

41 Pale grey limestone, weathers orange/buff. 0.10 

40 Fissile dark grey mart. 2.40 

39 Prominent rcd-buff limestone with highly calcareous pale 0.20 

grey mart at base. Coarsely crystalline calcite on joint planes. 

38 Marl. Subtle, more calcareous layers 0.02-0.03m thick about 5.00 

every 0.10m. 

37 Intermittent but prominent red/brown weathering limestone 0- 0.20 
0.20m thick. 

36 Marl with 0.02m thick limestone bands about every 0.05m. 3.00 
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Unit 

St Andr6 - top section 

Description 

35 More calcareous marl. Weathers buff. 

34 Marl with 0.03m limestone bands about every 0.05m. 

33 More calcareous marl with 0.05m limestone bands about 
every 0.10m. 

- abrupt contact - 
32 Marl with 0.02-0.04m thick red limestones about every 

0.20m. 

31 More calcareous mart. 0.02m red limestone at top. 

- abrupt contact - 
30 Marl with 0.02-0.04m thick red limestone bands every 0.20- 

0.40m. 

29 More calcareous mart. 0.03m red limestone at top. 

- abrupt contact - 

28 Marl with 0.01-0.02m red limestone bands about every 
0.1 Om. 

27 Red limestone. 

26 Marl with 0.01-0.03m limestones about every 0.30m. 

25 More calcareous mart. Weathers buff. 

24 Marl with 0.02m limestones about every 0.20m 

23 Prominent light grey limestone. Weathers red/brown. 0.05- 
0.20m thick. 

22 Marl with 0.02m limestones about every 0.20m. 

21 Prominent limestone. Light grey, weathers red/brown. 

20 Marl with occasional 0.02m red limestones. Nodules about 
1.20m from top. 

19 Rcd-weathering pale grey more calcareous mart. 0.05m 
limestone at top. 

18 Marl with occasional 0.02-0.03 limestones. 

17 Marl. Calcareous nodules at top, 0.05m thick, 0.20m long. 

16 Marls with 0.08 limestones about every 0.20m. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

0.40 

2.00 

0.80 

2.60 

0.40 

5.40 

0.40 

1.15 

0.05 

2.80 

0.60 

1.60 

0.20 

2.45 

0.15 

3.00 

0.20 

0.80 

0.40 

1.20 
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Unit 

St Andr6 - top section 

Description 

15 Distinctive finely laminated mart with noticeably less 
frequent 0.02m limestones. 

14 Marls with 0.08m limestones about every 0.20m. 

13 Distinctive finely-laminated mart. 0.05m limestones at 2.50m 
and 4.50m from base. 

12 Mid to dark grey fissile marts with 0.03m ferruginous 
limestones about every 0.10-0.15m. 

II Distinctive finely laminated mart with 0.02m limestones 
about every 0.80m. 

10 Marl with 0.05m limestones about every 0.40m. 

9 Interbedded limestones/marls with limestones (0.15m thick) 
predominating. 

8 Mid to dark grey fissile marts with 0.051n red-wcathering 
limestones about every 0.15m. 

7 Mid to dark grey fissile marts with 0.03m brown limestones 
about every 0.15-0.20m, becoming more predominant 
upwards. 

- gap-, slip-covered - 
6 Mid to dark grey fissile marts with 0.03m limestones about 

every 0.05m. 

5 Prominent red-weathering calcareous nodule bed. 

- sharp contact - 
4 Mid to dark grey rissile marts with 0.03m forruginous 

limestones about every 0.10-0.15m. 

- sharp contact - 
3 Palo grey-grcen limestone. Weathers brown. 

- abrupt contact - 

Thickness 
(metres) 

5.20 

2.20 

7.40 

3.00 

4.00 

2.00 

1.40 

3.00 

2.00 

2.00 

1.80 

0.20 

2.00 

0.20 
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St Andr6 - toi) section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

2 Mid to dark grey marl. 1.60 

- sharp contact - 
Pale grey limestone, weathers orange/brown. More massive 0.20 
and ferruginous band at top, 0.05m thick. 

- ±10m poorly exposed marls below - 
TOTAL THICKNESS 131.10 
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St Andre - top section 
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St Andre - top section 
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St Andre - top section 
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St Andreo - top section 
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St Andre - top section 
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La Garde Section 

Unit Description 

- top not seen - 

8 Pale grey, slightly fissile limestone intcrbedded with 
gradational boundaries with more fissile limestones. 
Underside of one bed near base is crowded with moulds of 
perisphinctids. Small Fe-Chondrites common as well as rare 
Zoophycos and uncommon long, straight burrows ± 2mm 
diameter. Occasional belemnites. Burrows more common in 
more fissile ftuddier) beds. 

- gap covered in scree and vegetation - 
7 Interbedded grey limestones and more fissile Qmuddier) 

limestones. Limestones regularly jointed perpendicular to 
bedding. Moulds of perisphinctids on top surface. Possible 
small Zoophycos seen in situ and also in scree. Both sharp 
and gradational boundaries. 

- gap covered in scree and vegetation - 

6 Grey limestones, fairly massive/jointed, but fissile in zones. 
Calcite veins perpendicular to bedding. Roll-mark- of large 
? pcrisphinctid seen on top of bedding surface. Boundaries 

gradational. No Zoophycos seen. 

5 Similar to Unit 4, but beds more closely-spaced. Boundaries 
gradational. Limestones becoming less fissile upwards. A few 

very small iron-staincd burrows but no larger burrows or 
Zoophycos seen. 

4 Succession of dark- grey, rather muddy, very fissile 
limestones separated by scree-filled trenches, probably zones 
of greater mud content and fissility. The boundaries between 
the beds are gradational. Absence of Zoophycos is notable in 
this unit. A few rare very partial moulds of perisphinctids, 
often iron-stained. Arcuate as well as planar jointing 
occasionally seen. 

- gap covered in scree and vegetation - 

... MIDDLE OXFORDIAN ... 

... MIDDLE CALLOVIAN ... 
3 Interbedded massive and more fissile grey limestones with 

abundant Zoophycos. Calcite veins parallel and perpendicular 
to bedding. A few large (1-cm diameter) iron-stained 
? burrows/concretions. A few partial ammonite moulds and 
one ammonite ? bounce-mark- near top of unit. 

Thickness 
(metres) 

3.30 

10.00 

4.80 

1.70 

2.20 

2.20 

4.90 

3.70 

5.00 
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La Garde Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

2 More massive grey limestone, well-jointed, with a few more 2.60 
fissile zones. Top of unit has abundant iron-stained horizontal 
burrows and Zoophycos, which occurs commonly throughout 
this unit. Calcite veins parallel and perpendicular to bedding. 

Grey limestones parting easily along bedding planes 1.70 
interbedded with more fissile limestones. ? Pcrisphinctid 
partial moulds occasionally seen on bedding surfaces. Joints 
and calcite veins perpendicular to bedding. Zoophycos present 
towards top of unit. Iron-stained small burrows perpendicular 
to bedding. Also one horizontal trace. 

TOTAL THICKNESS 42.10 
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La Garde 

metres 
20- 

-5 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

? MIDDLE OXFORDIAN 
? MIDDLE CALLOVIAN 

10 

9 

0 

7 

G 

5 

4 

3 

4 

3 

2 

1 
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La Garde 

metres 
43 

42- 

41- 
8 

40 

39119 

29- 

28- 

27- 
7 

2G 

5 

24 

23 

22- 

21 

20 
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116muzat 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

Bimarnmaturn Zone, Hypselum Subzone (pars) 

126 Prominent massive limestone. Grey, weathers buff. 1.10 

125 Fissile grey mart. No burrows. 1.20 

124 Fissile, slightly muddy limestone. Grey, weathers buff. No 0.80 
burrows. 

123 Fissile grey mart. 1.40 

122 Limestone. Slightly fissile. Grey, weathers buff. 0.20 

121 Fissile grey mart. 2.00 

120 Fissile, very muddy limestone. Grey weathers buff. 1.00 

119 Fissile grey mart. 1.90 

118 Fissile, very muddy limestone. 0.40 

117 Fissile grey mart. 0.50 

116 Fissile, very muddy limestone. 0.50 

115 Grey, fissile marls. 1.50 

Bifurcatus Zone, Grossouvrei Subzone 

114 Very prominent, wcll-jointed limestone. Grey, weathers buff. 1.30 
Slightly fissile in zones, but mainly massive. 

113 Fissile grey mart with a few better-cemented intervals. 4.00 
Chondriles common. 

112 Thin grey limestone bed. 0.10 

III Fissile grey mart. 0.90 

110 Limestone, slightly fissile. Grey, weathers buff. Rare 0.40 
Chondrites. 

109 Fissile grey mart with a few better-cemcnted intervals 3.50 
towards base. Chondrites common. 

108 Fissile, muddy limestone. Grey, weathers buff. 0.50 

107 Fissile grey mart. Burrowed. 0.50 

106 Fissile, muddy limestone. Grey, weathers buff. No burrows. 0.50 

105 Fissile grey mart with one better-cemented interval. 1.00 

104 Massive limestone, slightly fissile. Jointed. Grey, weathers 0.60 
buff. 
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Unit 

R6muzat 

Description 

103 Fissilc grey marl. 

102 Massive limestone, slightly fissilc. Wcll-jointcd. Grey, 
weathers buff. 

101 Interval difficult to measure: very scrcc- and vegetation- 
covered. Intermittent exposures show fissile grey marls. 
Chondrites common near top. 

100 Fissile, muddy limestone. Grey, weathers orange. 

99 Fissile grey marl. No burrows. 

98 Very fissile, very muddy limestone. 

97 Fissile grey marl. 

96 Fissile, muddy limestone. Grey, weathers buff. 

95 Fissilc grey marl. No burrows. 

94 Very prominent massive limestone. Weathers buff-orange. 

Bifurcatus Zone, Stenocycloides Subzone 

93 Fissile grey marls with better-cemented laminae. 

92 Fissile, very muddy limestone. 

91 Scree-covered. Fissile marls with better-cemented interval 
towards base. 

90 Fissile, muddy limestone. 

89 Fissile grey marl with better-cemented interval near top. 

88 Fissile grey marl with better-ceincrited buff-orange intervals. 

87 Fissile grey marl with a better-cemented interval near base. 

86 Fissile, very muddy limestone. Chondrites common in zones. 

85 Fissile grey marl. 

84 Very muddy limestone. 

83 Fissile grey marl. 

82 Fissile, very muddy limestone. 

- gradational contact - 

81 Fissile grey marl. Silty laminae. Chondrites. 

- gradational contact - 

Thickness 
(metres) 

1.20 

0.80 

8.20 

0.30 

3.00 

0.50 

1.50 

0.50 

1.40 

0.90 

8.00 

0.30 

2.00 

0.70 

3.60 

2.10 

4.60 

0.50 

0.80 

0.20 

2.50 

0.50 

1.00 
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116muzat 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

80 Fissile, muddy limestone. Weathers buff-orange. 0.50 

- gradational contact - 
79 Fissile grey marl. 1.80 

78 Muddy limestone. Weathers bright orange. 0.60 

77 Intermittent exposure. Fissile grey marls. 3.30 

Transversarium Zone, Schilli Subzone 

75/ Massive limestone. Jointed. Grey, weathers buff-orange. 0.70 
76 

74 Fissilc grey marl. 0.30 

73 Massive limestone. Jointed. Grey, weathers buff-orange. 0.70 

72 Fissile grey marl. Very rare small burrows. 0.30 

71 Massive limestone, Jointed. Grey, weathers buff-orange. No 0.80 
convincing trace fossils. 

70 Fissile marls with thin limestones and one better-cemented 2.90 
interval. No convincing trace fossils. 

69 Limestone. 0.50 

68 Fissile marl. 0.40 

Transversariurn Zone, Parandieri Subzone 

67 Limestone with more fissile intervals. 1.80 

66 Fissile grey marl. Rare Chondrites. 1.20 

65 Limestone. Rare Chondritcs. Marls below. 0.10 

- gap in exposure - 10.00 

64 Limestone. Grey, weathers buff. Arcuate jointing. Marls 1.00 
above. 

63 Dark grey marl. 0.50 

62 Limestone. Grey, weathers buff. 0.20 

61 Marl. 1.00 

60 Limestone. Weathers buff. Slightly fissile. 1.20 

59 Marl. 2.50 

58 Limestone. Inaccessible. 0.40 
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R6muzat 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

57 Marl with more calcareous bands. 3.00 

56 Massive limestone. Grey, weathers buff. 1.70 

55 Marl. 0.60 

54 Hard, massive limestone. Weathers buff or buff-orange. 0.40 

53 Muddy limestone. 0.40 

Plicatilis Zone, Antecedens Subzone (pars) 

52 Massive grey limestone with three more resistant orange- 1.80 
weathering bands. 

51 Muddy limestone. 1.00 

50 Massive limestone. 0.10 

49 Scree-covcrcd. ? Marl. 0.20 

48 Massive limestone. Grey, weathers buff. Well-jointed. 0.80 

47 Interval scrcc-covcrcd. Thickness estimated. ? Marl. 2.50 

46 Massive limestone. 0.70 

45 Scrcc-covcrcd. ? Marl. 0.60 

44 Limestone. 0.20 

43 Scrce-covered. ? Marl. 0.20 

42 Massive limestone. Grey, weathers buff. 0.80 

41 Muddy limestone. 0.50 

40 Massive limestone. Grey, weathers buff-orange. Closely- 0.90 
jointed. 

39 Fissile marl. 0.50 

38 Massive limestone. Grey, weathers buff-orange. 0.20 

37 Fissile marl. 1.20 

36 Interbedded limestones/marls. 1.70 

35 Fissile marl. 1.60 

34 Limestone. 0.10 

33 Fissile marl. 0.40 

32 Muddy limestone.. 0.10 
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Rimuzat 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

31 Fissile marl. 0.20 

30 Silty marl. 0.30 

29 Fissile marl. 0.10 

28 Silty marl. 0.20 

27 Fissile marl. 1.20 

26 Interbedded limcstoncs/marls. Limestones become more 0.80 
prominent upwards. 

25 Fissile marl. 1.50 

24 Limestone. Grey, weathers buff. Closely-jointed. 1.00 

23 Fissile marl. 1.20 

22 Interbedded limestones/marls. 0.80 

21 Fissile marl. 1.20 

20 Limestone. Pale grey, weathers buff. 0.60 

19 Fissile marl. 0.60 

- gradational contact - 

18 Silty, better-cemented interval. 0.20 

- gradational contact - 

17 Fissile marl. 1.10 

16 Interbedded limestones/marls. 0.80 
-12 
11 Fissile marl. 1.20 

10 Pale grey limestone. Weathers buff. 0.20 

9 Fissile marl. 0.20 

8 Pale grey limestone. Weathers buff. 0.40 

7 Fissile grey-black marl. 2.00 

6 Limestone. Pale grey. Closely-jointed. 0.90 

5 Fissile dark grey marl. 1.30 

4 Pale grey limestone. 0.40 

3 Inaccessible: Fissile marls. 2.50 
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Rimuzat 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

2 Fissile muddy limcstone. 0.50 

Massive limestone. Pale grcy, weathers buff. Calcite in joints. 0.60 
Slickcnsides. 

- scree below - 
TOTAL THICKNESS 147.80 
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Subzone 

Antecedens 

Remuzat -I 
metres 

2 : 126 

18 

17 

1G 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 
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7 

G 

5 
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3 

2 

1 

0 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

is 
18 

17 

12-16 

11 

10 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 
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, 
Remuzat -2 

Subzone meties 40 

39 
Parandierl 

Antecedens 38 

37 

36 

35 

34 

33 

32 

31 

30 

29 

20 

27 

A 

2E 

24 

2'. ý 

2 

21 

54 

52 

51 

48 

47 

46 

45 

42 

41 

40 

39 
38 

37 

36 

35 

34 

32 
30 

27 
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Rdmuzat -3 

Subzone meties 
Go 

59 

50 

57 

56 

55 

54 

53 

52 

51 

Parandierl 50 

49 

48 

47 

4G 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

40 

64 

62 

61 

60 

59 

58 

-57 

56 
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Remuzat -4 
Subzone metFes 

80 

79 

78 

77 

Stenocycloldes 7G 

75 

74 

73 

72 

71 

70 

69 

Go 

Schilli 
67 

GE 

G5 

G4 

6 

Parandlerl 61 

61 

82 

81 

80 

79 

78 

77 

76 

73 

71 

70 

69 
68 

-67 

66 

65 
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Remuzat -5 
Subzone metres 

100 

99 

98 

94 

93 

92 

91 

93 

92 

-91 

so 

89 

Stenocycloides 

88 

86 

85 

84 

83 

81 

go 

87 

86 

85 
84 

83 
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Rd m uzat -6 

Subzone 

Grossouvrel 

Stenocycloldes 

metres 
120 

119 

110 

117 

11G 

115 

114 

113 

112 

ill 

110 

109 

100 

107 

106 

105 

104 

103 

102 

101 

100 

101 

100 

99 

S8 

97 

96 

95 

94 

-93 
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Rd m uzat -7 

Subzone 

Hypselum 

Grossouvrel 

meties 
140 

139 

138 

137 

13G 

135 

134 

133 

132 

131 

130 

129 

128 

127 

126 

125 

124 

123 

122 

121 

120 

119 

118 

116 

115 

114 

113 

112 
ill 

110 

. 109 

108 
107 
106 

105 

104 

103 

102 
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Remuzat -8 

Subzone metres 
140 

147 

14G 

145 

Hypselum 
144 

143 

142 

141 

140 

126 

125 

124 

123 

122 

121 

120 
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Trept Ouarr Section 

Unit Description Thickness 
(metres) 

Birnammatum Zone (pars) 

10 Grey laminated marl. 0.10 

- sharp contact - 
9 Nficritic limestone. 0.40 

- sharp contact - 
8 Grey marl. 0.10 

- sharp contact - 
7 Nficritic grey limestone. 0.20 

- sharp contact - 
6 Pale Srcy marl. Limonite staining parallel to bedding. 0.30 

- sharp contact - 
5 Jointed limestone. Limonite staining. 0.30 

4 Laminated marl. 0.10 

3 Rubbly, very muddy grey limestone. 0.45 

2 Muddy, grey micritic limestone. 0.15 

- contact obscured by slipped material - 
I hficritic limestone with sponges. 1.00 

- base not seen - 

TOTAL THICKNESS 3.10 
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